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Roosevelt Elk

Roosevelt elk are a species of concern because it is believed that past clearcutting and forage
seeding programs have resulted in abnormally high populations. Current downward trends in
timber harvesting are expected to reduce future amounts of foraging habitat for elk. This may
result in decreasing herd sizes and perhaps decreased health. It is also expected to cause elk to
concentrate on private agricultural lands.

Historical Background

Roosevelt elk ranged from San Francisco to British Columbia and from the Pacific Ocean to the
summit of the Cascades. Many fur trappers and settlers reported them as abundant within the
river valleys and bottom lands of western Oregon @ailey 1936) including the western slopes of
the Cascades. In 1848, populations began declining due to market hunting for meat, hides and
tallow to support human demands associated with the gold rush and settlement. Legislation was
passed in 1872 to restrict hunting and selling of both elk and deer, between February to June, but
was not strictly enforced. Beginning around the 1880s, many elk were killed solely for their tusks
(upper canine teeth) which brought the seller anywhere from ten to twenty dollars per pair, a lot
of money back in those days. The situation got so bad that market and tusk hunting were made
illegal in 1899. In 1902, statewide hunting restrictions were implemented and the season was
officially shut down in 1905.

In 1910, Forest Service officials reported Roosevelt elk as very scarce along the coastal forests
and as "formerly abundant" on tlrc Umpqua National Forest. By the mid-1920s, herd numbers
were reported as increasing on the Umpqua National Forest, however, the statewide population
was still very small (slightly more than 436 head). In the late 1920s, Rocky Mountain elk were
being transplanted within western Oregon to increase herd numbers. Herd populations became
high enough to convince the Oregon State Game Commission to reopen the hunting season in
1938 .

Today, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife estimates the population of Roosevelt elk
residing within the Umpqua National Forest to be approximately 5,800 head (Beiderbeck 1994).
Because of various game laws designed to protect this animal, and areas set aside by the federal
goveffrment for the protection of wildlife and their habitat, the Roosevelt elk has made a steady
and significant comeback.

Within the watershed, local long-time residents recall that elk used to be scarce in Little River
relative to today. Most of the elk sign seemed to occur in the higher elevations near Diamond
Lake; these may have been part of a Rocky Mountain elk herd which was located near Crater
Lake. During the 1960s and 70s, a large herd of Roosevelt elk were transplanted to this area
from the Coast Range. Since this transplanting, elk numbers have steadily increased within the
watershed.
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Based on habitat conditions alone, between the late 1800s and 1930s larger than present day

Roosevelt elk herds could have occurred within this watershed most likely inhabiting the valleys

and foothills of the Lower Little River vicinity, the western two-thirds of Middle Little River and

the lower and upper reaches of the Cavitt Creek vicinity. These herds may have used summer

range located in the eastern third of the Emile Vicinity (Willow Flats), the western third of
Black/Clover @eter Paul Prairie) and the southern half of Upper Little River (Yellow Jacket

Glade) vicinities (some of these may have been Rocky Mountain elk). The year round ranges are

located on gentle slopes where fire (natural or aboriginal caused) provided good grass-forb forage

(especially during winter months). Summer ranges contained more wet openings of smaller size

providing good forage and wallows. The highest elk densities were probably along the Lower

Little River valley, especially during the winter months, as habitat conditions seemed to be best in

this area. Elk in higher elevation areas were seasonally migatory and likely moved west in

November toward their winter ranges within the Umpqua Valley and open areas in between.

Faunal remains, of elk and "elk-sized" animals, found at two old Indian campsites located about 6

miles to the southeast and 30 miles to the northwest of the watershed provide evidence that elk

were in this area. However, it is hard (if not impossible) to say at what herd size and densities

they existed. It is believed that American Indians followed the migratorial panerns of big game

from their upland to lowland haunts (Beckham and Minor 1992)-

The settlement of the northwestern margins of the watershed (and the Umpqua Valley in general)

by Euro-American settlers in the mid 1800's may have forced elk to leave their historic range and

move east into the denser timber or perish as occurred in the Willamette Valley @ailey, 1936).

Human pressures in the late 1800s may have kept elk numbers lower than the actual habitat

conditions could sustain.

Large predators, such as the gray wolf and cougar, may have some effect on elk populations

(Hornocker 1970, Taber et al. 1982). This predator-prey relationship was unbalanced in the early

1900s, when grazing of sheep and cattle increased within the watershed. In the 1930s, over 3,000

head were being grazed in the watershed along Little River up to Hemlock Lake and further east

to Limpy Prairie. During this time, the state took an aggressive approach to large predator

eradication. One method of eradication was to lead old horses out into the forest, shoot them and

then lace the carcasses with strychnine (Schloema4 pers. comm.). In additiorU the state paid

large bounties for wolf, cougar, bobcat and coyote pelts. An old time trapper by the name of Les

Gardener trapped cougzu and wolf in the late 1940s and early 1950s in the Little River watershed.

His trapping records are still visible on one of the wooden posts at Fairy Shelter. According to

this record, from 1947 to l95l he trapped 8 cougar, 2 gray woll, l3 bobcat and 7 coyote. Today,

the gray wolf are no longer believed to exist within the Umpqua National Forest, however

unconfirmed sightings are reported occasionally, even as recently as the winter of 1994. Cougar

populations are increasing state wide (Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife newsletter, The

Wild Times, surrlmer 1995).
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Effects of Timber Hqrvesting

Within the Little River watershed, intensive timber harvesting through the use of clearcuts began
in the early to mid 1940s and rapidly increased in the 1960s. Road construction increased geatly
to allow access to timber. Some forage seeding and fertilization of roadsides and clearcuts
occurred between 1959 and 1968 within Forest Service administered land. Overall, forage for elk
(and deer) has increased from natural levels by 29,1l0 acres or over 700 percent.

Roosevelt elk are one of the less migratory subspecies of elk. They tend to reside year round
within their established home ranges with some seasonal dtitudind movement. The average home
range for Roosevelt elk in an unharvested forest is thought to be betrveen 1,250 to 2,400 acres.
In managed lorests the average range was found to be around740 acres. This decrease in home
range size and increased carrying capacity of the habitat is probably due to the improved spacing
of forage and cover resulting from staggered setting clearcuts.

Elk need cover to hide from predators (primarily people) and to regulate their body temperatures,
allowing them to keep cool during the summer and warmer in the winter. This energy
conservation increases their overall health and productivity. [n areas that have had extensive tree
cover through time, elk have been shown to avoid good foraging areas that are too far from cover
(usually over 600 feet from an edge). Openings of about 20 acres in spruce/fir forests were found
to be the marcimum opening to be fully utilized by elk in Arizona @eynolds, 1962). Clearcutting
of large tracks of timber without providing a well distributed component of cover will limit elk
use of the available forage habitat. This is especially true with increased numbers of open roads
which allow human access and increase harassment and decrease escapement.

The current amount of open roads within the watershed limit the ability of elk to hide and fully
utilize the existing forage habitat. Road densities greater than two miles of road per square mile
can reduce elk use potential by as much as 50 percent (Christensen et al. 1993). Roads also
decrease bull elk survival during hunting seasons. Two studies in Idaho indicate that increasing
road densities from less than I mi/mi2 to around 4 mrJmiz can double bull mortality rates.

Elk prefer to stay at least 0.5 miles from human disturbances such as timber harvesting operations
(Lyon and Ward 1982), but will only move as far as needed to stay out of sight. Elk will become
accustomed to the presence of humans and their machines in areas where they are protected from
hunting (as evident in national parks, g:rme reserves or private lands) and are commonly seen in
openings. However, in areas where hunting occurs (including illegal poaching), such as on
federally managed lands, they become more wary and will avoid open ilreas next to roads. There
are approximately 961 miles of road within the Little River watershed for an overall road density
of 4.7 mi/mi2.
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Current Conditions ond Trends

The Little River watershed is located within the northern portion of the State's Dixon Big Game
Management Unit. Elk herd counts for this unit peaked at 890 in l99l and were recorded as733
total head in 1995. However, aerial counts have not focused on this watershed (Mike Blach
personal communication). Bull:cow ratios for the northern portion of the Dixon unit peaked at
14.3:100 in 1993 and were 6.8:100 in 1995. The current calf:cow ratio is 20.100, in 1991 the
ratio was at its highest recorded level at 45:100. The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife's
long term plans for this area @lk Management Plarq luly L992) are to maintain the bull:cow ratio
at l0:100 (the average over the last three years has been l0:100 for this unit).

The goal of Oregon's Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) is to protect, maintain and
restore elk habitat throughout Oregon (Elk Management PlarL July 1992). To prioritize this
work, the focus will be on improving elk habitat effectiveness by maintaining adequate cover,
forage and encouraging effective road management programs. To help estimate past and current
habitat conditions and predict future trends, a habitat effectiveness model was used to describe
habitat conditions for the late 1930s and today (Table 20).

Table 20. Elk habitat effectiveness model results (Wisdom et sl. 1986) for reference
conditions of the late 1930s compared to conditions for todey by vicinity. An inder value of
0.3 indicates marginal habitat whereas a value of 1.0 indicates optimal elk habitat.

Vicinity Spacing
Inder

Roads
Inder

Cover
Inder

Forage
Indir -

Total
fnder

L&IC

1930 ' t

Tofuy L4.
1930.s

Todq I4.
I9lUt

rdq LdG

I930ts

Todq Ld..
t9301

foday

Lower Little
River

0.4 0 .8 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.t 0.6 0.5

Cavitt Creek 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.5

Middle Litt le
River

0.6 0.9 1 .0 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.5

Wolf Plateau 0.4 0.9 1 . 0 0.3 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.5

Emile Creek 0 .8 0.9 1 . 0 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.E 0.5

Black/Clover 0.7 0 .8 1 . 0 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.6

Upper Litt le
River

0 .8 0 .8 1 . 0 0 .4 0.9 0.6 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.6
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The results of the habitat effectiveness model show that since the late 1930s overall habitat
effectiveness has decreased from highly viable to viable. Timber harvesting has improved the
spacing and distribution of forage and cover but has decreased the effectiviness of the remaining
cover. Although the amount of forage habitat has increased in all vicinities, the quality of forage
has gone down (using the assumptions of the model) causing a decrease in the forage index.
Roads have increased by many miles, which reduces overall habitat effectiveness. ODFW would
like to improve habitat effectiveness for roads by 15 percent on public lands in the Dixon unit by
1997 (Elk Management Plan, luly 1992).

The results of this model indicate that habitat effectiveness for elk was more viable in the 1930s
than today despite the increase in forage habitat. This implies that elk numbers should have been
higher back then. However, as mentioned before, local residents recall few elk within the
watershed.

one possibility for the lower numbers of elk during the middle part of this century could be that
elk were in the slow process of making a comeback from the impacts of unregulated harvest and
market hunting as previously discussed, and that their numbers were still fewer than the habitat
conditions in the late 1930s warranted. An abundance of good habitat and small herd numbers
may help explain their rapid increase from an estimated 436 head for Western Oregon back in
1926 to over 5,000 head on just the Umpqua National Forest today (transplanting helped).

There is also the possibility that the model has not adequately assessed habitat conditions.
Although this model was tested against twenty-five experts in elk ecology and shown to correlate
strongly with expert opinion on habitat effectiveness, when cover:forage ratios exceed 80:20 or
fall below 20.80, the model output is less reliable (Holthausen et al. 1994). In most vicinities for
the reference periods, cover to forage ratios were at or above the 80:20 level.

Regardless of the reason, elk numbers have increased noticeably within the watershed (mainly
Cavitt Creek and Lower Little River vicinities), especially since the early 1980s. Because the
Cavitt Creek and Lower Little River vicinities have higher densities of people and agriculture
land, animal damage complaints from residents have increased. Most of these residents live within
the area of the watershed where private tracts of timber lands occur. Much of this land has been
previously clearcut and is within open and closed pole conditions (hiding and thermal cover).
Because of shoft rotations on private lands, it is reasonable to assume that harvest will occur
within the next l0 years for many of the private lands within the watershed. With this in mind, elk
populations within the western portions of the watershed will probably maintain their numbers and
likely increase over the next l0 years. Animal damage complaints on private lands may increase.

Deer

There are two species of deer within the watershed. The Columbian white-tailed which occurs
only in the northwestern tip of the Little River watershed and the Columbian black-tailed which
occurs throughout the entire watershed. These two species are of concern for much the same
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reasons as for elk. In addition, the white-tailed is on the Federal endangered species list.

However, the following discussion focuses on the black-tailed as it is the most populous of the
nryo within the watershed and the white-tailed is only found mainly on private land in Little River.

Historical Background

The range of the black+ailed deer in Oregon extends from the timbered base of the eastern slopes

of the Cascades, westward to the Pacific Ocean.

Deer have always been abundant in the state. However, they too were market hunted in the late

lfth century. Numbers rebounded quickly and in 1916, an estimated 2,000 deer were harvested

in Douglas county. In 1929, the population on the Umpqua National Forest was estimated to be

4,350. The population decreased to an estimated 2,900 by 1933 @ailey 1936).

Within the watershed, local residents recall deer as being abundant until two severe winters in the

1930s caused a large reduction in their numbers @onald Wright, personal communication). One

local resident said that deer were less abundant prior to intensive timber harvesting than today.

Although less abundant, they were concentrated around natural open areas or recent burned

patches and less wary of humans, allowing for a higher hunting success.

Although Bailey (1936) describes the black-tailed deer as "timber-loving deer that hide in the

thickest parts of the forest", it has much the same habitat preferences as elk. Overall, deer
populations in the watershed are thought to be higher than elk populations.

Effects of Timber Harttesting

Effects of timber harvest are much the same as described for elk. Although black-tailed deer

prefer dense forests, they do take advantage ofthe forage provided by clearcuts. They also seem

to utilize these harvested stands for a longer period than elk and deer sign can be seen in several

of the open and closed pole stands throughout the watershed

Current Conditions and Trends

Deer are more abundant than elk in the Little River watershed and populations are thought to be

higher today than historically. However, increasing elk populations seem to be causing declines in

deer populations in the higher elevations (Ter.y Farrell, personal communication). Similar

occurrences of this phenomenon have been documented in areas where forage is limited such as

on winter range used by both animals (Clitr 1939, Cowan 1947). Deer populations are considered

stable in the lower elevations (Terry Farrel, personal communication).
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Marten

The marten is a species of concern because it is a candidate for the Regional Forester's sensitive
species by the U.S. Forest Service, is a BLM assessment species, and also a candidate for listing
as threatened or endangered by the state of Oregon. The marten has a wide range, extending
from Alaska to New Mexico. Itrstorically, in Oregon it was found mainly above 5,000 feet in
elevation in the southern Cascades and at lower elevations within the Coast Range (Bailey 1936)..

Historical Background

In 1936, this animal was considered to be generally scarce in Oregon, however, some patchy high
densities occurred throughout the state. Trapping records show that 22 martenwere trapped in
Douglas county in 1914. Recently, a total of 14 were trapped in this county during a six year
period, from 1987 to 1993.

In the watershed, one local long time resident recalls seeing a pair of martens in upper Cavitt
Creek (1,400 feet in elevation) in the middle part of this century (Jack Schloemaq personal
communication). Two other sightings were documented withiq or adjacent to, the watershed in
1989. One occurred near Hemlock Lake (4,200 ft. elev.) and the other on top of Panther Ridge
(3,700 ft.). A recent monitoring effort being conducted by the Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife has documented marten occurrence in higher elevations (5,000 ft.) east of the Little River
watershed. Over the last three years, monitoring for species in the weasel family (including
marten) within the watershed has failed to produce evidence of their occurrence here.

Effects of Timber Harvesting

Marten are described as "creatures of the wilderness", or as prefening dense coniferous forests.
They prefer the western hemlock and silver fu communities within the Cascades. Within these
communities, they are highly selective for old-growth habitat with high levels of dead and down
woody material and low ground cover. The down wood provides them with good hiding and
thermal cover, den sites, and also creates cavities under the snow where marten can forage during
the winter months (Ruggerio et al. 1994).

Martens travel mainly through upland areas and ridge tops. They will only travel along closed
canopy corridors and seldom venture more than 75 feet from the forest edge. Because of this,
marten are very sensitive to clearcutting and forest fragmentation- Clearcutting also removes
habitat needed by some of their main prey species, such as the red-backed vole and the Douglas
squirrel.

Populations of marten will decline for several decades after a landscape is heavily clearcut.
However, they can return as the forest grows back if healthy populations occur in adjacent areas.
In the late 1800s and early 1900s, forest loss to loggng and agriculture in the north central United
States extirpated marten in that region. By the 1930s, marten were beginning to expand their
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range back into the area as the forest began to grow back. One study of Eurasian marten suggests

that marten populations can be maintained and even increased in forests where only small patches

are cut and at least 45 percent of the forest is left intact @rainerd 1990).

Current Conditions and Trends

Marten populations probably extended into the lower elevations of the Little River watershed

during the reference period. Based on home range size, an estimated 20 to 25 marten could have

existed in the watershed during the reference period. The areas that had the highest potential for

marten would have been the moist/cool, moisVwarrq and wet-dry/warm land units of the Western

Cascades, because these areas had the most old-grourth habitat with large amounts of down wood

and low ground cover. The area around Idiot slide has very large amounts of downed wood

because of the earth movement occurring there and marten may have occurred in that area.

Today, the amount of marten habitat has declined well below historic levels. Interior forest

habitat and closed canopy travel corridors are highly fragmented especially along ridges, and the

extensive road system creates further fragmentation of these corridors, while increasing human

presence in the forest. Based on current conditions, an estimated four to six marten may occur

within the watershed. However, it is highly likely that the historical population of marten within

the watershed has been mostly extirpated, with a few individuals still remaining in the eastern

margins of the watershed within the higher elevations.

Band-taited Pigeon

Historical background

The band-tailed pigeon is a neotropical migrant that utilizes forested habitat along the Pacific

Coast from southern British Columbia to northern Baja California- Band-tailed pigeons inhabit all

of the national forests on the west side of the Cascade Mountains in Oregon and Washington.

They have been observed feeding and roosting throughout the Little River watershed with higher

concentrations observed in the Cavitt Creek drainage. Early May migrants have been observed

feeding on hemlock seed cones at 4,000 feet elevation near Lookout Mountain. These high

elevation conifer stands may provide suitable nesting habitat-

Band-tails, which breed in Oregon and Washington, winter in California with the exception of a

few small resident populations. The primary flyway passes through southern Oregon just east of

Roseburg then divides ofi, with one route continuing along the California coast, and the other

moving east and following the Sierra Nevadas.

Band-tailed pigeons were once very abundant throughout their entire range. Market hunting in

the decades before and immediately after 1900 drastically depleted the population. The slaughter

of band-tails during this period prompted the federal govemment to close hunting from 1913 to

1932. The Oregon season remained closed from 1932 to 1947, but has been open since.
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Band-tailed populations breeding in Oregon have experienced brief periods of increase and more
dramatic periods of decline based on population studies from 1950 to 1988. However, even at
the highest population peak in the early 1980s, their numbers were well below the long term
average. Band-tailed pigeon populations are now at their lowest level since monitoring began in
I  950.

Effects of Timber Hamesting

Surprising linle is known about the habitat needs of band-tailed pigeons and about the habitats
they utilize. Recent telemetry studies have indicated their preferred nesting and roosting habitat
consists of conifer stands (Douglas-fir) in the closed pole seral stage. Closed pole stands with
mixed hardwoods, especially oah also provide nesting habitat. During breeding seasorL males
require a tree which rises above the canopy for a "cooing perch". Display flights are initiated
from these trees.

Harvest prescriptions favoring retention'of large trees scattered across the unit are preferable
when near band-tailed habitat. Conifer release prescriptions in closed pole stands may have a
negative effect on band-tailed habitat if the canopy is reduced below 70 percent crown closure.

Band-tailed pigeons require minimal water for physiological reasons during early fall. They will
congregate in mass near these traditional mineral sites. The disturbance generated through timber
harvest activities of traditional congregating spots such as mineral springs, watering sites, and
roost areas will affect an element of habitat that is critical to a large number of band-tails. Four
out of five known mineral sites within the watershed have been impacted directly through clearcut
harvesting.

In Oregon, band-tailed pigeons feed extensively on berries. They are higtrly mobile and will travel
long distances (up to l2 miles) between roost and feeding grounds. The primary food from June
to September is red or blue elderberries and cascara berries. Cascara is found below 1,000 feet
elevation in the Little River watershed, which limits the species range to below the Cavitt Creek
drainage. Observed concentrations of band-tailed pigeons in the lower Cavitt Creek drainage are
feeding exclusively on cascara berries. Band-tails have been observed feeding on the fnrit of
Pacific madrone trees in a mixed closed pole conifer/madrone stand in the Cavitt Creek drainage.

The abundance of shrubs with berries is probably increased by timber harvesting. Foraging habitat
has been enhanced by planting elderberry in existing openings and recent harvest areas.

Current Conditions and Trends

The causes of the population decline in band-tailed pigeons is largely conjectural. As a
neotropical migrant, the environmental factors affecting the band-tailed pigeon population far
exceed the boundaries of the Little River watershed. Forest environments in the Northwest have
undergone major changes in the past century and the suitability of current forests for band-tailed
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pigeons is little known. Management efforts will hopefully become more effective as specific and
quantitative information on the habitat needs of the band+ailed pigeon becomes available.

Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive Species

There are 34 species that occur or are likely to occur within the watershed that are listed as
threatened, endangered or are otherwise considered to be sensitive to management activities. A
summary of all species which are listed by Federal, State, Oregon Natural Heritage Prograrq and
Forest Service are shown in Table 2l at the end of this chapter. The following discussions
address some of these species in more detail.

Northern Spotted Owl

This well known medium-sized owl is one of three subspecies which occur over the continent of

North America. The northern spotted owl (Srrlr occidentalis caurirw) ranges from British

Columbia to northern California. There are currently approximately 5,608 pairs or resident
singles over the entire range of this bird.

Historical background

lntensive research began on this owl in 1969. Up until that point in time it was considered to be a
rzre or uncorrrmon species in Oregon (Forsman 1984). Surveys began in this area in the late
1970's. Intensive surveys for timber sale planning began in 1989.

Effects of Timber Harvesting

This bird requires structures commonly found in old growth habitat to nest i4 such as large,

broken top trees and snags. Historically (during the reference period) optimal nesting habitat

covered the majority of the area (see Figure l2 of Appendix E). As discussed earlier in this

chapter, through time certain areas within the watershed were less susceptible to fires and had
good growing conditions (refer to Figures 14 and 15 in this chapter). In these areas, it is highly

likely that old growth conditions were common and sustained for longer periods. This is

supported by data collected by Forsman (1984) which shows that.owls preferred to nest in areas

with these qualities. Most of these arerui are delineated in Figure 44 of Chapter 6, with the

exception of Red Pond and Shivigny Mountain. It is within these delineated areas that the "best"

owl habitat most likely occurred tkough time.

Timber harvesting has effected the owl in at least two ways. First, the removal of any late seral

habitat which contains nesting habitat structure impacts the owl. The amount of late seral within

the watershed has decreased by as much as 50 percent over the last 4-5 decades. This decrease in

late seral habitat has likely caused crowding of owls into the suitable nesting habitat remaining.
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Secondly, the late seral habitat within the gentle and moist areas wits the most heavily harvested
because of the large tree sizes and ezrsy access. Most of the late seral left is located in areas that
may have seldom naturally developed classical old growth characteristics (as discussed previously
in this chapter). This implies that as owl nesting habitat was removed through hawest, owls
shifted their territories to encompass what was left over, or the late seral in the steeper, drier,
wanner areas. Figure 12 of Appendix E shows the reference range and current conditions for the
"most" suitable nesting habitat. Table 14 of Appendix E defines what "most" suitable nesting
habitat is for the owl. Essentially, Figure 12 depicts owl habitat that is above the "take"
limitations defined by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for this species. Note that in this figure,
the remaining suitable habitat within the western 213 of the watershed is located in areas that
lacked suitable habitat during the reference period.

Most owl activity centers or nest sites are located in small, isolated pockets of old-groWh
conifers located within this late seral habitat (dominantly mature conifer). In a very few instances,
owl activity centers are located in stands that are in the later stages of thinning and entering the
maturation stage, but contain a few rernnant old gfowth trees or snags.

Current Conditions and Trends

Currently, there are 37 spotted owl pairs and 2 resident singles which occupy 40 spotted owl
activity centers located within the watershed. There are 3 pairs outside of but within 0.5 miles of
the watershed boundary. Each of these owl pairs (or resident single) is protected by
approximately 100 acres of suitable nesting, roosting and foraging habitat around their primary
activity centers or nest trees as required (ROD, C-3,10,1 t). These designated core areas are to be
managed as Late Sucdessional Reserves. They cover a total of 4,190 acres within the watershed.

Region-wide, there are indications that the northern spofted owl population is declining across it
range (Burnham et d. 1994) and in smaller localized areas (North Fork Siuslaw watershed
analysis, 1995). Within this watershed there is some indication that owl populations are declining
also. Since 1985, the number of owl pairs located on BLM lands has decreased by approximately
67 percent from a historic 9 pair to 3 pair (confirmed this year) (Nancy Duncan, personal
communication). These remaining owls seem to compensate for the lack in habitat by expanding
their territories @uncan, personal communication) and by using alternate core areas. No
demographic information is available for owls located on National Forest System public lands and
intensive owl surveys on those lands last occurred n L992.

There is a total of 43,663 acres of nesting, roosting and foraging habitat in the watershed, almost
all (>98%) of which is on federally managed public land. Of this,35,770 acres is above the "take"
limit (greater than 40 percent of a 1.2 mile radius circle contains late seral). The remaining7,893
acres is scattered in small, isolated patches, mostly in the western half of the watershed. There are

14 owl activity centers and owl cores located within this poorer quality habitat. It is also in this
area that owl populations seem to be declining.
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Approximately 50 percent of the watershed is covered by dispersal habitat. Figure l7 of
Appendix E shows the results of a dispersal habitat analysis (50-l140). Approximately 65
percent of the watershed is greater than four miles from the adjacent Late Successional Reserve
(LSR). The status of dispersal habitat between this portion and the LSR is above the 50-l t40
standards. The areas below dispersal standards contain over 95 percent of the owls that have
home ranges below the "take" standards.

One third (43,497 acres) of the watershed is currently designated as critical habitat for the
northern spotted owl. All of this lies on public lands managed by the U.S. Forest Service. This
area was designated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service n 1992 and is part of a region wide
system of critical habitat covering 6.9 million acres. Since this designatiorq the development of

the Northwest Forest Plan has occurred and is being implemented (in part through this analysis).
This plan was based on work of the Interagency Scientific Committee (ISC) findings and
incorporates recomrnendations from the spotted owl recovery team. The plan established a
network of Late Successional Reserves which generally overlap with designated critical habitat
(except for this case). The network of Late Successional Reserves covers a total of 7.4 million
acres across this region. Riparian reserves, owl cores, wilderness iueas an other unmapped
reserves add to the overall protection provided to the owl by the Late Successional R-eserves.

Currently, there has been some discussion about how to address the issue of designated critical
habitat in light of the Northwest Forest Plan. However, management actions will still need to be

consulted on for projects within current designated critical habitat.

Great Gray Owl

The largest of the North American owls, this animal occurs both in North America and Eurasia.

In North America, it occurs from Alaska south to the Sierra Nevada mountains of northern

California and east into Ontario. Canada.

Historical Background

Not much is known about this secretive owl within the state of Oregon. Although historical

records of this owl exist for the Willamette Valley, it was believed that it primarily occurred in

northeastern Oregon and the south-central portion of the Cascade Mountains (Plan and Goggins,

l99l). In 1990, a nest was discovered on the west side of the Cascades on the Willamette

National Forest. In 1991, two more nests were found as a result of intensive surveys conducted

by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife and the Willamette National Forest (Platt and

Goggins, l99l).

Since a breeding population has now been documented in a westside forest, an emphasis has been

placed on surveying for and protecting this species (ROD, C-21). A survey protocol has been

established by the Regional Interagenry Executive Comminee (REC) which requires Federal

agencies to begin surveys within the habitat of this owl in 1996. Figure 15 of Appendix E depicts

the reference range for suitable nesting habitat for this owl as well as current habitat conditions.
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Effects of Timber Hamesting

This owl nests in late seral habitat that is intermingled with open areasi that it needs to forage in.
Historically, these open areurs were natural meadows. The nest usually occurs in abandoned
raptor nests (goshawlg red-tailed hawk) in large conifers, snags or broken-top trees. Removal of
large conifers through timber harvesting removes nesting structure for the owl. However, timber
harvest also creates open areas for foraging. There is some speculation that recent clear cutting
has allowed this owl to expand its range into the western slopes of the Cascades by providing a
better mix of late seral with openings. ttrstorically, within the watershed, there were large
expanses of contiguous, closed canopy late seral forest (refer to Figures 14 and l5 of this
chapter). Today, there is much more edge and open areas surrounding late seral habitat. There
are indications/speculation that some level of harvesting may benefit this owl however, too much
removal of late seral habitat will remove suitable nesting habitats.

Figure l5 of Appendix E shows that the relerence range for nesting habitat ranged from 16,553 to
22,498 acres. Today we uue still within this range (19,041). However, over 12,000 of this
suitable habitat is attributed to clear cutting.

Cunent Conditions and Trends

Currently, there are no known nests in this watershed. There are two suspected nest groves on
the North Umpqua Ranger District. The nearest one is immediately adjacent to the border of this
watershed near Panther Ridge. At this site, vocal responses were noted in L992 and 1994. It is
likely that there is a nesting owl pair in this location. The other site is located approximately 6
miles to the easl of the watershed. A great gray owl was seen at this location in 1993.

Two other sightings (one visual and one vocal) have been recorded within the North Umpqua
Ranger District over the last three years. There is also one documented site south of the
watershed in the Jackson Creek watershed (fackson Creek Watershed Analysis, 1995). One
possible vocal detection was documented within the watershed near Wold Creek this year (1995)
during great gray owl surveys. These surveys did not meet protocol standards and guidelines. It
is higtrly likely that great gray owls may occur within the eastern margins of this watershed.

Wolverine

The largest member of the weasel family, this animal occurs both in North America and Eurasia.
It is considered to be a creature of the "northern wilderness and remote mountain ranges"
(R.uggerio et al. 1994).

Historical Background

In 1936, this animal was considered to be rare in the United States @ailey 1936). It is a wide
ranging animal with large home ranges recorded from 73-666 km2 in North America @anci et al.
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l9g4) There are several sightings of this animal on record for the state of Oregon- Over 60

percent of these occurred between 19l3 and 1980. Twenty-three sightings were documented

tet,,reen l98l and 1992 @uggerio et al. 1994). One observation has been documented within the

watershed in 1984.

Although not much is recorded about this animal, it is highly likely that wolverine populations in

Oregon were heavily impacted by extensive predator eradication (wolf) programs such as the one

meniioned previously in this chapter. This is because wolverines, although omnivorous, are

largely ,."rr.ng.rr (especially during winter months) which depend on other predators (such as

*ol.r.t and cougars) to provide carrion (Ruggerio et al. 1994). In fact, all studies of this animal

have shown the "paramount" importance of large mammal carrion" and the availability of large

mammals to this animals distribution @uggerio et al. 1994).

Effects of Timber Harvesting

Little is known about the effects timber hanesting has on this creature. In some places, the

wolverine does not show a preference for mid or late seral forest habitat. In general, it seems that

wolverines prefer landscapes with high levels of habitat diversity and an abundance of large

predators und l-g. mammals (primarily ungulates such as deer and elk). There is some indication

that rock outcrops provide a preferred habitat component.

Timber harvesting activities, such as road building, increase human presence within the historic

range of this a"imaf. The wolverine seems to avoid areas that are highly fragmented by activities

thaiinvolve frequent human caused disturbances (timber harvest, miting, settlement, etc.).

Predator control practices may also adversely effect this animal.

Current Conditions and Trends

This animal probably occurred in the watershed historically. It is possible that it still may occur

within the watershed but in light of current conditions it is unlikely that the watershed is more

than a dispersal area or outlying part of a larger home range

Fisher

This medium-sized member of the weasel family is a larger cousin to the marten Unlike the

marterL the fisher occurs only within the North American continent.

Historical Background

prior to European settlement, the fisher occurred throughout most of the northern forests of

North America and south along the Appalachian and Pacific Coast mountain ranges (Ruggerio et

al. 1994). As a result of trapping and habitat removal, by 1940, fisher populations had greatly

declined throughout the United States and in some:ueas extirpations occurred.
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Only a few trapping records exist for this animal from Douglas County. No sightings have been
documented in the watershed. The nearest documented sighting is located about 16 miles to the
southeast (see Figure l8 of Appendix E).

Effects of Timber Harvesting

The fisher has much the same habitat preferences as the marten. Figure l3 of Appendix E depicts
potential fisher habitat conditions. The main difference in habitat preference between the marten
and fisher is that the fisher occurs primarily in mid to lower elevations (<3,200 feet elev.). It
seems to avoid areas with heavy snowfall and accumulation. Fisher are thought to be more
associated with larger riparian areas. Because of this reasor\ impacts lrom timber harvesting are
probably more severe for the fisher than for the marten. This is because more harvesting has
occurred in the lower elevations than in higher elevations. The same is true for the lower riparian
areas which were also settled and converted into agricultural lands and rural housing
developments. For further information on timber harvest effects, refer to the effects summarized
in the marten discussion.

Cunent Conditions and Trends

Efforts are ongoing to document the occunence of fisher in this area (Appendix E). It is likely
that this animal has been extirpated from this watershed.

Red Tree Vole

This animal is rated as the most vulnerable of the six species of arboreal rodents (which occur in
this area) to local extirpations from loss or fragmentation of habitat (Huffet aI. 1992). It is also
designated as a "survey and manage" species (ROD, Table C-3).

Historical Background

Due to the difficulty in trapping this animal, not much is known about it. There is one
documented occurrence within the DEMO study units at Willow Flats. Other studies have
documented the occurrence of this animal within the Umpqua National Forest (Glbert and
Allwine l99l).

Effects of Timber Harvesting

This animals seems to prefer late seral habitat having Douglas-fir in the canopy. Douglas-fir
needles are the primary food source of the vole, but other conifer needles are also eaten (Huffet
al. 1992). Large conifers with large crowns seem to be the preferred nesting habitat.

It is believed that the voles meet their water intake requirements from moisture condensation on
conifer needles. For this reasorL suitable habitat occurs primarily in areas with high levels of
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moisture such uur the moister land units and lower riparian areas within the fog belts. Red tree

vole avoid dry environments (Huffet al. L992).

Timber harvesting has effected the vole much in the same way it has effected the spotted owl.

The "best" vole habitat was harvested because of where it occurred. Effects on the vole are

probably more severe because it's dispersal capabilities are much less than that of thb owl,

Figure 14 and Table 14 of Appendix E show and describe the optimal habitat conditions for this

animal. There has been less of a shift from moist to dry environments than for the spotted owl,

but the decrease in acreage and isolation of remaining habitat is much greater for the vole.

Current Conditions and Trends

Efforts are ongoing to document the occurrence of the red tree vole in this area (Appendix E).

This animal is known to utilize younger-aged, mid seral forests but the current data indicates a

strong preference for late seral.

Bald Eagle

There have been no historical documentation of bald eagles nesting within the watershed. There

have been occasional sightings, mostly in the winter months along the rivers. Local, long time

residents do not recall many sightings of this bird. A few individuals may stop and forage during

winter months.

Western Pond Turtle

Western pond turtles have been documented within this watershed. The majority of these

sightings occur in the lower reaches of Cavitt Creek and Little River. Local residents recall

turtles is being abundant within these areas. They were often seen basking on the historically

large numbers of large wood within the stream/river channels (Jack Schloeman, personal

communication). There have been unconfirmed sightings in ponds in the higher elevations up

around Willow Flats.

Amphibians

A herpetological survey is currently being conducted along selected lower, middle, and upper

stream reaches to document the occurrence, distribution and habitat preference of riparian

amphibians. Results are pending but initial results show that at least one new species has been

found to occur within the watershed, the southern seep salamander.

Bullfrogs (a non-native species) occur in many of the ponds and lakes within the watershed. This

species was introduced by man and is expanding its range. Stomach contents of seventeen

bullfrogs from Red Pond indicate that the frogs do prey on native amphibian species. Bullfrogs
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have also been documented to prey upon western pond turtle hatchlings (Terry Farrell, personal
communication).

Peregrine Falcon

There are over a dozen rock outcrops that have a high to moderate potential for falcon use. Most
of these rocks are mapped in GIS, efforts are underway to continue mapping, rating and surveys
for falcon use. To date, only one known flacon eyrie exists within the watershed. There have
been a few sightings at other locations within the watershed. A management plan is being
formulated lor the one known site by the Bureau of Land Management (Nancy Duncan, personal
communication).

Northern Goshawk

There is currently one documented nest site within the watershed. Several sightings have been
noted in previous yeius. There is approdmately 10,000 acres of suitable nesting habitat within the
watershed.
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Table 21. Listing status and occurrence of sensitive wildlife within the Little River

watershed.

CI,ASS COM}ION NAME SCIENTIFIC NA]VIE

Lfutlng Stetur Occurrencr ln Wchcd

F
E
D

s
T
A
T

o
N
E
P

u
s,
F
s

Susp.ctcd Docuftnlcd

Cloudcd salarnandcr Ancidet fcnas U 3 a

A n Tailed Foe AranJrut truei 3 a

W6tmtotd Bufo borqs v 3 a

Red-lesecd fros Rana aurora c2 t l 4 s a

A l Yellow-lcssed fros Rana bovlet c2 a

A r Cascadc Foc Rana cascadae c2 l a

Amphibian Southem sceo salmandcr Rhvacotnton vartegq4! 3 a

Bird Norrhm soshawk AcctDtter zenti l i t c2, c 1 S o

Bird Rufileheed Buceohala albeola P a

Bird Rmow's soldcncvc Buceohala tslandica P 4 a

Bi rd Pilcatcd woodoecker DtuocoDut uleatut 4 s a

Rird Prcrinc falcon Falco oerepnnur anatum L F. s a

Rird Comon loon Gama immer o

Bird Northm ovetnv owl Glauctdium pnomo a

Bird Bald eaalc H ali aeetut leucocep holu t T T S a

Bird Hdeouin duck Httmontcut hslnontcus c2 P 7 s o

Bird Acom woodoecker V e Ia ne me s form t ctvont s U 3 a

Bird \{ountain ouail a 4 a

Bird Black-backed woodPeckcr Ptcoides orcricut c 4 a

Bird Pumlc marrin Proene subs c J a

Brd Wes'tern bluebrrd Srcha mencano 4 o

Bird Great srav owl Stnx nebulosa 4 s a

Bird Northern sooned owl Smx occrdentali t caunna T T s o

Mmal Pullc oallid bat A n rrozou t oa llt du, po",ifi *, 3 o

\{ammal P  i n a e i l BaJsanrcas astulut U a

Marnmal Califomir wolvenne Grlo pulo luteut (2 T 2 s o

Mammal Martm Marteg omencana c2 c o

\{ammal Fishcr Mdrlet Dennann oaafica c2 c 7 J a

\{ammal Columbiu white-tailed dec O deorleus vrp r nr a nu s leucms E E a

\{mal Tomd's bis<atcd bat Plecotut townsendu bwnsendtt c2 5 a

REotilc Norrhwestm Dond turtlc C lemmvs marmorala marmorala c2 s o

Rot r le Shmtail snake Connd rcnult 4 o

P m t i l a Comrnon kinesnake Lamprooelrit aetula s a

Rmt i le Calrfomia mountatn LomDrooelnt zonata P s o
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STATUS DEFINTIIONS
FEDERAL

Endengered (E) --- Any species in danger of eKinction througbout all or a significant portion of its range.
Thrcetened (f) ---- Any species likely to become endangered wirhin Us foreseesble futpre throughout all or a

signr-ficant portion of its range.
Propoced fE/PT) -- Species proposed by the USFWS to be listed as eadangered or threatened-
Category I (Cl) ----- Candidate; Taxa for which the USFWS bas sufficient information to support a proposal to list as

threatened or endan gered
Category 2 (C2) ----- Candidate; Taxa for which additional information (firrther research) is needed to be able to

propose the species as threatened or eadangered.
Category 3 (3A) ----- Taxa for wh-rch the USFWS has perzuasive evidence of extinction.
Category I (3B) ----- Taxa whrch do not meet the USFWS definition of a species.
Category 3 (3C) ----- Taxa which have proven to be more abundant or widespread than previously believed and/or

whrch have no identrfiable threats.

I STATE

Endangered (E) ----- Native species determrni to be in danger of extinction throughout all or any significant portion
of its range or those listed as endangered on the Federal list.

Threetened CD ------ Native species determined likely to become endangered wrthin the foreseeable funue throughout
all or any sigmfrcant portion ofits range or those listed as threatened on the Federal lisl

Critical @ ------ Nattve species for which listrng as threatened or endangered is pend.ing.
Vulnerablc (n ------ Native specics for which listing is not believed to be imminent and can be avoided with adequate

protecttve measures.
Peripberel (P) ------- Penpheral or nahrrally rare species whose populations are on the edge of their range or are

tustoncally low in numbers due to nahrally limiting factors.
Undetermined (It) -- Species for which stahrs is unclear and requires firther scientific study.

OREGON NATURAL FIEzuTAGE PROGRAM

List I -------- Species that are threatened with extinction throughout their entre range or are prezumed extinct.
These species are ut need ofactive protective measures to rnsure their survival.

List 2 -------- Species that are threatened with ercirpation throughout their entue range or are prezumed
extrrpated from Oregon but are more co[lmon or stable elsewhere.

List 3 -------- Species for which more information is needed before a stah$ can be determind but which may
be tlreatened or endangered in Oregon or tbroughout their range.

List 4 -------- Species whrch are ofconcern but are not currently threatened or endangered. This includes
species which are very rare but currertly secure, as well as species which are declining ur
numbers or habitat but are strll tm common to bc proposed as threatened or endangered. They
require continued monitoring.

REGIONAI FORESTER'S LIST

Sensitive (S) --------- Those species identfied by the Regonal Forester for whrch population viability is a concern due
to sigmfrcant current or predicted dovrnward trends ln population numbers, density or habitat that
would reduce the species' eisting distnbution.

i ,
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CHAPTER 4

AQUATIC

Uses of the Aquatic Ecosystem

Human

ECOSYSTEM

In the Linle River watershed, 92 families have domestic water rights and there are 109 irrigation
rights issued by the State of Oregon. Numerous other water rights are also used by residents,
visitors, and industrial water users of Little River including rights for stock watering
campgrounds, road maintenance, and fue control. Many applications for additional water rights
are now pending and others draw water from Little River and tributaries without permits or
pending permits.

Both Linle River and Cavitt Creek are used for swimming rafting fishing, aesthetic uses and
general sulrlmer recreation. Much of this use occurs in the lower reaches of the watershed where
depth and flows sustain it. Numerous constnrcted lakes and ponds provide water recreation such
as fishing, non-motorized boating swimming camping etc.

The Federal Clean Water Aa provides direction "to restore and maintain the chemical, physical,
and biological integrity of the Nation's waters." To carry out this law, the state of Oregon has
established water quality standards for factors like temperature and pH, and has designated
beneficial uses of water and an antidegradation policy to protect water quality conditions needed
for beneficial uses. The specific purpose of the antidegradation poliry is to "guide decisions that
affect water quality such that unnecessaq/ degradation is prevented, and to protect, maintaiq and
enhance existing surface water quality to protect all existing beneficial uses." To compty with the
Clean Water Act, the Forest Service and BLM implement consenation practices to control and
reduce pollution from forest management activities and monitor the effectiveness of the
conservation practices. This watershed analysis provides information to help the Forest Service
and the BLM meet the Clean Water Act by identifying and evaluating factors influencing the
health of the watershed and the beneficial uses of water.

Biological

Fish

With a drainage area of 131,853 acres, Little River is one of the largest tributaries to the North
Umpqua River. As suciq it contains perhaps one of the most diverse communities of aquatic
organisms in that drainage. Anadromous fish species known to be present in the watershed
include spring chinook salmorg coho salmon, steelhead trout, Pacific lamprey, and searun
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cutthroat trout. It is also possible that fish from the North Umpqua's small run of fall chinook
salmon use the Little River basin, but this has not been verified.

Non-anadromous salmonid species known to inhabit the watershed include resident rainbow trout,
resident cutthroat trout, brook trout, and kokanee salmon. Good numbers of relatively large
cutthroat trout exist within the basin. It is believed that these fish are "fluvial", meaning they live
in larger rivers and tributaries, and then migrate up into smaller streams to spawn.

There is also a relatively diverse goup of non-game species inhabiting the watershed, including
redside shiner, speckled dace, Umpqua dace, Umpqua squawfish, largescale sucker, rifle sculpirl
and probably several other sculpin species.

In addition to these cold or coolwater species, there are also numerous small ponds and water
holes that have been stocked with warmwater gamefish species, including largemouth bass,
bluegill, black crappie, white crappie, and brown bullhead. These species are not native to the
basin and there may be additional non-natives present that have not yet been observed.

At a larger scale, anadromous fish stocks within the North Umpqua Nver basin are considered to
be somewhat unique due to the relative good hedth of the populations, both in terms of
population numbers as well as overall species diversity. While there are some exceptions to this,
such as the Umpqua cutthroat trout, which was recently proposed for a Federal Endangered
listing due to drastic declines in returning adults, the North Umpqua is one of the few rivers left in
the Pacific Northwest that contains "hedthy'' stocks of spring chinook salmon, as well as winter
and summer steelhead trout (Huntington et al. 1994).

Coastal Culthrmt Trout

Cutthroat found within the Little River drainage can be divided into three distinct groups based
upon differences in life histories. These groups include resident, fluvial (in-river migratory), and
anadromous (or searun). Resident cutthroat trout do not migrate long distances; instead, they
remain in upper tributaries near spawning and rearing areas and maintain small home territories
(Trotter 1989, as cited by Johnson et al. 1994). They appear to be slower growing than their
fluvial and searun counterparts, seldom growing larger than 6 to 8 inches in length and rarely
living longer than 2 to 3 years (Wyatt 1959, Mcholas 1978, June 1981, as cited by Johnson et al.
l ee4)

Fluvial cutthroat trout are those that rear within large river basins, but do not migrate to the sea.
Similar to the searun fistq these fluvial cutthroat migrate up into smaller tributaries to spawn.
Little is known about these fistr, and this life history was only recently identified in the Umpqua
River basin. However, only rarely have fluvial cutthroat trout been reported below barriers or in
locations occupied by anadromous fish (Johnson et d. 1994).
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Anadromous, or searurL cutthroat trout are those that rear within estuaries or make short ocean
migrations, and then return to smaller freshwater streanu to spawn. Unlike other anadromous
salmonids, searun cutthroat trout do not overwinter in the ocean and only rarely make long
extended migrations across large bodies of water.

In a report prepared n 1972 by the Oregon State Game Commission (OSGC), it was estimated
that 2,000 searun cutthroat trout spawned within the North Umpqua River system. These
estimates were based upon average numbers of adult cutthroat crossing Winchester dam. Of
these fistr, 200 were estimated to use Little River. For comparisorg 200 and 300 fish were
estimated to use Rock Creek and Steamboat Creek respectively. For an additional contrast, this
same report estimated that the South Umpqua River had a spawning population of around 10,000
fish. This estimate is somewhat more suspect however, due to the fact that no accurate dam
counts were available for the South Umpqua.

Regardless, the North and South Umpqua fish likely represent an important genetic component of
Umpqua basin cutthroat in that they represent portions of the population that migrates farther
inland (150-175 miles) than most other cutthoat trout.

Anecdotal observations from long time residents in Linle River indicate that there is a relatively
large population of migratory sized (12'-16') cutthroat found there. These fish are likely to be
fluvial cutthroat due to the low numbers of searun cutthroat crossing Winchester dam in recent
years. They are reported to be more plentiful in Little River than in any of the other large
tributaries of the North Umpqua River. Assuming searun cutthroat trout tend to utilize similar
habitat as fluvial cutthroat, that may be an indication that the Little River system is of special
importance to the declining searun 6sh.

The present stronghold for resident cutthroat trout within the Little River basin is in Cavitt Creelg
specifically the upper tributaries which are almost completely dominated by resident cutthroat. In
mainstem Little River, populations of resident cunhroat trout have been found in tributaries as far
upstream as White Creek (Figure 28). The fish habitat above this point is dominated by rainbow
trout. The lack of cutthroat trout above this point is probably due to a natural falls barrier,
located a short distance above White Creek on the mainstem oflittle River. This falls is in the
vicinity of Poore Creelg and is known as the Poore Creek falls. This waterfall was most likely a
complete barrier to cutthroat trout, coho salmor\ and possibly springfa[ chinook salmon.
Steelhead were able to pass over the falls when flow conditions allowed. A concrete passageway
was installed in 1989 which allows passage to virnrally any of the migratory fish that inhabit the
basin. To date, limited investigations above this ladder have found no resident or migratory
cutthroat, but there is nothing to prevent their passage to upstream waters in future years.

The same report prepared by the OSGC n 1972 for the entire Umpqua River basin stated that the
highest populations of searun cutthroat trout seen in the Umpqua basin seem to occur in streams
where coho populations are highest. In the North Umpqua systen\ Cavin Creek is reported as
being one of the largest producers of coho salmon (see coho section).
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Cutthroat trout aPparently are less tolerant of high water temperatures and experience a lower
lethal limit than steelhead (Golden 1975, Bell 1986, as cited by Johnson et al. 1994). The
information reported in the stream temperature section of this document indicates that much of
Little River and Cavin Creek have water temperatures that are well above those prefened by
most salmonids. In addition, the relatively long duration of these high temperatures is an
indication that temperature related stress and mortality may be occurring.

In studies where cutthroat and rainbow trout or steelhead occupied the same watersheds, the
cutthroat trout have been found primarily in the headwater tributaries, while the steelhead and
rainbow trout occupied the larger river reaches (Hartman and Gill 1968, Edie 1975, Hans on 1977,
Jones 1978, Nicholas 19784 and Johnson et al. 1986, as cited in Johnson et d. 1994). It is
believed that cutthroat trout have evolved to exploit habitats least preferred by these other
species, partly because of their subordinate behavior to other salmonids. In Little River, this trait
is evident in the distribution of resident cutthroat, but the migratory cufthroat appear to occupy
the same habitat as other salmonids throughout the basin.

Coho Salmon

Coho salmon have been considered the most important commercially caught salmonid in Oregon.
Until recently, they were usually the most cornmon salmonid in most coastal streams Q.{ickelson
et al. 1992) Wild coho salmon populations in the Umpqua basin make up 25-30 percent of the
total number of wild coho on the Oregon Coast (Loomis, personal communication, as cited in
Jackson Creek Watershed Analysis). Umpqua coho contribute primarily to Oregon ocean
fisheries with a minor contribution to northern California and southern Washington ocean fisheries
(ODFW unpublished data).

Coho salmon in the Umpqua basin were assessed as being at a moderate risk of extinction
due to habitat degradation and hatchery influences (Nehlsen et al. l99l). Umpqua basin coho
salmon have been proposed for a threatened or endangered listing under the Endangered Species
Act.

The 1972 OSGC report estimated the total numbers of spawning adult coho in the Umpqua
system to be around 25,000 fish. Drainages that supported large numbers of spawning coho
included Smith River, mainstem Umpqua River, Elk Creeh and the South Umpqua River. The
North lJmpqua's contribution was relatively smdl and estimated to be around 1000 spawning fish.
Of these fish, 550 were estimated to utilize Little River for spawning purposes. This estimate is
an indication that the Little River system is an important producer of coho salmon in the North
Umpqua River system. Conversations with state biologists have indicated that Little River,
specifically Cavitt Creelg is considered to be one of the primary producers of coho salmon in the
North Umpqua fuver basin (Loomis 1993).

As with virtually all of the other fish species within Little River, there is very little quantitative
information available concerning coho salmon populations. Cavitt Creek is more characteristic of
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typical coho habitat, in general, in that it has lower gradients (averaging around l-2 percent),
several reaches with wide alluvial (gravel) flats, terraces and side channels, and very few obstacles
that would be considered as barriers. One of the lower tributaries of Cavitt Creeh Evarts Creek,
has been found to support coho salmon for a short distance near its mouth. Other tributaries
located in the middle of the Cavin subbasiq such as Copperhead Creelg Buck Peak Creelc, and
White Rock Creeh may also provide habitat for coho during years when high escapements allow
adult coho to access and seed these areas. To date, no coho have been observed in these streams
within the last several years, but historical records suggest that coho once inhabited these upper
habitat areas.

Index reach coho spawning surveys, organized by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife,
have been conducted in Little River and Cavitt Creek for one spawning seasor\ the winter of
1994-95. According to this information, 7 redds (fish nests in gravel), or l4 fish were accounted
for on the 7 miles of survey reaches surveyed regululy throughout the spawning season.
Anecdotal reports indicate sightings of spawning coho in other areas located in the lower basi4
however no estimates of fish numbers can be made from these sightings. Turbid water in Little
fuver and Cavitt drainages made visual surveys of spawning fish and/or redds nearly impossible
for a large majority of the time. It is likely that a substantial portion of the spawning fish and/or
redds were not seen during surveys.

Spring Chinook Salmon

Umpqua basin spring chinook salmon occur as two stocks, one in the North Umpqua River and
one in the South Umpqua River. The North Umpqua population is considered healthy and stable
with a 47 year average wild fish run size of 5,513 fish (Loomis and Anglin 1992). The South
Umpqua stock is considered "depressed" by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife with
estimated escapements varying widely and ranging from92-716 fish in the last l0 years (ODFW
unpublished data as cited by La Marr 1995).

The North Umpqua River spring chinook population is one of only 5 spring chinook stocks
identified as being relatively healthy in the Pacific Northwest, and one of only 2 spring chinook
stocks considered to be healthy within the state of Oregon (Huntington et al. 1994). As suclr,
these fish represent an e;itremely valuable and rare resource within the state and region. It is
likely that the North Umpqua population will remain stable barring any unforeseen catastrophic
event that may occur withh their ocean range or fresh water habitat. Factors that may account
for the apparent stability and health of this stock include: l) the relatively cold, clear, and
abundant high quality water in the North Umpqu4 2) presence of stable and diverse rearing and
oversurrrmering habitat in the mainstem North Umpqu4 and 3) no sport fishery for these fish is
allowed in uppermost 32 miles of the North Umpqu4 where these fish over-summer and spawn.
It is also possible that these fish are less susceptible to the commercial and sport ocean fisheries by
nature of their relatively early maturation out of the ocean and back to fresh water. In general, a
large portion of these fish mature at three years of age (roughly one year in freshwater and 2 years

in the ocean) and tend to enter freshwater in early spring before the ocean troll fisheries begin
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Q.{icholas and Hankin 1988).

Little fuver is not known to supPort large numbers of oversummering adult chinook due to the
wzum water temperafures found in the lower reaches throughout the zummer months. However,
these fish have been documented using the lower 6-10 miles of the mainstem for spawning in the
fall. No estimates on total numbers using Little River are available at this time, but based on
trends observed in other large tributaries, as well as the tendency for these fish to be "mainstem
spawners", it is not likely that the numbers of fish utili?ing lower Little River would represent a
large percentage of the run. A report prepared n 1972 by the Oregon State Game Commission
estimated that none of the roughly 12,000 spring chinook spawning in the North Umpqua system
at that time spawned in Little River. This estimate was highly speculative and not based on field
observations.

Although very little field verified information is available concerning spring chinook salmon within
the Little fuver basiru we do know that these fish utilize the system to some extent. Twelve
spawning spring chinook were observed by fisheries biologists in early October of 1994. These
fish were sighted within 3 miles of surveyed streanL all located downstream from the confluence
of Cavitt Creek. While these surveys iue by no means comprehensive enough to make any
estimates of total escapement they do provide proof of spring chinook presence in the Little
River basiq where none had been documented before.

Literature on juvenile chinook salmon indicates that they exhibit two general fresh water rearing
patterns: stream type rearing and ocean type rearing. Stream-type chinook do not migrate to sea
during their first year of life, but delay migration to salt water for one or two years (Healey 1983,
as cited by Groot and Margolis). The stream tlpes often move out of the tributary streams and
into the river main stenL where they occupy deep pools or crevices between boulders and rubble
during the winter. Ocean-type chinook migrate to the sea during their first year of life, normally
within tfuee months after emergence from the spawning gravels.

One season (1995) of outmigrant trapping in Little River documented the downstream movement
of numerous chinook fry (newly hatched juveniles), and young-of-the year smolts. This trapping
effort suggests that Little River's chinook exhibit the ocean type rearing strategy but further study
would be necessary to confirm this. Chinook juveniles found in the lower mainstem areas of Little
fuver would have to migrate downstream to the cooler waters of the North Umpqua by late June
or early July in order to avoid the lethal water temperatures that develop in the basin shortly after
this time. It is likely that any juveniles remaining in the upper watershed would be forced to delay
migration until the fall, when water temperatures cool.

Steelhead

The North Umpqua winter steelhead population is one of 35 winter steelhead stocks identified as
healthy in the Pacific Northwest, and one of only 7 winter steelhead stocks considered to be
healthy within the state of Oregon (Huntington et al. 1994). The same OSGC report mentioned
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earlier estimated that 9,500 winter steelhead utilizetl the North Umpqua River system. Of these
fistr, approximately 1,000 were estimated to use Linle River for spawning purposes. For
comparison, this same report estimated that Rock Creek and Steamboat Creek were utilized by
1,100 and 500 spawning fish respectively. For contrast, the report estimated that 10,000 fish
spawned in the South Umpqua basin.

The North Umpqua population of summer steelhead is one of 6 summer steelhead stocks
identified as hedthy in the Pacific Northwest, all of which occur in Oregon. The other five stocks
are found in various forks and the mainstem of the lohn Day River in Eastern Oregon (Huntington

et al. 1994). The fact that only two river systems within the northwest are considered to support
relatively healthy populations of summer steelhead is an indication that the North Umpqua
population of summer steelhead is an extremely rare and valuable resource. The OSGC report
estimated that roughly 12,000 summer steelhead utilized the North Umpqua fuver system for
spawning. Of these fistr, 225 were estimated to utilize the Little River basin. For comparisoq
225 and2,060 fish were estimated to use Rock Creek and Steamboat Creek respectively. This
report also estimated that no summer steelhead utilized the South Umpqua River systenL most
likely a result of the e>ctreme low flows and high water temperatures that system experiences
during the summer months. More recent information indicates that the above estimates for
steelhead use in Steamboat Creek were low, but that the relatively low estimates given for Little
fuver are likely to be representative of actual fish use in that system.

While no large groups of adult steelhead have been observed oversurrlmering in the Little River
basin (as they do in Steamboat Creek and the upper North Umpqua), stream surveys and
anecdotal records have verified the presence of an occasional adult steelhead in Little fuver during
the summer months. The lack of summer steelhead may be partially caused by the presence of
high water temperatures during the summer months, which would make the system less likely to
serve as high quality over-summering habitat for these fish. It is possible that small groups of
adult summer steelhead are able to over-summer below the confluences of colder water tributaries
in Little fuver, but to date this has not been observed. It is likely, however, that Little River does
provide important spawning habitat for the surnmer steelhead population. As water temperatures
cool in the late summer and early fall, it is feasible that late-migating summer steelhead would
enter Little River, the first large tributary encountered on the upstream migration of the North
Umpqua River.

As with dl the other fish species within Little fuver, there is very little information available
concerning steelhead populations in the basin. We do know, however, that steelhead are the most
abundant of the anadromous species found within the drainage. Adult steelhead have been
observed spawning as far upstream as the Cedar Creek area of mainstem Little fuver, and as far
upstream as Cultus Creek in the upper Cavitt Creek drainage (Figure 28). In total, steelhead
utilize approximately 45 miles of habitat within the basin.

Dambacher (1991) documented what he called a partid rearing life history of steelhead in
Steamboat Creeh a large (roughly 140,000 acres) tributary of the upper North Umpqua fuver.
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This life history is one in which steelhead parr (uveniles that have not yet transformed into
smolts) emigrate from their natal streams in their second or third sprin& seeking out the larger
habitat areas of the main stem North Umpqua River. La Marr and HarkleroaA [teef ; also
documented this partial rearing life history pattern in Calf Creelg a relatively small (12,000 acre)
tributary of the upper North Umpqua basin. Smolt trapping efforts conducted in Linle River
should provide a more complete picture of the juvenile steelhead life history patterns within this
basin. It is likely however, that the rearing panerns are similar to those seen in other tributaries of
the North Umpqua basin.

As of July 15, 1995, the rough breakdown of juvenile steelhead trapped leaving the Linle River
system is 73Yo age l+, 24Yo age 2r, and 3%o age 3* or older. This is similar to what was seen in
the other basins mentioned above.

Rainbow Trout

Resident rainbow trout within the Little River system are found to dominate the small streams and
headwater areas of the upper portion of the mainstem Little fuver drainage. No estimates of the
total population size, structure, or general health exist at this time. It is thought that the majority
of these populations are of natural origin, with numerous exceptions being found in areas where
offsite strains of fish were stocked into ponds, fire sumps, and water holes for recreational
purposes and may have escaped into downstream areas. Examples of introduced hatching
populations are found in Dutch Creelg upper Emile Creeh and Hemlock Creek. It is not known
to what elcent these foreign stocks have interacted with local indigenous populations of rainbow
trout, but based upon the small size and large spatial separation of the stocked areas, it is likely
that the majority of the resident rainbow trout present in this basin are indigenous.

Nongame Species

In addition to a relatively diverse assemblage of salmonids, there are numerous nongame species
found within the Little River drainage. Probably the most abundant of the nongame species is the
sculpin (Sheehan 1993). To date, only one species of sculpin in Little River, the riffle sculpin,
has been identified down to the species level. Based on current literature from western Cascade
stream ecosystems in the nearby Willamette River basin (Sheehan 1993), it is likely that there are
at least 24 species of sculpin within the Little River drainage.

Little River and Cavitt Creek also support populations of both speckled and Umpqua longnose
dace, redside shiner, Umpqua squawfish, and the largescale sucker. Little is known about the life
histories or habitat utilialist of these species within the basin. From general observations,
however, they tend to prefer the warmer waters of the mainstem strearns (both Cavitt Creek and
Little fuver) and can be found utilizing the lower mainstem areas of these streams even when the
water temperatures become too high for salmonids to inhabit the area. The distribution and
abundance of these fish may have increased as a result of management activities that have resulted
in the artificial increase of the wiumer water habitats that favor these species. Little River also
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supports populations of Pacific lamprey, brook lamprey, and possibly Umpqua chub.

Recent information obtained from smolt trapping efforts in Little River indicates that there are

more paci.fic lamprey in the system than previously thought. In the first 90 days of trap operation

(February, Marctg and April) over 500 juvenile lamprey (or amoceates) were trapped as they

drifted downstream. This trap only fishes a small percentage of the water column, and therefore,

it is likely that this number represents a small percentage of the total emigration.

This information on Pacific lamprey is of interest for several reasons. First and foremost, ODFW

has documented declining numbers of adult Pacific lamprey across Winchester danr, as well as

around the region (Loomis 1995 personal communication), and they are on the state sensitive

species list. The reasons for this decline are not well understood at this time. Secondly, Little

fuver appears to be a relatively productive system in terms of lamprey numbers, and much of the

habitat possesses the characteristics that juveniles prefer (slow moving water, abundant sands *

silts in the streambed substrate). For comparison purposes, very few lamprey were caught in

traps located on Steamboat Creek and Calf Creek.

Non-native Salmonids

While brook trout and kokanee salmon are not native to the are4 they have been introduced for

recreational fishing purposes in many areas including the Little River Basin. Brook trout were

stocked in the upper headwater reaches of Emile Creelg in a small, artificial impoundment known

as the Willow Flats sump. These fish were able to survive and reproduce, and eventually worked

their way downstream into the upper mainstem of Emile Creek. Within upper Emile Creeh they

are found in approximately 2 miles of stream habitat (see Figure 28). The majority of the habitat

they now occupy is relatively low gradient, and is characterized by beaver ponds and small marsh-

like stream channels. However, they are also present downstream of this area in an extremely

rugged and steep canyon are4 covering approximately one mile of stream channel. No brook

trout huu. been documented downstream of these areas, dthough it is likely that an occassional

fish does migrate downstream.

Kokanee salmorg a landlocked variety of the anadromous sockeye salmoq were stocked in iwo

takes within the Umpqua River drainage: Lemolo Lake and Hemlock Lake. Hemlock Lake is a

small (roughly 30 acres) artificial impoundment near the headwaters of mainstem Little River. As

with the brook trout, these fish survived, and were able to successfully reproduce, often spawning

near rhe margins of the lake or near the inlets of small tributary streams. While these fish are still

present in Hemlock Lake, apparently they do not attain a large enough size to make them a

iought after gamefish. No kokanee have been sighted downstream from Hemlock Lake,

howlver, several adult sockeye salmon have been documented crossing Winchester dam. These

adult sockeye may be a result ofjuvenile kokanee that had migrated to the ocean, and thus took

on an anadromous frOnl returning to their "natal" stream tO Spawn.
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Other Non-native Species

A variety of warmwater gamefish species have been introduced into many of the small ponds and
lakes scattered throughout the watershed. The majority of these sites are located towards the
northwestern end of the watershed, on private land. fu a result, a complete inventory of all these
sites, as well as the species that inhabit thenr, was not possible. However, largemouth b.ss, black
crappie, white crappie, brown bullhead, mosquitofistr, btuegill, and other zunnin species are all
known to be present.

Wildlife Use of Aquatic Ecosystem

As mentioned in Chapter 3, approximately 76 percent of all witdlife species within this watershed
need riparian habitats (river, streams or pond/lake) to zurvive. Of these, a few species live most
or a critical part of their lives within the water column (Table22).

Table 22- Various wildlife species thst live most or critical portions of their tives within the
aquatic ecosystem.

| = Non-native species

Conmon
Nene

Sdcntillc
Nenc

Rlvcr
O f  , . :

Seco

Hcrd ,
1Yt143,,,,
Eba[

Pond
ot

Id(r

Norlhwestern salarnander Ambystoma gracile *
Long-toed salarnander Am bystoma macrcdactylun *
Tailed frog f Ascaphus tntei +
Western toad f Bufo bonas *
Pacifi c Aant salanrandcr D icamp lodon te ne brosus * *

Dunn's salamander Plethodon dunni *

Pacific treefrog Pseudacis rzgilla *
Red-legged frog I Rana aurora * *
Yellow-legged frog f Rana boylii *

Cascade frog f Rana cascadac * *
Bullfrog I Rana catesbciana *
Southem torrent salamander i R hyaco tri ton varie gatut *
Rouglskrn newt Taicha granulosa *
Aquatic garter snake Thamnopsis couchi * *
Western pond nrrt.le t C lemmvs mormoto marmola * *
Beaver Castor canadcruis t * *
River otter Lutra canaderuis * * *

t : Listed as sensitive
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From the species listed above, the amphibians are most sensitive to water quality concerns

because they (with the exception of Dunn's salamander) lay their eggs within the water column.

Once the eggs hatcb the larvae live much as fish (breathing through gills) until they

metamorphosize into adults. Sometimes this can take as long as 2 years. Many of the species

above are listed as sensitive species or are candidates for federal listing.

In addition to amphibian and reptile species, several bird and a few mammal species rely heavily

on the aquatic portion of the ripuian area for their food. These would include birds like the great

blue heron and American dipper (which feed on aquatic invertebrates and small fish), the osprey

(feeds on larger fish) and fish and crustacean eating mammals such as the mink and river otter.

Poor water qualiry and fish habitat can adversely effect these animal's food supply.

Trends in Aquatic Ecosystem Condition

Fish Spawning Habitat

Recent smolt trapping information may indicate that spawning ileas in the mainstems, and

possibly other areas, are in a degraded condition. Numerous coho, spring chinoolg and steelhead

iac-fry (larval fish) were captured in the trap from late February through May. It is not normal

for sat-fi-v to be out of the gravels since they are not developed enough to swim or feed. During

the period of their capture, there were no large storm events or severe water temperanlre swings

that could have forced these developing fish out of the gravels within their redds. Studies of

chinook spawning i" highly sedimented streams in Idaho (Tappel and Bjornn 1983) have shown

that often times alevins and sac-fiy can be forced out of gravels before they have absorbed their

yolk sacs as a result of inordinately high levels of fine sediments present in the gravels. The

specific mechanism responsible for the premature emergence of these small fish from the gravels is

likely a lack of oxygen caused by fine sediments that have filled in the interstitial pore spaces of

the redd (gravel nest), thereby reducing the amount of subgravel flow, and consequently, the

amount oioryg.n delivered to these fish. Weaver and Fraley (1993) also documented that

cutthroat trout fry emergence from spawning gravels decreased as the amount of fine sand and

silts in these gravels increased.

It is possible, however, that these fish were mechanically displaced from the gravels by steelhead

that had chosen the same gravels in which to spaw4 washing the small fish into the water column

as a result of their powerful tail strokes during redd construction. However, the large number of

sac-fry captured over a 3.5 month period would tend to reduce the likelihood of this explanation"

Fish Rearing Habitat and Use

There is very little historic information available with regard to fish habitat quantity and quality
within the Little fuver basin. While most all of the fish-bearing streams within the basin have been

surveyed, all of these surveys have been conducted within the last 5 years. To date, 139 miles of

stream have been surveyed using two diflerent variations of the Hankin and Reeves (1988) survey
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methodology. Of this dat4 97 miles (or 70 percent) were surveyed in 1994, primarily to gather
data for this watershed analysis. The only portion of a large fish-bearing stre:lm in the basin that
has not been surveyed is the lower l0 miles of mainstem Little River, from the mouth up to the
confluence with Wolf Creek.

Of the 139 miles of stream survey within Little River, approximat eIy 79 miles were surveyed using
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife survey methods, while the remaining 60 miles were
surveyed using U.S. Forest Service (Region 6) survey methods. While these indMdual methods
are based on a similar foundation" there are significant differences that make comparing the two
surveys difficult. However, rough comparisons of the two data sets can be made based upon
general trends observed, such as the amounts of large wood present in streams, the extent of fish
distributions, and the rough percentages of basic habitat types, such as pools, riffles, and glides.

Roper and Scarnecchia (1995) have documented consistency problems associated with utilizing
these somewhat subjective methods of data collection. Stream survey monitoring and quality
control efforts conducted on the Umpqua National Forest have documented similar concerns with
regard to accuracy and precision @urns 1994; Harkleroad 1993; Lightcap and La Marr 1993).
With this in mind, even the comparisons of general trends observed in the data must be used with
caution.

Since data is lacking on fish populations in the basnL the majority of the relationships described or
inferences made concerning habitat conditions and their effect on fish populations are based
primarily on professional judgement and reference to the scientific literature.

Also, there was a "qualitative" survey of potential barriers to anadromous fish migration
conducted n 1962 by the Oregon Game Commission. This survey identified significant barriers
(logfams * waterfalls) and proposed management options for dealing with them. In most cases
the recommendations were to remove the barriers, and the majority of these recommendations
were carried out. Therefore, the distribution of some species may be extending upstream in some
places.

Mainstem Little River

Where the mainstem channels of both Linle River and Cavitt Creek flow through the older
geologic terrain (Colestin Formatioq colored brown on the geology map--Appendix A4), the
valley floor profile is often wide and characterized by paired terraces (abandoned floodplains) .
Within the more recent geologic past, the mainstem channels of Little River and Cavitt Creeks
have become locally incised or entrenched by an average of 30 to 40 feet forming bedrock gorges
with narrow floodplains and relatively steep stream gradients. The cause of the entrenchment is
thought to be a result of regional uplift over the past several million years. The uplifting caused a
gradual increase in stream gradients which increased stre:rm flow energy ultimately leading to the
entrenchment. These gorges, or canyon habitat, offer important habitat for juvenile salmonids
(see Aquatic-19 for description). In comparison, the younger Western Cascades volcanic terrain
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(Little Butte Group, colored medium purple in Appendix A4) typically has V-shaped canyons

with little to no floodPlain.

In addition to changes that have occurred over geologic time, aquatic habitat within the mainstem

of Little River is vastly different today than it was before significant settlement and management

activities took place within the basin. Historical accounts from long-time residents of the Little

River area indiiated that in-stream wood accumulations used to be much more frequent in the

main sfsnL as well as other fish bearing tributaries found throughout the basin. Literature specific

to western cascades stream ecosystems (Dose and Roper 1994) also tends to support these

accounts.

According to these sources, large wood was more abundant in streams prior to significant road

construction and management orthe basin. Smaller fish bearing channels were said to have

numerous pieces of wo-od both in and spanning the stream channel often making travel (and

fishing) difrcult. In the larger streams, such as the mainstems of Little River and Cavitt Creeh

large wood was also quite Eequent, but it was arranged in a somewhat different manner' There

were fewer individual pieces oiwood spanning the channel or present down in the stream channel'

The wood that was pr.r"n tended to bi founJ in hrge groups or small jams near natural "niclc'

points in the or""-'1i". where the channel narrowd or flowed around a very sharp bend)'

bftentimes these areas coincided with very deep pool habitat and were favorite local fishing spots'

These residents remember the oregon State Game Commissiorg along with Forest Service

personnel and others, removing many of these small wood jams and individual pieces from the

stre.m channel (a process known as "stream cleanout"). oftentimes these jams were either

blasted with dynamite, or cut into smaller pieces with chainsaws, allowing winter flows to wash

the cut up pieces of wood away. These activities were done, apparently, to allow easier fish

passage and to prevent the logs from plugging culverts and jamming under bridges' potentially

.uusiig property damage to tf," residents of the area However, many of these residents

(pri-arily those that fished) were oPposed to this practice and had serious concerns since most of

tire best fishing was found around these wood jams'

While no quantitative information is available for the lower ten miles of Little River, data

collected from surveys of the upper mainstem supports what the residents had observed years

ago. Wood is no loiger abundant in larger stream channels due to stream cleanout activities'

Table 23 below *rri.ri".s some of the-key habitat elements for the mainstem of Little River

above wolf Creek. Little River *., ,*.y.d in 1994 using Forest Service methods. Figure 29

shows specific reach delineations'
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Table 23: Meinstem Little River Eebitet (upstreem of Wolf Creek). Co = coho, Ch -
chinooh St = steelheed, mCt: migratory cutthroef Rb = resident reinbow. Fish species
distributions lre besed on limited informetion and ere subject to change. Large Wood is
classified as being > 50 feet in length end > 24 inches in diameter.

The one exception to the overall lack of instream wood in the mainstem of Little River is in reach
6, where trees killed in a fire in 1987 have recently fallen into the channel, resulting in a much
larger amount of in-stream wood. However, for comparison, large wood values ranged from 50
to I l0 pieces per mile in roadless area strearn reaches in other subbasins of the North Umpqua
fuver (F{arkleroad, 1993) These roadless streams are smaller second and third order channels
with watershed sizes ranging from 542 to 8,676 acres.

Recent observations of portions of the unsurveyed, lower l0 miles of Little River also revealed
that little or no large wood (>50 feet and >24 inches in diameter) is present. In addition, the
wood that does get deposited in these lower river areas on an annual basis disappears rather
quickly due to the continuing practice of private land owners removing it from the channel.

Reach Irngth
(miles)

Selmonid
Species

7r Rcrch
Gredient

7o Pools Larye Wood
Per Mile

Yalley
width

3 2 Co, Ctr, St, mCt r% 58% 0 pieces 300-600 ft.

z l 8 Co, Ctr, St, mCt 2 53 3 300-600 ft
a
J 1 . 0 Co, Ctr, St, mCt 2 48 6 100-300 ft.

4 2.4 St, Rb ) 67 t 9 < t00 ft.

5 0 9 St, Rb 3 65 2 l < 100 ft.

6 0 9 St,Rb J 3 5 67 100-300 ft

7 1 A
L - 1 St, Rb J 49 2 l 100-300 ft.

8 t 4 Rb J 3 6 l 7 < 100 ft.
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Mainstem Cavitt Creek

Cavin Creelg with a drainage area of roughly 33,000 acres, is the largest tributary stream within
the Little River drainage. It's an important drainage because of its size, and because it is distinctly
different than most of the other tributaries within the basin. Cavitt Creek is characterized by an
abundance of gravel, a relatively low gradient, and by the presence of large amounts of fine
sediment, compared to the main stem of Little River. The Cavin Creek *UU.rin has extensive
areas of dormant, large-scale landslide complexes and massive eartffiow deposits, both active
(idiot slide) and inactive. The ancient, deep-seated landslide complexes have historically
interacted with the stream channel changing the profile of the drainage. Landslide obstructions
have caused the formation of wide, alluvial valley bottoms, with sinuous strelm channels that
meander back and forth across these low gradient reaches. The majority of these localized flat
valley areas are small, averaging about 0.25 to 0.5 mile in length. Howeveq a significant landslide
deposit at the mouth of Buckshot Creek restricted flow in Cavitt Creek which reiulted in a large
sediment accumulation. This 2 mile long segment of flat valley bottom represents the largest such
section along Cavitt Creek (Figure 29, stream segments 6 and 7)

These low gradient, meandering channels in the mainstem of Cavitt Creek tend to be some of the
most productive in terrns of aquatic insects and fish populations. This is because water velocities
are slower, habitat complexity (ie. large wood, pools, undercut banks, etc.) is usually higher, and
more of the nutrients that enter the aquatic system are retained on-site as a result (ie. leaves
collect on woody debris, high water velocities don't wash ever''thing downstream, etc.).

Much of this potentially productive habitat, however, is in a degraded state because the channel
has lost one of the key components of its former productivity-- large wood. Large wood was
removed from the stream channel and the future source of large wood (as well as stream shade)
was removed from riparian areas iut a result of intensive timber harvest. As a result, the stream is
continuing to meander back and forth across its vdley, but the large wood component that
formerly added stre:rm bank stability and in-channel habitat diversity, is no longer there to fall in.
Consequently, banks continue to erode as the stream channel moves laterally with no resistance
(ie. no trees holding the banks together). This results in a widened stream channel that contains
more sediment, is exposed to more sunlight, and has no large structural elements to aid in the
formation of complex habitat (Figure 39).

Table 24 below zummarizes some of the key habitat elements for the mainstem of Cavitt Creek.
The upper most reaches in Cavitt Creek generally have more large wood. These are areas where
the source of large wood has not been removed. This stream was surveyed in 1993 usine ODFW
methods. Figure 29 shows specific reach delineations.
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Table 24. Meinstem Cevitt Creek Hebitrt. Co = coho, St = steelheed, mCt: migratory

cutthroat, rCt: resident cutthroet. Wood volumes ere besed on total lmounts, not

individusl key pieces, end include pieces equel to or greeter then 6 inches in dismeter and

10 feet long. Velley Width Inder is r retio of the width of the valley floor to the width of

the active streem chennel. ODFW 1993.

Reach Length
(Miles)

7. Reech
Gradicnt

Selmonid
Spcciec

aA

Pools
Wood Volume
(ft'yroo yards

VeIley
width
Inder

I 0.6 1 . 0 Co, St, mCt 68 3 . 5 6 . 5

2 1 . 0 1 . 0 Co, St, mCt 48 7 . 1 1 . 6

J l 3 l . l Co, St, mCt 46 7 . 1 4 . 1

4 0.9 1 . 7 Co,St,mCt 57 106.0 1 . 8

5 1 . 5 1 . 8 Co, St, mCt 53 158 .9 2.8

6 0 8 0.6 Co,
rCt

St, mCt, 75 t87.2 5 .4

1 3 . 7 l 5 Co, St, mCt,
rCt

3 6 42.4 3 . 8

8 l 3 4 .7 St, mCt, rCt 3 9 483.9 l . l

9 2 . 1 8.4 rCt 27 t377.5 l . l

l 0 0 . 1 0.7 rCt 50 130.7 6.0

l l l 5 5 . 5 rCt 24 745.2 t . 2

Several large sources of fine sediment are present today in upper Cavitt Creek drainage. One of

these sources, a large active earthflow known as Idiot Slide (Figure 29), continues to contribute

sediment on an annual basis. This eartMow was not caused by management activities, however

activities that increase pealdows may lead to an increase in the stream's ability to erode the toe of

the earthflow resulting in an increased yield of sediment from this naturally occurring feature.

The other majo6our.. of sediment is located along the western edge of Cavitt Creek, where

highly erosiue granitic bedrock is present. Granitics are well known for their highlY erosive

nature. Soils derived'from granitic parent material are highly susceptible to weathering because of

the granular texture and widespread fracturing and jointing of this terrain. This terrain is subject

to both large amounts of surface erosioq as well as debris avalanches and debris flows on steep

slopes. Much of this granitic tenain has been intensively managed for timber with high road

densities. These land management activities have greatly accelerated natural erosion processes,

scoured streams on steep slopes and deposited the sediment in low gradient channel segments.
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The presence of large sediment sources, combined with physical habitat that has been simplified,
results in stream channels that contain extremely large amounts of fine sediment. These
"embedded" streambeds do not promote diverse or abundant aquatic insect communities.
Numerous studies have shown that high levels of fine sediment can have serious detrimental
effects on aquatic communities (various authors in Meehan l99l).

Mainstem Cenyon Hebitats

Studies conducted within Steamboat and Jackson Creeks (large 5th order watersheds on the
Umpqua National Forest) indicate that a substantial portion of the juvenile salmonid rearing, in
particular, age I and older steelhead juveniles, occurs in the larger habitat complexes of mainstem
"canyon" areas. These constricted channels tend to provide habitat units characterized by their
large size and depttr, as well as diverse nature, often rezulting in inordinately high densities of
steelhead.

Diverse canyons are present in Little River and, to a lesser extent, Cavitt Creek. While no
quantitative fish numbers exist for these areas, anecdotal observations made while snorkeling in
each of these streams can be made on relative abundances, species compositiorL and general
habitat utilization patterns.

Within the upper mainstem of Little River, there is a 4.5 mile section, between Negro Creek and
Clover Creek (Figure 29), that is similar to canyon areas of Steamboat and Jackson Creeks
(This section of stream is represented by reaches 3, 4, and 5 in Table 23). It is characterized by
diverse habitats formed primarily by bedrock outcroppings and large boulders within the "inner
gorge" stream channel. A high percentage is dominated by deep plunge pools that provide
excellent rearing habitat for a variety ofjuvenile fish age classes. In additioq there is a relatively
contiguous stand of old growth conifer along this stretch of streanr, providing a significant source
of large wood that could enter the channel as well as provide shade. Stream temperature data
collected in 1994 (a drought year with wanner than average water temperatures) showed that this
area reached a macimum of 70 degrees F near its upper end and 73 degrees F at its lower end on
one day during the warmest portion of the year. This data also showed that water temperatures
cooled down to the low 60s or high 50s in the evenings during this warm period, well within the
tolerance range of most salmonids. As a result of these factors, it is suspected that a large portion
of the juvenile steelhead within the basin rear in this area. Future fish population estimates will
attempt to determine if this prediaion is accurate.

It should be noted however, that this segment of Little River is above Poore Creek Falls, which
likely served as a partid barrier to steelhead before the fish ladder wi$ constructed. Therefore,
juvenile steelhead densities in this area may be higher than what has occurred historically.

The lower mainstem areas of Little River also contain isolated stretches of relatively complex
habitat that are found within smaller segments of canyon-type habitat. These areas are also
characterized by very large plunge pools and bedrock trench pools. In a less disturbed condition,
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it is likely that this area would support large numbers of salmon and steelhead juveniles.

Ho*.u.r, this ares is currently in an unhealthy condition throughout much of the summer, with

high water temperatures that often exceed 80 degrees F. These conditions render the habitat in

ti!r. .r.as virnrally uninhabitable by salmonids in sunrmer. Howwer, the majority of Little

zu"rr', spring chinook spawn (in the winter) in these areas, urd the juvenile fish have to migrate

out of this area to survive through the summer months'

In additioq high pH values above the state standard marcimum value of 8.5 have been recorded in

these areas. Itis not known to what extent these pH conditions influence fish populations, but

these high values may serve as another indicator of poor overall water quality.

In the lower to middle mainstem oi6"lrin Creeh there are short segments of relatively diverse

habitat found within the incised stream channel. Although the large wood has been removed from

virtually the entire strearL these areas still possess moderate diversity as a result of large boulders

of bedrock outcroppings. These complex areas are not present to the extent seen in upper Little

fuver, but still pro1rid"-lo" alizd patches of diverse rearing habitat. They are primarily found in

reaches 2,4 and 5 of mainstem Cavitt Creek ( Figure 29). As with the lower mainstem of Little

River, however, water temperatures and pH values in 1994 sometimes exceeded 80 degrees F and

8.7 respectively.

Based on the habitat and water quality conditions described above, the lower to middle mainstem

reaches of Little River and Cavitt Creek are not believed to support large populations ofjuvenile

salmonids during the summer months. within the basin overall, it is likely that the majority of the

surrrmer rearingiakes place in the upper watershed areas, upstream of lethal water temPeratures-

Smaller Fish Bearing Tributaries

The Little River watershed was dMded into seven vicinities based on watershed boundaries to

help describe the resources for this watershed analysis (Figure 30). Many of the tables in this

chapter are referenced to these seven vicinities. There are36 identified (named) tributaries

(Figure 3l) and 23 of these support populations of fistU having drainage areas ranging in size from

839 to 9,661 acres.

Due to their relatively small size, and the abundance of migration baniers (waterfalls), these 23

rributary strearns do not provide a large proportion of the anadromous fish habitat found within

the Little River basin. Of the approximately 48 miles of anadromous fish bearing waters in the

basig these tributaries only protia" around 8.5 miles, or l8 percent of the anadromous habitat' In

conrrasr, virnrally all resideni trout (resident cutthroat and rainbows) habitat (about 70 miles) is

found within these small streams.
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In terms of physical habitat conditions, these tributaries range from highly degraded (such as
Blach White, Jfur\ Fall, Copperhead, and Boulder Creek) to relatively pristini @at Rock Branch,
Middle Emile Creelg Cultus Creek). The majority of these systems however, are considered to be
in a degraded condition (Appendix F). As with the larger mainstems oflittle River and Cavitt
Creelg many of the drainage areas in these smaller systems experienced intensive timber harvest
(both upslope and riparian), road constructior\ and stream cleanout. All of these managemenr
activities, along with floods in the 50s and 60s and fires prior to the 1950s, have had varying
degrees ofeffects.

Many tributaries now lack sufficient stream shade, as well as riparian and in-channel large wood,
necessary to keep water temperatures cool, and provi{e complex fish habitat. Harvest and road
construction activities have also increased the amount of sediment delivered to each respective
channel. Impacts from this can be seen in several of these tributaries, but the bulk of the negative
impacts are believed to be showing up downstreanq in the larger mainstem channels.

For more in-depth discussions concerning each of these tributaries, refer to the individual stream
writeups contained in Appendix F.

Aquatic Insects

Many aquatic insects have been shown to be sensitive to changes in aquatic habitat, and therefore,
serve as a valuable tool in assessing potential problems with water quality and aquatic habitat
conditions. They are also the primary food source for fish, playrng a critical role in stream
ecology. The variety of species present at any glven sitg as well as the feeding groups (ie.
shredders, filter feeders, predators, etc.) of the overdl aquatic insect community at that site, can
provide valuable insights into the dominant processes occurring at any given site.

As with other aquatic resources within the Little River drainage, there is very linle information
available concerning aquatic insects. Monitoring of these insects has been a part of the Umpqua
National Forest plan for approximately five years, but unfortunately, no sites in Little River have
been previously sampled. To help accomplish watershed analysis, eight sites were sampled in
1994. Five in mainstem segments of Little River and Cavin Creelg and three in larger mid and
upper basin tributaries.

A summary of the findings from the Little River 1994 samples show that aquatic insect
communities are, lor the most part, moderately impacted (Table 25). For a more comprehensive
look at the sampling methodologies and the data summaries, see Appendix F.
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Table 25. Summery of equetic insect sempling results. Tbis data only represents one
year's worth of informetion, end not ell vicinities rrc represented.

Vicinfy SupleSitc Overdl Conditlba sf ttc MrcroinvcrtcbnG Conmunity,:,,

Lower
Little
fuver

Lower Little
fuver (near
mouth)

Frir to poor. low richncss (number of spccies) in mayfly:stonelly:caddidly
populations, indicating impaircd habitat/watcr quality. Numcror:s aquatic worm
spccies were elso pres€ot, indicating an abundaocc of fine sedimenl

Middle
Liftle
fuver

Middlc Little
fuver (above
Cavitt)

Feir to poor. This site was vcry srmilar to thc lower Little River site.

Middle
Little
fuver

Upper Little
fuvcr (near
Negro Creek)

Feir. High richness in mayfly:stonefly:caddisfly populations, indicating relatively
good habitat and water quality, but also a modcrate abundancc of tolerant mails,
black flies, and crandlies which terd to indicate dcpressed habitst and/or water
quslity These tolerant species are indicative of excessive filamentous algae
production and/or disturbed or enrichcd strearls.

Cavrft L,ower Cavitt
Creek (near
mouth)

Feir. Modcrate to low richness in mayfly:stonefly:caddisfly populations, but some
highly sensitive species, not tolerant of certain degraded habitat conditions, were
found rn all the samples. Moderate arnounts of black flies were also found,
indicatrng somewhat depressed habitat and/or water quslity.

Cavrt l Upper Cavitt
Creek (1.0
milc above
Culnu Creek)

Modcretc to good. High ricbness in mayfly:stonefly:caddis{ly populations, with
several sensitive species that contspond to high habitat complexity and integrity.
few tolerant species wcrc also foud, possibly indicating dectining habitat and/or
wat€r quality.

A

Emrle Emilc Creek
(0.35 mile
upstrearn from
mouth)

Fdr. [,ow richness rn mayfly:stoncfly:c'ddisffy populations, with only a few
sensitive species bcing found Indicators of poor couditions includcd aquatic worm
species, and dragonllies that are tolerant of warm water, finc sediment and low
levels of dissolved oxygen-

Black
Clover

Clover Creek
(0.25 mrle
upstrcam from
mouth)

Frir. Low to moderate richness in mayfly:stonefly:caddisfly populations, however
sevcrd scnsitive species were found Thesc species prefer cool water, and won't
tolcrate fine scdimsnts and high winter sconr or gravel re-sorting Moderatc
numbers of tolerant ceddidlies werc also found, pointing to a general decline in
habitat or waler quslity.

Black
Clover

Black Creek
(0 25 milc
upstreun from
mouth)

Frir to poor. lnw richness in mayf]y:stondly:cndrlis$ populations, with very few
sensitive species being foturd. Moderate nurnbers of tolerant dragonflis5, 51415,
c"ddisflies, and aquatic wonns werc found at this sitc. These organisms, when found
in srnall strearns, are usually indicative of high surnmer water temperahues, nutrient
enrichmsnt, sedimsnt rnput and/or low flows.
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Riparian Conditions

The condition of riparian sreas varies widely across the basin. In gened riparian areas located
in downstream areas within Little River and mainstem Cavitt Creek have undergone the largest
change from what are beliwed to be natural, reference conditions (evident from past aeriJ
photos). The majority of the riparian area.lt can be characterized as hauing narrow bands of small
hardwood and conifer species. Where buffer strips have been left, they have been narrow, with
the larger trees having been selectively removed. These altered riparian sreas are not currently
sources of large wood that could enter the strearr\ and they do not provide the cooler, moist
microclimate characteristic of many healthy, funaioning riparian ecosystems.

Based on interpretation of historic stand conditions from aerial photos,T2to 88 percent of the
riparian areas within 360 ft. of 6sh bearing streanu in the basin was in a late seral pondition with
large conifers and large hardwoods dominating the stands. Today, however, roughly 30 percent
of riparian stands along fish-bearing strearns in the watershed are considered to have late seral
characteristics. Roads are also pres€nt in riparian areas with a long.term loss of vegetation.
These conditions vary by vicinity in Linle River (Table 26).

Table 26. Condition of riperirn forests within 360 feet on either side of fish bearing
streams within the seven vicinities of Little River, present end past.

Vicinity Milcs offish
beering trcrm

7i of Riprrier b btc scnl
(Rcfcrcnce reoge. lrtc, :

l8{X}s.htc f93{h)

, ,,:;;,.'/a 6f ',' .,
;

nplntn ln
:lrtcecnl:

, (lees)

r. frt tA,ofioed,,,,
locrtcd:within,leO
feet,of ffiberring

''' 5fi3a65,,,''''':"',',",,

Lower
Linle R 22.4 miles

8r-86%
?% 21.9 miles

Cavin 33.5 78-87 24 21.0

Middle
Linle R 2t.7

72-88
32 ) . )

Wolf
Plateau

4.7 79-86 23 1 .5

Emile tt.2 58-8 I 49 ) . )

Black
Clover

1 3 .  I 64-80 47 8.7

Upper
Linle R

13 .0 80-85 59 5.2
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The condition of riparian areas is important when considering the contributions of riparian areas

to the overall health of a watershed, and how those contributions have changed since management

acti.rities began in the basin. The functions provided by riparian areas include stream shade, which

helps regulaie water temperatures and mainiain the moist riparian microclimate; large woody

material, which provides in-channel habitat stability and complexitg nutr.rgLlt inputs in the form of

liner-fall and whole trees, stable rootmass€s that provide streambank stability and resist erosion;

an effective vegetative water filter that filters out much of the suspended sediments present in

overland flow during storm events; and moist fire breaks that slow the spread of fire and lessen

the intensity of fire.

Shade and Stream TemPerature

The width and height of riparian vegetation on either side needed to provide effective shade

varies depending on the wiith of the strearq the direction of flow (orientation to the sun), and the

steepness of the streambanks. In general, the vegetation width needed, solely to serve the

function of stream shading can bJnarrdwer than riparian widths needed to serve the other

functions listed abov.. ef* the age of the riparian trees (height) can typically be younger and still

effectively provide shade.

There are many studies that have documented the effectiveness of riparian shade to maintain cool

streams in the forests of the pacific Northwest. Locally, Holaday (1992) evaluated the water

temperature in the Steamboat watershed for the 1969 to 1990 period and found a significant trend

of decreasing morimum summer temperatures for some of the tributaries- He associated the

decreasing temperature trend with recovering riparian vegetation which had been removed by

flooding, debrii flo."s, or timbei harvest. Brown (1983) concluded that the heating of small

mountain streams du.ing the summer is primarily from direct sunlight- The loss of riparian shade

also increases the diurnil (day to night) water temperature fluctuation' In a managed basin such

as Steamboat, diurnal fluctuations have averaged from 7' to 1l'F, while the smaller, 20,000 acre'

Boulder Creek wilderness, averaged 4"F (Holaday 1992)'

The entire Little River watershed has about 336 miles of perennial streams which includes both

fish and non-fish bearing segments. For this total, approximately 77 percent of the perennial

stream length is effectiv-ety Jnaaea by riparian canopy that is at least closed pole structure (25 to

30 years old) or older.
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Table 27. Effective riperien shede elong perenniel streams within the vicinities of Little
River, 1995 end Pest.

Vicinity Milcsof,r
Percnnirl
S{relm:.:

96,Pcrm ,
Strrlm,,,,,, " ,"
Efrcc6vd5r,,,.;,:,,
Snrrbd0d.
18fl)qlitcrr:::,
I930a),,',',,,,,,,',,.,' ,'

'6:P6 ';.;.;,,.,,',
Strcrn Lryt!
Eficcdiely,,'"" .
Shrdcd,fgg5, ,
, , , , , , , , , , , 1 , , ' , , , ,  . , . , , ' , , , , , ' , , '  . , , .  .

F$gq bf,7"
Strded'r::..':'.r.:. : :'.
Tiiburrricq
1995,(#,of,::..:,:,
EibutsC*I,,,

o/;:.:.::: :: :' : : : . :: :: :: :: :

Pereanial
Strtem:,',
Milctonr,,
Privlte,,,:
Lrnd,, ':

Lower
Linle
fuver

43.7 84-99 74% 26-94
(4)

90

Cavitt t06.2 8 l-97 &% 4-87
(  l 3 )

35

Middle
Little
River

52.6 88-95 ' tao/
t L / o 34-76

(3)
3 l

Wolf
Plateau

28.9 88-99 70% 50-87
(3)

3 8

Emile 209 78-85 76% 70-83
(2)

9

BlacV
Clover

66.4 82-99 80% 73-94
(6)

2

Upper
Linle
River

38.2 88-93 83% 77-96
(4)

0

Totals 335 77%

In all vicinities, perennial streams have less effective shade today compared to the historic
reference points (Table 27). The runount of effective shade along individual tributaries within the
vicinities is highly variable. For instance, in the four tributaries that make up the Lower Little
River vicinity, Jim Creek only has 26 percent of its perennial length shaded while Fall Creek is 94
percent shaded (Appendix I). This variability is primarily a result of the age of harvested stands
the amount of roads along streams, and in some locations, recent fires. The amount of shade
provided by forested stands increases as harvested riparian area.s grow. Streams are considered
shaded when the adjacent tiees are approximately 25 years old. fttit *itt vary by site class.
Where roads closely parallel strearns or where ripariur forests have been converted to pasture,
there is a long-term loss of portions of the riparian shade. The valley bottom road along lower
Little River is an example of where potential shade recovery has been partially limited.
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Streem TemPerrtures

Stream temperaures were monitored at 14 sites (in rif0es) during the summer of 1994 to help

characterize this watershed. This is only one summer's data and it is not meant to represent a

baseline. The drainage areas above these monitoring sites represent a mixture of federal and

private lands. Six monitoring sites were in the main stem of Linle River from the mouth to just

telow lunction Creek (25.5 miles). Thte" of the sites were in the mainstem of Cavitt Creek.

Smaller tributaries monitored included Jim Creek (upper and lower sites), Wolf Creeh Black

Creelg and Clover Creek (Figure 32 shows all 14 monitoring stations)'

The summer of 1994 was one of the lowest flow and warmest stream temperature yeius on

record. Little River wiut wiumer than other large streams that were also monitored' The

maximum temperature at the mouth of Little River and other nearby streams are as follows:

STREAIvI NAME
Little River
South Umpqua River
Steamboat Creek
Jackson Creek
Canton Creek
North Umpqua River
(above Rock Cr.)

N{rq\. 
-[EMP l gg4

84'F
82'
80'
78'
77'
73'

DRAINAGE AREA
206 square miles
449
165
r60
62

886
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Lower andMiddle Liltle River Vicinities

The ma,rimum temperatures in the mainstem of Little River showed continued warming in the
downstream direction (Figure 33). On Iuly 21, peak morimum temperatures occulred at the six
monitoring sites on Little River. Over approximately 18 stream miles, Little River warmed 20
degrees and peaked at 84'F in 1994.

1 0 1 5 ? o

Sreammilcs fimmrh

(l)
l<

8 7 0
q)

.c) 50

a
E 5 0
x
ct

A

x Little River o Wdf Creek

I ClorcrCteck

Figure 33. Little River Muimum Tempereture Profilc (r) end Merimum Temperatures of
3 Tributeries rt Their Mouths - Wolf' Bleckn end Clover Creeks

While single morimums provide an indicator of extreme heating the length of time high
temperatures are sustained is an important consideration of aquatic tife. The average ma;cimum
temperature for the warmest 2 week period in 1994 was used for this evaluation. The mainstem
oflittle River from the mouth to the monitoring site below White Creek (17 miles) averaged 70
degrees or w:umer. The mouth of Little River over the warmest two week period averaged 80
degrees.

Also important to aquatic organisms and overall water quality is the diurnal fluctuation in
temperature from day to night. Night time recovery of cooler water puts fish and other organisms
under less stress than where night cooling is limited. In the lower 20 miles oflittle River, from
Black Creek down to the mouttg the night time minimums during that2 week period never got
cooler than 58'F (Figure 3a). This 58'F threshold is a oornmon reference point considered the
upper temperature preference for most salmonids. Little thermal recovery occurred in the
summer of 1994 for organisms that require cool water to maintain health in the lower 20 miles of
mainstream Little River.
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Cavitt Creek Vicinity

The mocimum temperatures in Cavitt Creek did not progressively increase downstream as in Little
River (Figure 35) Cavin Creek was monitored by three sites. The upper site, which was just
above Tuttle Creelg reached a maximum temperature of 75'F, while approximately 6 miles
downstrean\ the site at Cavitt Falls (recreationd site) reached 80'F. At the mouttq Cavitt Creek
cooled to 78 degrees. The 2 degree cooling of this segment occurs over a relatively short
distance of 3 miles. This type of cooling may be explained by cool ground water input in addition
to riparian shade and a narrow channel in lower reaches of Cavitt Creek.
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Figure 35. Cevitt Creek merimum tempereturc profile

The mainstem of Cavitt Creek only has 57 percent of the perennid stream length shaded. This
gentle gradient stream segment is also wide with shallow flow and slow velocity which contribute
to stream heating. The perennial tributaries lower in the vicinity generally have the least shaded
stream length. The maximum water temperatures in the main stem reflect this accumulative
condition of riparian shade loss. The upper watershed of Cavitt has more than 80 percent of the
perennial stream length shaded. However, water temperature is warm compared to a similar point
in Little fuver (ie. Little River below function Creek). This difference may be related to ground
water flows in response to the overall land unit capability.

The diurnal flucfirations in Cavin Creek also did not follow the progressive downstream warming
trend. The greatest fluctuation was measured at the upper Cavitt Creek site. During the l4-day
warrnest period, the upper site flucnrated 12.8'F. This diurnal fluctuation is by far the greatest
fluctuation measured in 1994. The 10.3'F diurnal response at the falls site was the second largest
in this vicinity and the complete watershed. At the mouth, Cavitt fluctuated 7.5'F. Streamflow
may help to explain these responses howeveq flow data are not available.

The daily minimum water temperatures during the l4-day warmest period were greater than 58'F
at the mouth and the falls sites. However, upper Cavitt recorded 7 consecutive days (during the
warmest period) that the temperature was below 58'F, so a portion of Cavitt Creek may provide a
limited amount of thermd refuge for "cold wate/' organisms.
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Wolf Plateau, Emile, and BIacACIover Vicinities

These vicinities represent the larger tributaries in the middle segment of Little River. The 1994
temperature monitoring did not include all of thesc tributaries, but more a representative sample:
Wol{, Clover, and Black Creeks. The ma"ximum temperatures were similar for these tributaries,
68-70"F. Figure 33, which displays the maximum temperature profile of Little Riveq also
includes these tributaries for comparison. At their respective confluences with Little River, Wolf
Creek was 8'F cooler than Little River, while Black and Clover Creeks were both about the same
temperature as Linle River. The nighnime minimum water temperatures for Clover Creek during
the hottest 2-week period where all warmer than 58'F. Wolf Creek had I I nights and Black
Creek had five nights where the minimum temperature remained warmer than 58'F.

The diurnal fluctuations during the l4-day warmest period were 6'F for the three monitoring sites.
These diurnal fluctuations were on the low end of the overall responses. When compared to
percent of perennial stream length shaded, the fluctuations are not explained merely by shade.
The average percent of perennial length shaded for Clover Creek (ficur tributaries) is 86 percent
compared to 76 percent for Black Creek (nvo tributaries) and 77 percent for Wolf Creek
(Appendix I) The Wolf Creek basin is completely dominated by the moist/ warrn and wet-
drylwarm land units that produce sustained surrmer flows. Cool ground water from the deep
soils of these land units may explain the cooler water temperatures found in Wolf Creek. Both
Black and Clover Creek basins have more of the drylwarm land units. The shallow soils of this
land unit have low moisture storage and can be expected to contribute less to summer stream
flows.

The volume of water in Little River is probably too great to allow Wolf Creek to cool it. Fish
access to Wolf Creek is very limited during summer flows, limiting its availability as a thermal
refuge for fish.

Upper Little River Vicinity

Although no specific tributaries were monitored within this vicinity, the upstream-most site.in
Little fuver (below function Creek) provides an accumulative look at tkee of the four tributaries
(Junction Creelg Hemlock Creelg and Upper Little River) that make up this vicinity.

The maximum stream temperature measured here was the coolest Linle River site sampled in
l99a (Figure 33). The peak was 64'F. The higher amounts of shade in upper Little River help to
maintain the existing cool water temperatures. Also the upper Little River Vicinity has a
preponderance of the moisVcool land unit where snow melt sustains summer flows and cool
stream temperatures. The diurnal fluctuation for the 2 week warmest period was 3.5'F which was
the smallest in the Little River basin. Only four consecutive nights were water temperatures
warrner than 58'F during the hottest 2-week period. Minimum temperatures averaged in the low
50s for most of the summer of 1994.
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Stream PH

The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) has set pH standards for the Umpqua

Basin at o.s to g.5 for the protection of aquatic life. pH levels above 9.0 (more alkaline) and

below 6.5 (more acidic) have adverse effects on some life rycle stages of certain fish and aquatic

macroinvertebrates (MacDonald et al. 1991). pH is measured in logarithmic scale. For each

additional pH unit oichange, the Hydrogen activity changes an order of magnitude' For example,

. pff of g h.r t.n times more Hydrogen activity than a pH of 7' While a pH of 7 to 8 represents

on. oraff of magnitude change, theihange in hydrogen activity from a pH o!7 to 9 is two orders

of magnitude or too times difference in Hydrogen concentration. Because of this logarithmic

relatio-nship, fractions of pH are significant changes in concentration'

Accumulations of stream algae can cause streams to become more alkaline through the process of

photosynthesis. Photosynthesis during daylight hours consumes Hydrogen ions and elevates pH

i".r.ls. At night the pH i..r."r"r. On cloudy days or in shaded stream reaches not as much

photosynth"ri, o"..16 and pH levels are lower. Diurnal algae-driven pH cycles in Little River can

be as en:treme as 9.1 in the iate afternoon to 7.8 in the morning (Appendix I).

conditions that promote algae growth and accumulation are: l) lack of riparian shade allowing

the sun to stimulate algae fo*tft; 2) the presence of bedrock streambeds which is ideal habitat

lor algae and poor hab-itat-for algae-eating aquatic insects; and 3) a nutrient supply. Conditions

that p-romote iower pH are: l) effective rilarian shade; 2) streambeds with large wood and

associated graveVcobble substrate where algae-eating insects thrive; 3) upslope forest stands that

use (cycle) nitrogen and store it in the sol ana vegetation, so nitrogen is not as available to runoff

into streams, and 4) acidic volcanic geolory'

Nutrient runoffinto stre,uns from harvested areas can play a role in increased algae and pH levels'

In the Coyote Creek experimental watershed, in the South Umpqu4 Greene (personal

communication, Environmental protection Agency) found a 70 percent increase in algae growth in

waters from a small clearcut watershed compared to partial and no cut basins. Others @rown

and Binkley lgg4 and MacDonald et al. l99l) dso reported increased nutrient loading in streams

following timber harvest and road building'

The first lg miles of Little River's mainstenr, in the lower and middle vicinities, was outside state

water quality standards for pH during August of 1994. Lower cavitt creelg Little River's largest

tributary, alio had pH leveli between 8.5;d 8.7 which is over the DEQ standard' Several

tributaries to Little River and cavitt creeks were also sampled during the summer of 1994' wolf

Creek was the only tributary oflinle River that exceeded 8.5. Other tributaries that had elevated

pH peaks *ere Ernile, Blacl" and Negro Creeks. 4tg1e accumulations were observed in streams

*here pH was higher (>g 01. rne.ff.at to aquatic life in Little River as a result of these pH

levels is presentlY unknown.
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Clover Creek and the Flat Rock branch of Clover Creelg in the Black Clover vicinity, peaked at
7,93. The upper reaches of Little River mainstenL in the upper Little River vicinity, alio had
lower pH peaks. Algae accumulations were not :ui evident in these basins.

Ifistorical ffirmation on stream chemistry was not available for this watershed analysis.
However, pH levels in the Boulder Creek Wilderness basru a tributary to the North Umpqu4
were used as a reference point during the zummer of 1994. Boulder Creelg flows into the-North
Umpqua River 30 miles upstream from Little River's confluence with the North Umpqua. Boulder
Creek has comparable geology (all in the Western Cascades provence) but it is ody 26,000 acres
in size compared to Little River's L3Z,OOO acre drainage area. So its usefulness as a reference
stream may be limited. Boulder Creek peaked at 8.0 near its mouth. Boulder Creek has bedrock
reaches and sun exposure in its lower, wider reaches but excessive algae was not found there
(Appendix I).

Streamflow

Streamflow plays an important role in the maintenance of water quality and the beneficial uses of
water. There are extreme differences in streamflows between surnmer and winter in Little River.
Such extremes ;ue typical of mid and lower elevation streanu in the soutlwestern Cascades,
where the majority of the precipitation falls as rain or snow in winter months. During sunrmer,
streamflows progressively dwindle as the long summer drought continues well hto September.

In late summer, low flows in Little River averaged 25 cubic feet per second (cfs) between 1954
and 1987 at the Peel gaging station located 6.3 miles up Little River frop the mouth. During the
same period, winter base flows were typically in the range of 200 to 300 cfs, with flood peals
measured as22,700 cfs in 1955 (LittleRiver's flood of record), 21,100 cfs in 1956, and ZO,g00
cfs in 1964. Pealdows for Little River were gaged (6 miles up from the mouth) from 1953
through 1986. A graph of the annual peaks is in Appendix I-l l.

Flow characteristics can be expected to vary by individual subwatershed in Little River and can be
explained, in part, by the predominance of certain land units in certain watersheds. With the
greater snow accumulation on north aspects and gentle slopes characteristic of moist/warm land
units, winter flows from basins with a lot of this land unit may be expected to be lower and more
prolonged compared to more flashy winter flows in basins with a predominance of drylwarm land
units. This relationship berween land units and winter peak flows is complicated where
moist/warm predominates because of the abundance of harvest related openings and road
construction that exists today. Summer low flows in basins with a lot of moist/warm land units
are expected to be greater than in basins with more drylwarm land units because the trees don't
require or use as much water so there is a surplus of soil moisture and runoff Also, the
moisVwarm weathering environment increases soil depth and soil u'ater storage. So excess water
is continually released into streams even during the summer drought. In moist/cool land units
(located at higher elevations), deep snow accumulations lead to snow melt in the spring that
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sustains sununer low flows and cooler stream temperatures. Basins with a lot of wet-dry/warm
land area have similar hydrologic flow behaviors as those with moist/warm land units: lower more
prolonged peak stream flows and sustained low flows during summer. In addition the wet-
drylwarm units have a relatively low stream density and an abundance of ground water runoff
because of earth flow and landslide terrain. The WotfPlateau is a vicinity dominated by both wet-
drylwarm and moist/warm land units.

Streamflows have not been systematically measured in the tributaries oflittle Riveq however the
above generalizations on the relationships between streamflows and land units initially appear to

be supported by flow measurements taken during the summer of 1994, and the hydrologic
literahrre on streamflow and soil depth.

Summer low flows in the lower reaches of Cavitt Creek and Little River may be aftected by

human water withdrawals. The volumes withdrawn and the consequences are not knowrq but

water removal during the summer can potentially decrease available habitat for aquatic life,

increase summer water temperatures and pH simply because less water is in the channel. The
actual degree of impact from water withdrawal is probably not, by itse[ a significant factor
limiting aquatic health. Added to other more significant factors such iN temperature, algae
growth and pII, water withdrawal may be an additive factor of concern.

Effect of roads on pealdlows

Recent analysis of long term hydrologic records has demonstrated detectable changes in the
timing and magnitude of winter pealdows that appe,u to be associated with road construction and

harvesting. Recent research in Willamette River tributaries have documented peak flow increases

of 30 to 50 percent or less in managed watersheds (fones and Grant, submitted).

For long term stabiliry and extended use in a wet climate, roads have been constnrcted to

efficiently drain water away from road surfaces and subgrades. In the natural environment, there

is nothing that mimics a road. The majority of roads within the watershed are constructed with

ditches and/or insloped road zurfaces that are intended to control water flow from the road

surface, upslope overland flow, and ground water that is intercepted and brought to the surface.

Once it is in the ditctU water reaches the local strqlm channel faster than in an unroaded situation-

In fact, some ditchlines effectively function as strearn channels, so the actual length of flowing
"streams" during rain storms is extended in the form of road ditches. Ofteq the same effect

occurs below outlets of ditch relief (cross-drain) culverts where the concentrated outflow of water

erodes a gully and reaches a stream channel without infiltrating into the ground.

Wemple (1994) developed a process and investigated the effective extension of stream networks

resulting from road drainage. She estimated that roads in her study area extended the stream

network 60 percent over winter base flow stream lengths and 40 percent over storm event stream

lengths. Wemple's process was applied as part of the Jackson Creek watershed analysis, in the

South Umpqua Drainage (1995). That effort found that the existing road system ortended the
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stream network by 26 percent, based on winter base flow stream lengths. They also discovered
that l0 percent ofthe length ofunsurfaced roads and 31 percent ofthe length ofsurfaced roads
had ditchlines that functioned as "streams" during winter storm events. This difference results
from road design characteristics, not the road zurface.

The Wemple model and Jackson Creek inventory rezults were applied to Little River. For the
roads where zurface type information was lacking (private land), 20 percent of the road length
wiur assumed to have ditchlines that functioned as streams. Our analysis found tlat there are
stream extensions in Little River that range from 12 percent to 57 percent in various tributaries
(Table 28 and Appendix ff. With an increase in surface flow as a result of ditchlines in a
watershed, the rain or melting snow gets into streams quicker.

Carlston (1963) determined that in drainages up to 100 square ririles in are4 that the mean annual
flood is proportional to the square of the area's stream densrty. Based on field researctr, he
showed that this relationship holds true regardless of topographical relief hillslope, stream
gradient, and amounts or intensity of precipitation The dominant factor atreaing peak flows in
these smaller basins is basically just how quickly the water gets to the channels via gravity.

Carlston's equation was used to relate increases in effective strearn length (and therefore stream
density) to increases in mean annual floods. This revealed that small increases in stream length
can result in relatively larger increases in peak tlows. The 12 percent to 57 percent increases in
stream lengths due to roads may result in as much as 26 percent to 148 percent increases in the
mean annual flood in various individual subwatersheds in Little River (Appendix II). These
increases are based on an assumption that the mapped nahral stream lengths truly represent the
stream network during the mean annual flood. If stream lengths are actually greater than what is
mapped, the relative extension due to road ditctrlines is less. In Jackson Creelg the mapped length
of natural streams that flow during winter rain storms was thought to be underestimated;
therefore the Forest Hydrologist zuggested that actual stream extension due to roads during storm
events may be approximately one-half that determined in their inventory. Reducing Little River's
estimates by one-half rezults in stream extensions of 6 percent to 29 percent and mean annual
flood increases of 12 percent to 66 percent which is more in line with what fones and Grant
(submitted for publication) found in tributaries on the Willamette River.

The findings for larger vicinities may mask the site specific effects found in some smaller
tributaries. Some localized tributaries have highly variable amounts of roads and natural stream
lengths. Thereforg the estimated increase in flows as a rezult of roads are higily variable among
tributaries (Figure 36 and Appendix II).

Other factors may explain the in-channel effects observed in Little River, such as the increased
velocity of water in channels due to loss of instream large wood, the frequency of stream
crossings and other complex processes not well understood. The intent of Table 25, Figure 36,
and Appendix H-29 is to highlight trends and help focus restoration inventories. This is not meant
to be a categorical explanation of the effects of roads on pealdow changes.
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LOWERLITTLE
zu\IER

t46.4 35.2 24 27-57

CAWTT CREEK 258. l 73.6 24 2745

MIDDLELITTLE
RIVER

t20.3 4 1 . 3 34 40-80

WOLF PU,TEAU 80.3 28.3 35 4l-83

EMILE CREEK 42.5 t4.4 34 39-79

BLACK/CLO\IER 91.8 29.6 32 37-75

UPPERLITTLE
RI\IER

62 t7.9 29 33{6

Table 28. Estimated Stream network extension and possible pealdlow increases in the seven
vicinities of Little River.

A particular basin's sensitivity to increased pealdows depends, in part, on the nahual drainage
density of the basin. Drainage basins with fewer streams per square mile will experience higher
pealdow increases as a result of roads than will basins that naturally have a lot of streams.
Plusfour and Dutch Creeks, for instance, have very low stream densities because they are in the
gentle earthflow and upland plateau terrain of the wet-dry/warm land units. There are fewer
streams to handle the rapid runoffso stream flow increases are greater, potentially leadhg to
relatively more downcuning bank failures, bed scour and mass wasting where streams undercut
adjacent slopes. The gentle terrain that is most prone to experience higher pealdows from roads
also has the most sensitive stream ctrannels. The deep, fine textured soils typical ofthe ancient
land surfaces and earthflow terrain are susceptible to stream downcutting and bank erosion The
phenomenon of rapid runoffdelivered to those highly sensitive channels is further exacerbated by
the fact that so much of this gentle terrain was harvested by tractors. Tractor harvest can
compact soils, decreasing the capacity for water to infiltrate into the soil, further adding to surface
runoff

At the other end of the scale., Copperhead and Fall Creek basins naturally have very high stream
densities because they are in the highly dissected granitic terrain where streams have readily
formed on steeper erosive surfaces. Since there are more streams to handle the rapid runofi, the
increase in peakflows caused by roads is not tu extreme or potentially damaging to stream
channels.
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Figure 36. Potential meen snnuel flood increase resulting from ertension of stream
network from road ditchlines for selected tributery basins of Little River.

The percent increa.se in peakflows rul a result of roads in Figure 36 is based on tle assumption that
our stream mapping underestimated the length of flowing streams during winter storms.

Carlston (1963) and Rosgen (1993) suggest the importance of assessing the magninrde of the
mean annual flood (recurrence interr"al :2.33 years) because most of the work of stream erosion
(over time) is done by flows of moderate magnitude with recurence intervals of one to two years.
A significant amount of the sediment in some streams may be coming from the strearns or
tributary streafiui themselves as a result of entrenchmenf bed scour, bank failures, and mass
wasting as a result of undercutting adjacent slopes. Ongoing, elevated peak flows in some of the
smaller drainages may also hinder natural adjustment and recovery processes within the streams.
Recovery is hindered by the prevention of aggradation and sorting of bed material hindering
revegetation and stabilization of streambanks, and by reducing establishment of stable, regularly
inundated floodplains adjacent to active channels @osgerq personal communication).
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Effect of canopy closure on peaHlows

Forest canopy removal can also affect pealdows. Where the forest canopy is absent or partially
gone due to harvest, fires or roads, snow acsumulates in a snowpack rather than being intercepted
and held in tree crowns. Snowpacks in forest openings are exposed and more susceptible to rapid
melt during wann winter rain storms than snow stored in tree canopies or under canopied stands
with at least 70 percent crown closure (Coffin and Harr, 1992). Forest stands with less than a 70
percent crown closure (generally about 40 years of age or less) have the potential to deliver a
greater am6unt of water to the soil which contributes to increased pealdows. This phenomena
occurs in the transient snow zone where snow can accumulate and rapidly melt offseveral times
each winter. In Little Riveq the transient snow zone is between approximately 2000 and 5000
feet in elevation which makes up 69 percent of the watershed (Figure 37). The amount of created
forest openings that have less than a 70 percent crown closure are greater today than during the
two historic reference points (Table 29). Hydrologic recovery of an opening improves as the
stand regenerates through time. For instance, a brand new clearcut has no hydrologic recovery
while a25 year old stand is about 60 percent recovered. The values in Table 29 should be used as
a yardstick to compare to historic conditions, not as a calculation to predict pealdow increases
that can be done at the scde of a subwatershed during project area planning.

ffi Tr,ursicttt Stttxv Zlttc

[M vi.t'uty Btutttlnus

Figure 37. Transient snow zone of the Little River watershed.
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Table 29. Hydrologicelly recovered screegc in the trensient snow zone within the seven
vicinities of Little River, 1995 end past.

Sediment Regime

Geomorphic (or land shaping) processes of surface erosion and landslides are natural cyclic
processes that strongly influence hydrologic patterns and water quatity. Roads also have the
potential to afu the sediment regime but are not linked to a natural process.

Surface Erosion

The types of surface erosion include: rill and gully (channelized erosion); sheet erosion (non
channelized overland flow), and soil creep or ravel (moved by gavity). Surface erosion increases
on hillslopes where soils are compacted and lose the ability to absorb water (infiltration). Soil
compactions occtrs when tractorc operate on fine textured soils. Livestock grdng and intense
fire can also reduce the soil infiltration capacity. In areas underlain by granitic bedroclg where
soils dry out early in the surnmer and lack cohesiorl dry ravel can be a significant source of local
surface erosion.

Vicinity "Acrcs within',
transientrnc

. :  :  ,  :  : :  I  i :

Zooc,1,,, ;

, ' :/o oF't',,"
: : : : :  

j '

vicinity in
trinsienl..,'' : : . : :

gnolrZetrG

, Jz. orroo* zone , ',,,7a : oi. do*',' io^ 
",'i.,,[tdioio$caly

.. oiOreer |ate,'
.IEoOs:,; Iste:L930s

Lower Linle
River

3,625 t 6 5 8 87  -99

Cavitt Creek 26,569 70 74 7 8 - 9 7

Middle Little
fuver

r2,913 60 77 9 2 - 9 8

Wolf Plateau 12,548 86 7L 8 5 - 9 9

Emile Creek 7,957 9 l 79 7 6 - 9 4

Blaclc/Clover 16,729 98 80 75 -97

Upper Little
fuver

10,279 99 93 8 6 - 9 3
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Landslides

The mass movement of soil is a major component of hillslope erosion and sediment transport to

streams in mountainous terrain. Erosion and sedimentation are natural processes- When

landslides occur at a natural rate, they provide an important supply of gravel and large trees from

upslope locations, necessary to create stepped channel profiles and suitable habitat (Naiman

f bqlj. Landslides (slumps and earthflows, debris avalanches, and debris flows) contribute

signiicant amounts of sediment to streams in managed watersheds such as Little River'

Slumps and earthflows iue deep-seated, land movements that develop in deep, fine texnrred soils

where groundwater movemeniis restricted. The distinction between these two types of landslides

are thalslumps involve the movement of intact blocks of soil that fail by a backwards rotation into

the hillslope in addition to downslope movement; whereas earthflows involve movement by

flowage due to excess water s"turation. EartMows are seasonally active with most displacement

o..uring during winter and spring after soils become thorougily saturated and high water tables

develop. Although slumps and earthflows are generally slow moving, sediment delivery to stream

channels can be quit. ttigh and chronic. The channel obstruction caused by an earthflow pushing

into the channel results in bedload deposition upstrearq creating new or revitalizing existing

spawning gravels. Downstream effects of an obstruction usually results in blankets of fine

,Ldirn.ni and organic detritus overlying the streambed. Idiot slide is an example of an active

eartMow located in upper Cavitt Creek.

Debris avalanches are shallow, rapid landslides resulting from the failure of a block or wedge of

soil, roclg and organic debris that occur outside of stream channels'

Debris flows (or torrents) are rapid movements of large volumes of water rnixed with soil, rock,

and organic debris down steep stream channels. Debris flows are one of the most common forms

of landslides in our region *d ."t as the primary agent transporting sediment and large wood to

lower order stream ch-annels. Although debris flows occur less often than debris avalanches, the

effects caused by debris flows may dominate local channel morphology for centuries and exert a

strong influence on aquatic ecosystems upstream and downstream of the point of entry. Because

of tne nign velocities and volumis of sediment and debris, the erosive power generated as the

debris flow moves downstream can scour hundreds of yards of channel to bedrock. The

detrimental effects of debris flows include significant alteration of stream channels reducing

habitat diversity, loss of riparian vegetation, l.rg"-*ale movement and redistribution of gravels

and large *ooiy debris, damming -d obrttlaion of channels, and accelerated bank erosion and

undercitting. Adverse effects to fish habitat and water quality include elevated water

temperaturJ-s resultant from loss of riparian vegetatior\ and subsequent algal blooms Loss of

gravels along the scoured tracts of debris flows reduces suitable habitat for aquatic insects that

fonrur. algae and help keep pH levels within normal ranges. Downstream effects include fine

sediment accumulation in spawning gravels. In those instances where debris flows are deposited

at the point of entry, they often form blockages that can isolate upstrea'm resident fish populations

plus pievent adult an"dtorous fish from using this habitat. Therefore, resident and anadromous
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salmonid distributions are relatively dynamic in these areiu, shifting up and downstream in
response to large scale landslides and debris flow events.

Reference and Existing l^alfulide Conditions

Aerial photos were used to map both the recent and historic landslides in the Little River
watershed over four different time periods: pre-1946,1947-1966,1967-19g2, and lgg3-1ggl.
Landslide features identified in the 1946 photos are assumed to represent failures that occurred
during the previous couple of decades; vegetative growth eventuily masks recognition. A map
showing where the slides are located withh the watershed is h Apfendix A-14. The landslide
mapping has some limitations. Only a minor amount of field checking was done to verify the
existence of landslides due to time constraints. Aerial photo ro"rr.gl of the BLM and irivate
lands west of Cavitt Creek is lacking for the 1946 flight year and thus underestimates the
reference condition in that particular area prior to significant land management. Also, different
scales of aerial photos were used. For example, the 1965/66 photos weie low level flights that
revealed much detail; as opposed to higher elevation flights that disclosed less detail. end ntt"tty,
landslides occurring in old-growth and mature forests may be masked by the surrounding.*opy.

Based on the aerial photo analysis, the frequency of landslides has increased substantially since the
advent of intensive land management activities. Of the total 1,134 landslides in the basin, 73
percent were linked to management activities. (Table 30)

Table 30. Estimeted landslide occurrencc rnd suspected cause based on aerial photo
interpretation in Little River basin.

The pre-1946 time period is the baseline or reference condition. At that time, less than 2 percent
of the drainage was developed by roads and timber harvests. Most of the landslides occurred
during the 1947-1966 time period. This represents a seven-fold increase from the pre-1946
period. The high number of landslides that occurred from 1947 to 1966, both natural and
management-related, is considered to be a consequence of the dramatic increase in road
construction and timber harvest (Table 32), coupled with storm events. Road construction
techniques during this period were poor and led to a preponderance of road-related landslides.
Also, there were five, S-yeu or greater flood events during the period of 1947 to 1966

Time Period Nrturel Lrndslides Manrgement
RcJated Landslidcs

Total Landslides

pre- I 946 (104) 98.t% (2) t e% (106) e.3%

t941 -1966 (163) 2t.3% (601) 78.7% (764) 67.4%

t967 -1982 (22) n.8% (l6s) 88.2% (187) t6.s%

1 9 8 3 - 1 9 9 1 (12) ts.6% (6s) 84 4% (77) 68%

TOTALS (30r) 26.s% (833)  13  s% (r ,134)  100.0%
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( Appendix A-15). During the other two time periods, 1967-1982 and 1983-1991, landslides
appeared to be associated with roads and timber harvest. Substantial winter storms also occurred
in 1971 and 1982 (Appendix I-l l, less than 5 year events) that may have contributed to slides
during these periods.

The number of landslides in a given area (landslide density) is useful to determine arei$ that may
be prone to future landslides and where impacts have already occurred (Table 3l).

Table 31. Lendslide density end suspected ceusc in thc vicinities of Little River. Density is
reported es lendslidcs per square mila

Vicinity Neturd
(ilides/squere mile)

Minegcmssf,," : .,
rdeted
(slidcs/squere mile)

Combined
(slides/square mile)

Lower Little River 0.6 slideVsquare mile 4.5 slideVsquare mile 5.2 slideVsquare mile

Cavitt Creek 1 . 6 3 . 8 5 .4

Middle Little River 1 . 3 3 . 3 4.6

Wolf Plateau l . l 5.2 | 6.2

Emile 1 . 0 3 .4 4.3

Black/Clover 3 . 6  t 4.2 7 - g r

Upper Little River 1 . 6 3 . 5 5 . t

BASELINE MEA}I 1 . 5 4.0 5 . 5

TOTALS (3rs) (8le) (1 ,  r34)
+ denotes highest density
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Vhhity AcFr,,
lfuvcrad

t/.

Hrrvc.tcd
Pft
t950

1950-
1960,

t96rL
t9t0',,,

il)7&
1980

198{li:;...,
l99o:..:"'

te90-
1995:,'

Lower
Little R

I 1 , 8 9 8
acres

54.4% 7.7% 36.5% 59.40h 66.6% 94.1o 100%

Cavitt
Creek

22,694 60.2 2.6 1 3 . 5 55.4 80.3 96 100

Middle
Linle R

12,316 48.7 6 29.5 60.6 76.2 93.8 100

Wolf
Plateau

II,377 78.4 1 . 1 24.9 62.4 84.4 96.4 100

Emile 4,245 48.7 0 30 60.2 78.4 97.8 100

Black/
Clover

6 ,176 36.2 1 . 6 16.6 45.7 64.5 93.7 t00

Upper
Linle R

3,662 35.2 0 30.6 47.9 70 9 l 100

Decade
Totals

1 . 9 I 1 . 9 t7 .5 10.5  _ 10.4 2 .7

Cum-
ulative
Totals

l 3 l , g 2 5 54.9 1 . 9 1 3 . 8 3 1 . 3 4 1 . 8 52.2 54.9

Table 32. Cumuletive percent of hrrvest in the vicinitier of Little River.

Both natural and management-related landslide densities are displayed for all the tributaries within
the Little River watershed in fupendices A-20 &21. The granitic terrain (found in Fall, Jim,
Copperhead, Boulder and Upper Mckay Creeks, colored green in Appendix A-4) has the highest
landslide density of all rock t)?es at 12. I landslides per square mile (Appendix A-18). The next
highest landslide density is found in the highly altered tuffaceous volcanic rocks of the Colestin
formatioq at 7 .9 landslides per square mile This rock unit is primarily found paralleling the
mainstem areas of Cavin Creek (colored brown in Appendix A-4).
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Landslides not related to management activities can point out inherently unstable areas within the

landscape. The Blaclc/Clover vicinity has the highest natural landslide density. Two Clover Creek

tributaries within this vicinity have 5.I and 4.9 slides per square mile which were not related to

management activities in the photo analysis. Both these zubdrainages are in very steep terrain
(many slopes are Sreater than 60 percent).

The high density of management related landslides in the Wolf Plateau may be explained by the

high amount of timber harvest there. This vicinity has been 78.4 percent cut, while the Upper

fittte River and Blaclc/Clover vicinities experienced the least amount of harvest (Table 32). The

Cavitt Creek vicinity ranks moderately with respect to management-related landslides, however

theBuckPeak Creek subwatershed within that vicinity has the highest overall rate of 17.7

landslides per square mile. This is attributed to extensive clearcut logging and roading in a

watershed that is primarily in granitic terrain. Similarly, the Fall Creek subwatershed which is

underlain by graniiic bedroch has a landslide density of 9.9 occurrences per square mile. Of

1,134 totaliandslides identified in the watershed, some 829 or 73 percent lie within the riparian

areas, and therefore were probably a direct source of sediment input to streams (Appendix A-19).

Erosion Potential and Sediment Delivery

Natural Erosion Processes

The potential to accelerate erosion processes, that would result in yet more sediment delivery to

streams in Little River, was assessed in terms of relative probability. The relative risk of sediment

delivery from landslides was determined using a weighted ranking system. The ranking was based

on the hndings of the landslide analysis, field observations, and review of the scientific literature.

Criteria for this evaluation include: geologic map units grouped by landslide density, slope class,

and geomorphic map units weighted by potential of sediment delivery (Appendix A'22). The five

catelories oirirt arl: high 25-30; moderate to high 18-23; moderate 12-17; low to moderate

6-t t; low 0- 5. These classes are displayed by vicinity in Table 33. The erosion and sediment

delivery risk map is in Appendtx L'24-

Teble 33. percent of land eree fslling within 5 crosion risk classes in the vicinities of Little

River.

Vicinity Low Low-
Modcrate

Moderate ModereteHigh High

Lower Little River 3 &t % 22.60/0 11.70 I0.4Yo 17.30

Cavitt 30.8 36.2 22.4 4 .4 6 .3

Middle Little River 25.2 36.2 20.6 6.7 I 1 . 3
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Vicinlty I;ow f.,oW:,. l ,
Modemte,,,

Moderate

Wolf Plateau 5 1 . 6 35.2 9.3 2.5 1 . 5

Emile 42.1 14.5 13.9 u . t 18.5

Black-Clover 1 8 . 8 3 l . l 23.2 t5.4 tt.7

Upper Little River 30.7 37.5 t5.2 12.0 4.4

Totals 32.6 3 1 . 9 17.8 8 . 1 9 .8

The Emile and Lower Little River vicinities have the highest percentage of land that fall within a
high rating for erosion and sediment delivery. The Black/Clover and Mddle Little River vicinities
follow next.

Sediment Delivery From Roads

There are 960 miles of roads in the Little River watershed, with 630 miles under either Forest
Service or BLM jurisdiction. For this watershed analysis, all the Forest Service and BLM roads
were inventoried for their potential to produce sediment at stream crossings, Information
gathered at the crossings was used to determine: l) the potential for culverts to plug 2) culvert
flow capacities compared to predicted stream peak flows, and 3) the potential for streams to be
diverted out of their channels as a rezult of strearn crossing failures. A total of 1,051 crossings
were verified and assessed in the field. Appendix H contains a description of the inventory
methods and additional findings.

Six hundred and fifty-nine or 63 percent of the crossings were determined to have a high (>50
percent) probability of failing during a 100-year flood. Roads of all maintenance levels
(maintenance level I : physically closed; maintenance level2 = open for high clearance vehicles
only; maintenance level 3 + = maintained for passenger cars) have some crossings at high risk of
failure. If these crossings failed, 154,569 cubic yards of sediment could wash into streams (Table
3a). This volume is comparable to more than 12,000 dump truck loads of soil, or enough to fill a
football field, end to end, to a height of 87 feet. Crossing failures are typically the result of
culvert inlets becoming plugged with debris and sediment or simply because culverts are not large
enbugh to handle peak flows. Results may include wash-out of road fill at the crossing itself or
road fill and hillslope erosion resulting from the stream being diverted out of its channel.
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Table 34. Erosion potential at stream crossings on Forest Service and BLM roads in the
Little River watershed.

Culverts with drainage areas greater than 100 acres were assessed for their ability to carry a
variety of peak flows. Stream discharges for flood events of 100, 50,25, and l0 years were
calculated for 189 culverts. Eighty-one percent of these are not big enough to handle a 100-year
flood (Table 35). The effects of floods on culvert washout are not fully predictable. However,
the field assessments of these culverts show that as much as 64,805 cubic yards of soil could be
delivered into streams in a 100-year storm. The proportion of culverts that would fail under lesser
storms is also substantial. Under a l0-year flood, 6l percent or 116 culverts with drainage areas
of at least 100 acres could fail, delivering as much as 30,357 cubic yards to streams in Little River
(Table 35). These culvert assessments only analyzed the capacity of culverts to pass water, not
the additional need for passing debris and bedload mobilized within the streams during peak flow
conditions. Sediment volume estimates are based on site-specific assessments of either road fill
wash-out at the crossing or erosion resulting from stream diversion.

Streams diverted out of their original channels may sometimes flow down the road grade and
enter the channel of another stream. This can lead to high and unnatural flow conditions with
significant erosional results within the stream itself. Three hundred fifty-nine (34 percent) of all
inventoried crossings have the potential for stream flow to be diverted out of their natural
channels and into other streams. Volumes of sediment associated with this type of in-stream
erosion were not estimated, but would be in addition to the figures reported.

,:.IrOw,',',.,. ,,, ',, ' .,., ' .

N,uDebqr;of ::.ii:i
Ut 

..::.l.l.:.

MLna 3 l t9 2646 l0 781 2 t7

M L I 62 32 4606 l 5 3250 l 5 2'll

\il-2 5U 333 822s2 t79 43,6t2 32 974

ML 3+ 4t4 275 65,065 106 22,677 J J r0 ,331

Total l05 l 659 154,569 3 1 0 'r0,320 82 I1 ,593
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Teble 35. Potentiel culvert feilures rnd crosion potentiel in flood events on Forest Service
and BLM rosds in Little Rivcr.

Numerous studies and investigations have been conducted to determine sediment delivery to
streams resulting from surface erosion of cut slopes, fill slopes and driven surfaces of roads.
Generally, they have shown that erosion of cut and fill slopes occurs mainly within the first few
years after construction, decreasing geatly as the slopes stabilize with vegetation @urroughs and
King 1989). Erosion of driven road surfaces varies geatly with the type and amount of traffic,
season of use, and the type and quality of road surface material (Reid and Dunne 1984). No
inventory of these types of road-related surface erosion was made as parr of this analysis. Nearly
all roads within Little fuver are older than five years and have well vegetated slopes. Generally,
roads that lack high quality road surfacing material are used for commercial haul only during the
dry season of the year when potential for sediment delivery to streams is low. An erosion
inventory and assessment of roads within the Dumont Creek watershed, just south of the Little
fuver watershed, addressed sediment delivery from cut slopes. During normal climatic years, an

100 yeri flood 50 tesr flood A5 jeir flood l0,year llood
Vicinity No. Culvcrts

with dreinege
areP l0O
8Ct?s

No^ of ,
Culvert.i
Failurcr

Voh.mof
soi!,11. 'r .  .

wesbout:,
a$icyds,r

No-of, , ,
Cd\rErt
Frih{pq

Volumcof
sril.'
*.qlfouq
obic yds

No,,of.,:
Culiert,,
fSrIUrEll
. ....' .. :

Vohlmeof
s61' , , . '
wasbsrJ;:
cubicyds:

No: of.:,,.
C\rtv6t
Failrxes

Volg'qe ol
soil
washouq .
cutic yds:.,

Lower
Linle
fuver

5 3 7U 2 512 ) 512 2 5t2

Cavitt

Creek
54 45 10,473 43 9,579 39 7,5t3 36 6,984

Middle
Little
fuver

3 9 3 3 t6.,624 32 16,184 30 7,061 26 5,780

Wolf
Plateau

30 25 12,890 24 I 1 , 4 1 4 20 8,374 l 8 7,491

Emile
Creek

l 0 9 3 ,186 9 3,1  86 8 2,t37 7 2,063

BlacU
Clover

77 l 9 9,783 l 8 7,704 t 6 5,7 t6 I 4 3 , 1 5 9

Upper
Linle
River

24 l 9 I I,065 l 8 1 0 , 6 1 I l 6 8,396 t3 4,368

Total 1 8 9 1 5 3 64,805 t46 59, I 90 l 1 6 19,709 l 1 6 30,3 57
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estimated 200 cubic yards of sediment is annually delivered to thc Dumont stream system as a
result of cut bank erosion on 114 miles of road (USFS files). If conditions are similar in Little
River, approximately 1700 cubic yards of annud sediment delivery rezults from cut banks on the
watershed's 960 road miles. Rates of cut bank erosion are likely higher on the granitic soils
within Cavitt Creek and Lower Linle River Vicinities. Overall, the total quantity of sediment
annually entering streams from road-related surface erosion is relatively small compared to the
amount of sediment associated with mass wasting and potential stream crossing failures. Chronic
delivery of those surface erosion related quantities may, however, be of significance in some
locations in the watershed where aquatic systems are particularly sensitive to small influxes of fine
sediments.

Interactions of Landscape Processes and Ramifications to the
Aquatic Ecosystem

The various landscape scale features present throughout the Linle River basirl such as geology,
elevation bands, slope steepness, fire disturbance, moisture and temperature conditions are in
large part responsible for many of the physical habitat features visible today.

Describing each of these features in the context of how they influence the aquatic system is
essential in order to understand the diversity of the watershed. Therefore, features that interact
together to form relatively predidable responses to aquatic or terrestrial ecosystems will be
discussed together in the context of the general vicinities in which these responses are occurring.
This will allow a broad based discussion of some of the landscape scale processes that are
occurring throughout the watershed.

Cavitt Creek and Lower Little River Vicinities

Investigations looking at fish species distribution within Little River and comparing it with major
geologic rock types, slope steepness, and moisture/ temperature patterns in the basin have
revealed some interesting trends. For instance, of the strearn miles dominated by resident
cutthroat trout within Little River, 3l miles, or 90 percen! are found within the Cavitt Creek and
Lower Little River vicinities, which are dominated by a relatively gentle to moderate sloped
landscape, with slopes usually less than 60 percent.
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These vicinities are also dominated by the drylwarm land unit, receiving substantially less
precipitation than those areas in much of the upper Little River waterslid, with muih of it falling
as rain instead of snow. As a result of these precipitation patterns, soil types, and geology, Cavilt
Creek contributes a much smaller proportion of the summer low flow than a similar sized area of
the upper Little River watershed.

From a flood or peak flow standpoint, the Caviu Creek and Lower Little River vicinities have a
relatively small percentage (roughly 50 percent) of their combined drainage area in what is known
as the transitional snow zone (elevations between 2,000 and 5,000 ft.). As a result, many streams
in these areas would not be as susceptible to the larger flood events brought about by warnr, rain-
on-snow storm events.

Larger stream channels flowing through these gentle terrain areas tend to have certain identifying
characteristics that distinguish them from channels in the steeper areas of the upper watershed.
These streams tend to be of lower gradient, have wider valley bottoms, meander back and forth
across the valley bottorq contain more alluvial substrates (deposited by water), and contain higher
levels of fine sediment (silts, sands, and clays) within their streambeds (Figure 38).
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Complex habitat
Low gradient channel
Meandering
Excellent Shade
Wood found individual ly & in jams

Many poo ls
Nar row,  deep channe l
Predominantly gravel substrates
Numerous  ac t ive  s ide  channe ls
Stab le  banks

<- Gravels

Figure 3t. Erample of e hedthy 'unconstreined' (wide valley) channel type.

Figure 39. Example of sn unhealthy 'unconstrained" (wide valley) channel type.
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/  Grave l ,  sand,  and s i l t  subs t ra tes
/  Fewer  ac t ive  s ide  channe ls
/  Uns tab le  banks ,  more  downcut t ing

and eros ion
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There are a variety of processes responsible for forming the specific stream channel types seen in
these areas. The localized areas of eartMow geology along the mainstem of Cavitt Creek have
contributed large landslides directly into the stream channel over time. These slides have had the
effect of "damming" portions of the strearq which resulted in large amounts of sand and gravel
depositing on the upstreri.m sides of these dam features. These sediment depositional areas caused
the formation of wide valley bottoms that can still be seen throughout much of this area.

In the mainstem channels found in Buckhorrl Fall, and Jim Creeks, however, the presence of wide
valley, unconstrained channels is more a result of the older land surfaces found there. The
landscape in these areas (Coasal and Klamath geologic provinces) has been exposed to erosional
forces for a much longer period than the relatively "neq/'rock units of the western cascades
geologic province. As a result, the stream channels have had more time to erode, aggrade, widerL
and generally form the wider valley characteristics that are associated with more "mature" stream
channels.

Large wood is extremely important in these low gradient systems that contain an abundant source
of fine sediment. Log jams, and to a lesser extent, individual pieces of large wood, both act as a
source of roughness that traps sediment and helps to moderate its progression down a given
stream channel. In streams with extremely high sediment loads, the few areas of quality spawning
gravels are often only found in association with these wood formations where the wood increases
localized flow enough to flush clean an area of gravel. Much of the wood naturally found in these
systems has been on site for many years. The combination of a wide valley bottorq low gradient,
and meandering channel result in a system that tends to retain its large wood, rather than wash it
downstream.

These gentle terrain areas have a frequen! but low intensity fue regime, so the primary
mechanism of large wood input is not directly correlated with large, stand replacing fires, as it is
in the upper Little River basin. Fires in this area tend to burn the smaller fuels along the ground,
leaving the large conifer overstory relatively intact. Large wood enters the system at a slower
rate, usually in association with windstorms, natural mortality, and stream bank cutting as the
channels meander back and forth across the floodplain.

As mentioned previously, these low gradient meandering stream channels are oftentimes some of
the most productive areas within any given stream system. The primary mechanism causing this
high productivity is the fact that a large percentage of the nutrients that enter these systems tend
to be retained on-site. In addition, the low gradient nature of the channel, combined with the
extensive floodplains and side channels, tends to provide excellent over-wintering habitat for
juvenile fislU allowing them to survive the rigors of high winter and spring flows.
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Wolf Plateau Vicinity

From a fisheries standpoint, the Wolf Plateau is an area of transition. The resident salmonid
communities gradually shift from a resident cutthroat domination to a mix of resident rainbow and
resident cutthroat trout. White Creelg the furthest upstream tributary of this plateau vicinity, is
the uppermost tributary providing habitat for cutthroat trout. Only one cutthroat was found in
Taft Creek (located upstream of White Creek).

In addition to the resident fistU the anadromous fish community also changes in this vicinity.
Above White Creelq a large natural falls known as the Poore Creek falls likely served as a
complete barrier to chinook and coho salmon, and was likely a partial barrier to steelhead
historically. However, a fish ladder was constructed at the falls in 1988, allowing chinook, coho,
and more steelhead to access habitat above that they were not able to use historically. Since the
installation of this ladder, however, chinook and coho escapements into the Little River basin have
not been large enough to fully seed this habitat, and the anadromous waters above this falls are
still dominated by steelhead trout juveniles. Recent snorkel surveys of this area did not identify
any juvenile salmon.

The Wolf Plateau is an elevated plateau, where surface and stream erosion have been slowed by
resistant rock types. The topography of the area ranges from gentle to moderate, primarily due to
the resistant rock "band" that has essentially contained the landscape of the area" and limited the
extent to which erosional processes have influenced it. This "resistant rock band" is found
throughout the vicinity, resulting in numerous rock outcrops, and waterfalls in the respective
stream channels. Because of this, the stream network has not been incised to the extent seen in
other vicinities throughout the Little River basin. Therefore, over the long term, this habitat has
been difficult to access and has probably not been available for fish to utilize to the extent seen in
other areas. This vicinity represents l1 percent of the land within the basin, but only represents 4
percent of the fish bearing miles of stream found within the basin.

Stream channels found within this vicinity exhibit a range of characteristics, but tend to contain a
mix of bedrock and graveVcobble substrates which are often dictated by the presence or absence
of large wood. In the absence of large wood, many of these relatively steep channels tend to be
dominated by bedrock substrates due to the high energy nature of the flow and past debris flows,
which tends to scour out streambed substrates. In those areas where large wood is present
however, localized areas of gravel and cobble substrates can be found on the upstream sides of
these deposits, resulting in the formation of a "stepped" channel profile (Figure a0).
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Upper Little River, Black/Clover, Emile, and Middte Little River Vicinities

Streams in these four upper watershed vicinities generally share similar characteristics. In contrast
to the gtoups of vicinities mentioned previously, dl of the stream miles in these uppermost
vicinities are dominated by resident rainbow trout. The resident rainbow are associated with
landforms that are relatively moderate or steep, with slopes usually greater than 50-60 percent.
Geology types of the are4 in general, form terrain that is characterized as having highly dissected,
steep slopes that are more prone to landslide and debris flow erosional events. Similar to the
streams found in the Wolf Plateaq areas of exposed bedrock and waterfalls are relatively common
in the channels draining this landscape. In additiog the chanhels are characterized as being
niurower, more incised into small canyons, and having a "stepped" profile similar to the one
depicted in Figure 40. Substrates in these channels are dominated by boulders and cobble, with
much of this material entering the stream as colluvial input (coming offotslopes) from landslides
and debris flows.
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Figure 40: Erample of r heelthy *constrrined" (nerrow cenyon) channel type.

Figure 41. Erample of sn unheelthy 'constreined' (narrow cenyon) channel type.
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Many of the processes responsible for the formation of this habitat are the same as those
mentioned above, in the Wolf Plateau section. With these upper watershed vicinities being
dominated by steep slopes, the fire regime is such that they experience relatively frequent, high
intensity fires that often kill groups of large trees, as opposed to a low intensity underburn thit
consumes the smaller fuels along the ground (as seen in much of Cavitt Creek). This pattern of
relatively frequent burns has important ramifications for large wood entry into the streams of this
area.

The combination of steep slopes, with frequent groupings of fire killed trees, results in large wood
entering the channels in pulses, as either the fire killed trees fall into the channel, or the
destabilized upper slopes fail, resulting in landslides and/or debris torrents that usually contain
large amounts of wood. These "pulses" of large wood entering the channel result in a channel
profi"le that is "stepped" in nature (Figure 40). Recent examples of this mechanism of large wood
entry can be seen in the area of the Clover fire, which burned in 1987 near the mouth of Clover
Creek. In this ilre4 numerous fire killed trees have fallen direaly into the channels and several
debris flows from upslope areas have dso deposited large amounts of both sediment and wood
into these systems as well.

From a streamflow standpoint, the upper vicinities of the Little fuver basin provide the majority of
the flow during the summer months. In particular, the Upper Little River vicinity provides
roughly five times the flow per square mile of land than most other portions of the basin. This is
likely due to the fact that this area receives the largest amount of precipitation within the basin
(with much of it falling as snow) and has deep soils and highly fracrured geologic rock tlpes that
tend to hold substantial amounts of water, gfadually releasing it over time.

This upper portion of the Little River watershed is also susceptable to larger peak flows due to
the fact that much (99 percent) of its drainage area is within the transitional snow zone. Rain-on-
snow storrn events are likely to be more cornmon in this upper watershd and would have the
tendency to influence the nature of the channels in this area. These high flow events, contained
within relatively nuurow, steep, constrained stream channels, would likely result in high water
velocities with the ability to transport much of the sediment and large wood to downstream areas.
As a result, a portion of these channels are likely to be relatively "simple" in nature, with bedrock
being a common streambed substrate.

Effects of Land Management on Aquatic Habitat and Aquatic
Communities

As mentioned previously in this document, roughly 60 percent of the basin area has been clearcut
harvested, and over 900 miles of road have been constructd within Little River. In addition,
there are numerous other management aaivities located throughout the lower Little River and
Cavitt Creek watersheds, such as agriculture, livestock grazing domestic water withdrawals, etc.,
that have inlluenced aquatic habitat and aquatic communities.
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Srudies of anadromous fish species diversity in Oregon coastal basins, conducted by Reeves et al.
(1993), have shown that basins with less than 25 percent of the basin area harvested have more
diverse anadromous salmonid communities than those basins with over 25 percent of the basin
area harvested. If anadromous fish communities within Little River follow this panerq it is likely
that the anadromous salmonid community existing today is less diverse than it was prior to
signffi cant management activities.

Sediment Regime

One of the primary landscape processes that has been altered to some degree is the sediment
regime. As mentioned in the section on sediment regime, the frequency of landslide and debris
torrents throughout the basin has increased zubstantially since significant land management
activities began within the basin. Of the total number of landslides that have occurred in the basin
since the 1940s, roughly 73 percent have been linked to timber harvest and road construction.
While not all of these management related landslides delivered sediment directly to stream
channels, the majority of them appear to have. It is difficult to quantify the extent to which
aquatic habitat and aquatic communities have been dtered by this change in the sediment regime
due to the fact that each respective subbasin is likely to react differently.

Within Cavitt Creelq a system with a naturally high s€diment load due to the presence of active
eartMows, as well as relatively unstable and erosive granitic geology t)?es, it is virnrally
impossible to determine in-channel changes brought on by an increase in sediment contributions.
In this case, investigations of the extent to which land management has effected landslide rates,
combined with information on aquatic conditions, provides the best indication of links between
stream conditions and land management activities

In upper Little River however, there is visible evidence of large amounts of fine sediments present
within the spawning gravels, in a high gradient channel type that normally tends to transport its
sediment load to downstream iueas. This is an indication that there is more fine sediment entering
this upper system than it is capable of transporting.

Anecdotal observations from long time residents of the area also support the statements
mentioned above. These reports indicate that both Linle River and Cavitt Creek have changed
dramatically with regard to the arnount of sediment produced from each system. These long time
residents say that stream turbidities, as well as fine sands and silts in the spawning gravels of the
basin, are much higher today than in the early 1950s and 60s.

Large Wood Regime 
-

Compounding the problem of increased amounts of sediment entering the stream courses is the
pattern of aquatic habitat simplification. As mentioned earlier in this section, a large Percentage
of the fish bearing habitat within the basin has had its large wood removed. The primary
management activities responsible for this loss of wood include the direct harvest of riparian trees
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and the removal of in-channel large wood (stream cleanout). These activities have had profound
negative impacts on the constrained channel types found in upper Little Riveq as well as the
unconstrained channels found in much of Cavitt Creelg and the lower watershed. Figures 39 and
4l illustrate some of the different responses of each channel tlpe to riparian harvest and stream
cleanout.

In addition to direct riparian hanrest and stream cleanoug upland activities have also resulted in an
hdirect reduction of large wood contributed to streams. In the steeper areas of the upper
watershed, landslides and debris flows originating from upslope areas (particularly after fires) are
often responsible for contributing large amounts ofwood to individual stream systems downslope.
With many of these areas being hawested, however, this mechanism has been altered. The
number of landslides and debris flows originating from harvested areas has increased
dramatically, and they no longer contain the large wood compoirent that once existed. As a
result, landslides now contribute large amounts of sediment, without the large structural pieces
that served to moderate its progression downstream.

Water Temperafure

As discussed above, the direct removal of riparian trees has resulted in a net loss of ef[ective
stream shade. In addition, channels that have widened as a result of stream cleanout and changes.
to sediment and flow regimes, have more of their surface area exposed to direct solar input,
resulting in increased water temperatures. In 1994, water temperatures in excess of 80 degrees F
were documented in the mainstems of both Little River and Cavitt Creelq with a ma:cimum of 84
degrees F being measured at the mouth of Little River.

Waler Chemistry

Increased levels of nutrients delivered to strearns as a rezult of timber harvest activities, combined
with simplified channels and more sunlight reaching the streams, can result in large algal blooms.
These blooms have been found to elevate water pH above state standards in Little River and
Cavitt Creek. In additiorg there may also be large swings in dissolved orygen levels brought on
by the large amount of algae in the system (ie. these organisms produce oxygen during daylight
hours, but use orygen at night).

Peak Flows

Removal of forest canopy in the transient snow zone, ground compaction caused by tractor
harvest and road construction, interception of ground water at road cut-slopes, and extension of
the channel network as a result of road ditchlines and relief culverts, have all been shown to
increase the rate at which water drains from a given land area.
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While there are different mechanisms responsible for increasing the rate of runofl the end rezult is
an overall change in the timing and magnitude of peak flow events. The significant amount of
land management that has occurred within the basin appears to have caused storm flows to peak
more quickly, and at a higher flow than they would historically for any glven storm evenl

Low Flows

Changes to the summer low-flow regime have also occurred in Little River for a variety of
re:rsons. The removal of large wood from the channel had the effect of releasing stored sediments
from the upstream sides of these wood jams, as the stream cut its way down through these
accumulations of sand, gravel and cobble. The downcutting of these channels caused the stream
to widen and drop away from its natural floodplain area (Figures 39 & 4l). In a healthy channel
these gravel storage areas and floodplains act as large sponges, holding cool ground water and
releasing it slowly. Intragravel flow (water slowly percolating through gravels) also helps in
maintaining cooler water temperatures. In the impacted channel depictioq the gravel deposits are
gone and the floodplains are no longer inundated with water during high flows. Intragravel flow
is greatly diminished and overall water temperatures have increased.

Road construction causes compactioq and intercepts surface and zubsurface water, causing much
of this water to run offof the landscape instead of slowly filtering into it, recharging groundwater
reserves. In additioq domestic water with&awds, inigation, agriculnrrg and livestockwatering
have all contributed to the lower volumes of water being present in the stream channels during the
summer months.

Critical Aquatic Ifabitat Deficiencies

On an individual basis, it is likely that the current conditions of most of the attributes discussed
previously are well within the range of natural variability over time. In a "naturally variable"
systerq howeveq it is not likely that all of these attributes would be in a degraded condition at the
same time, across a large watershed. For examplg while large fires can cause an increase in
landslides, debris flows, and peak flows, they also rezult in an increase in channel complexity due
to increases h large wood delivered to the channels. Likewise, when large floods occur, they
often result in the simplification of some habitat, but also result in increased complexity forming in
other areas due to landslides, large wood entry, debris jam formatioq and channel migration.

When considered separately, it is not likely that each of these "impacted" attributes is solely
responsible for the degraded conditions of the habitat. However, when considered cumulatively,
each of these degraded habitat factors add up to an aquatic environment that is significantly out of
balance, and one that is likely causing stress to the organisms that reside there.

It is well known that acute or chronic stress approaching or exceeding the physiological tolerance
limits of individual fish will impair reproductive success, growtt\ resistance to infectious diseases,
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and survival (in Schreck and Moyle, 1990). The cumulative effects of even sublethal stress
factors may reduce recruitment to successive life stages and eventually cause populations to
decline (Vaughn et al. 1984; Adams et al. 1985, in Shreck and Moyle).

Some indications of the cumulative stresses occurring in Little River have only recently been
discovered, and are discussed below. For the sake of brevity, only those habitat factors that are
believed to be of "critical" importance to the health and abundance of salmonid populations will
be discussed in depth. It is believed that these are the primary limiting factors to fish populations
within the basirl and it is likely that these habitat problems are having a negative impact on many
of the other aquatic species (insects, amphibians, reptiles, etc.) found within the basin as well.

Water Temperature and Water Chemistry

As discussed previously in the sections on stream temperature and ptl, water quality in the mid to
lower mainstems of Cavitt Creek and Little River is in a degraded condition for much of the
surnmer, and is of serious concern with regard to the effects on aquatic life.

In both mainstem Cavitt Creek and mainstem Little River, water temperatures exceeding 80
degrees and pH values greater than 8.7 were measured in 1994. As a reference, the lethal
temperatures for cutthroat trout and rainbow trout are 73 degrees and 75 degrees respectively.
Appendix I contains this information for each of the temperature and pH monitoring stations.

When looking at the fish and aquatic insect communities of these areas during the summer
months, it becomes apparent that they are impacted. Fish densities appeiu to be extremely low,
and aquatic insect communities are in poor condition. Because of this, much of the habitat found
in the lower mainstems of both Linle River and Cavin Creek is not currently of any significant use
to salmonid rearing or diverse aquatic hsect production.

Sediment

Relatively high levels of fine sediment appear to be present in spawning gravels found within Little
fuver and Cavitt Creek. While much of this sediment is a result of natural processes and geology
(see discussions on mainstem Little River and mainstem Cavitt Creek), management activities
have also contributed a large portion as well. As reported in sediment regime sectioq 73 percent
of the landslides and debris flows that have occurred within the basin since 1947 were judged to
be related to land management activities. In particular, the flood events of the 50s and 60s
triggered the largest number of these management related failures. This increase in the number of
large scale erosional events has resulted in the contribution of virtually thousands of cubic yards
of both fine and coarse sediments to the various stream channels of the Little River basin.

Anecdotal accounts from long-time residents of the area indicate that the amounts of suspended
sediment, as well as sediment in the gravels, have increased dramatically over the last several
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decades. These observations tend to support the landslide figures reported above.

The spawning gravels are suspected to be of marginal to poor quality due to the number of sac fry
that prematurely emerged from the gravels. The premature emergence was presumably caused by
too much sediment in the gravels (see the section on Fish Spawning Habitat).

Simplified Habitat and Altered Channel Morpholory

Debris flows that scour channels and stream cleanout activities combined with the reduced
potential for large wood recruitment caused by significant riparian and upland harvest have
resulted in simplified channels that lack complex rearing habitat. This trend is especially true irL
or adjacent to, anadromous fish bearing streams throughout the basin.

Of the 48 miles of anadromous fish habitat found within Little River, virnrally all of it has
experienced some level of stream cleanout. A large portion of the resident fish bearing streams
have had their wood removed as well. As a result, stream channels have widened, water
temperatures have warmed, and bedrock channel substrate has beiome much more common.

These simplified habitat conditions provide excellent growing substrates for blooms of
filamentous aquatic algae, which in turn can have a negative eflea on water quality/chemistry. In
additioq the lack of complex rearing habitat is likely having an indirect negative impact on aquatic
communities that are exposed to the rigors of increased peak flows, without the complex cover
that is critical to their survival.

Stream Flow Changes

Changes to the natural streamflow regime within Little River can be broken down into two major
categories; increases in peak flows and decreases in summer low-flows.

In this case, peak flow changes are essentially increases in the amount of flow traveling down a
respective streamcourse during any given storm event. There iue numerous mechanisms that'have
been shown to cause these changes, .rs mentioned previously. Natural peak flows occur in winter
and spring months, and have often been determined to be one of the critical "limiting factors" to
the survival ofjuvenile salmon and steelhead in basins throughout the northwest. Artificially
increasing peak flows combined with the simplified channel conditions present within the basin (as
mentioned above), may be having a detrimental effea on the over-winter survival of these small
fish. Juvenile fish that spend the winter in Little River need the refuges provided by large wood
and its associated habitat complexity to keep from getting washed downstream during floods.

In additioq extreme surnmer low flows caused by oversimplification of the physical habitat, and
water withdrawals in the lower mainstems of Cavin Creek and Little River, may be contributing
to the degraded condition of the habitat in these areas.
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CHAPTER 5

ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS

Socio-Economics

Jobs

l. Whet were the historicd employment opportunities end how do they differ from today?

Historically, jobs were focused in the timber industry. Logging and mill work provided the bulk
of the employment options available. Ranching and farming also were important. Today, many
jobs are still timber related. However, new industries to are starting to spring up. Recreation and
tourism have been a smdl, but important contributor to today's job market.

2. What future job opportunities mey erist in the wetershed?

Future employment opportunities will continue to include jobs in the timber industry. Recreation
and tourism jobs will also continue to be important. Additionally, small numbers ofjobs in
watershed restoration will continue to utilize workers retrained in programs such as Jobs in the
Woods.

Recieation

3. What were/ere the recreetionel opportunitics in Little River?

Recreation has traditionally focused on camping hiking hunting fishing and driving for pleasure.
These continue to be important today. Mountain biking and horseback riding have recently
become more popular.

4. What future recreetiond opportunities erist end will therb be e demand for more
opportunities in the future?

Trends in what recreational users will desire will continue on much of the same path they are on
today. Recreational oppornrnities that are easily accessed by roads will become more important.
Additional developed facilities will be needed to meet the demand that is expected to increase.
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Road Management

1. What types of roads ere most importent in providing rccess for all users and uses?

There are 960 miles of road in the watershed, 630 miles of which are under government
management and jurisdictiorL including 27 miles managed and maintained by Douglas County.
The majoriry of BLM and Forest Service roads were planned and developed in conjunction with
timber sales. The remaining 330 miles of road are privately owned, developed and utilized mainly
for private forest land management. Approximately 15 miles of privately owned road are
primarily used, along with County roads, to access residential and agricultural lands in the lower
portion of the watershed. A few BLM and Forest Service roads also provide residential access.

BLM Iands are generally intermixed with private forest lands. In those areas, by agreement, the
BLM and private landowners mutually utilize roads under jurisdiction ofboth parties for
commercial use (mostly hauling of forest products) and for administrative access. A similar
situation exists in some areas of Forest Service land, where access for commercial use involves
both Forest Service and private jurisdiction roads. On these shared use roads, responsibility for
maintenance is with the commercial user and is commensurate with use.

For roads under federal (BLM and Forest Service) jurisdiaion and for some other roads utilized
by the federal government, maintenance levels (ML) are assigned. These roads are assigned a
level of I through 5 and reflect required maintenance standards necessary to meet documented
management objectives for each road or road segment. Categorizing roads within the watershed
by maintenance level is one effective way to develop an understanding of the character, function
and use of the transportation system. Refer to Appendix H for road distribution maps and
detailed description of maintenance levels.

Of the approximate 600 miles of federal roads, 440 miles, or 73Yo are maintained as open for
public use, designated as l'fr-2,3, 4 or 5. ML 3 and higher roads have management objectives to
maintain them as driveable by a standard passenger car during those times of the year when not
closed by snow accumulations. Most of the important roads linking Little River watershed with
adjacent watersheds and linking Little River subwatersheds together are ML 3. ML 2 roads are
maintained to a standard for use by high-clearance (four-wheel drive) vehicles only. ML 2 roads
are typically dead end roads or short side routes between larger road systems, built to access
timber harvest units and provide shortened haul routes. Open federal roads are very evenly
distributed, providing access to virnrdly all public lands. Included in this description of open
roads are 30 miles of ML 2 roads that have signs in place restricting use during December through
April each winter to reduce disturbance in big game winter range areas. The remaining 160 miles,
or 27o/o, of federal roads are-Ml- l, physically closed to treffic year-round. These closed roads,
typically less than one mile in length and without rock surfacing are also well distributed across
public lands and do not significantly restrict vehicle access to most areas of the watershed.
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Approximately 34 miles of county and federal roads within the watershed have been identified by
the Forest Service as part of the "regional networlC', a system of government roads that provides
primary access to large areas ofNational Forest lands. Included in Little River watershed are
Douglas County Road 17, and Forest Service Roads 25,27, and2715. Together these roads
serve as transportation links between the North Umpqua and upper South Umpqua river basins,
and as part of secondary routes between the communities of Glide, Myrtle Creek, Tiller, and
Toketee.

The vicinities that have a high priority for maintaining access for fire suppression efforts are:
Cavitt Creeh Black/Clover, and Lower Little River. Cavitt Creek and Blaclc/Clover have
extensive acreages of land in fuel model9 and 10. These fuel models have increased down woody
fuel associated with them as compared to other fuel models present in the watershed. These two
vicinities also have high fue occurrence rates. The third vicinity, Lower Linle River, has
extensive acres in fuel model 2 (grass) which has rapid rates of spread. This vicinity has a low fire
occurence rate; however, the primary ignition source is human caused fire and it is the most
densely populated vicinity.

2. Which roads and vicinities pose the greetest risk for lendslides and stream
sedimentation?

Landslide analysis indicates that the vicinities with the greatest potential for road related landslides
to occur are Blaclc/Clover and in the areas of Cavitt Creek underlain by granitic bedrock. Areas
of geologic ris( ranked by low, medium and high probability for mass failure, are described and
mapped in Appendix A. In general, roads located on slopes in excess of 6OYo and within 200 feet
of streams have the greatest potential to deliver landslide-generated sediment to streams.
Identification of specific roads at risk requires field inventory and assessment and is not within the
scope of this analysis.

In addition to roads located in areas of high geologic rislg roads that significantly extend the
stream nefwork length, those with stream crossings at risk of failure during large storm events,
and those with poor quality surfacing materids subjected to high traffic volumes during wet
weather also have great potential to add sediment to streams.

3. Which roads are e potentiel for closure or decommissioning?

Identification of specific roads for potential closure or decommissioning requires further field
inventory and assessment. Funding and personnel were not available to conduct such field work
as part of this analysis or for an area as large as the Little fuver watershed. Howeveq a process
for identifying closure and decommissioning oppornrnities was developed. This process identified
Cavitt Creek and Wolf Plateau as areas of highest prioriry for further transportation system
assessment and planning efforts. Road closures and decommissioning should emphasize effective
expenditure of funds and the greatest benefit toward restoration and maintenance of high quality
riparian and aquatic habitat. Refer to Appendix H.
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4. Which roeds erc priority for remeining opcn, but requirc upgrrding or storm proofing?

As with road closures and decommissioning identiSing specific roads with highest priority for
road upgrading and storm proofing requires further field inventory and assessment. Cavitt Creek
and Wolf Plateau are the areas of highest priority for further transportation system assessment and
planning efforts. Roads identified as part of the Regional Networlg roads providing access to
private lands, administrative sites, developed recreation sites and roads likely to be used within the
next ten years for forest management activities or forest product removal are highest priority for
remainhg open. Reconstruction of roads should emphasize effective expenditure of funds and the
greatest benefit toward restoration and maintenance of high quatity riparian and aquatic habitat.
Refer to Appendix H.

Wildlife Habitat

Native Species and Habitat Diversity

l. What is thc estimrted historic emount (renge) of serel steges in the watershed prior to
fire suppression and timbcr management end how does it compare to current amounts?

Table 2 of Appendix E shows the range of seral stages and current conditions for each vicinity
within the watershed. Overall, the watershed's current seral conditions are outside of the
reference range conditions. The largest deviation is seen in the amount of late seral habitat which
has decreased by as much as 40-50% from recent historicd pre-intensive timber management
levels. Mid seral habitat has increased by as much as25-28o/o and early seral has increased by 9-
25%.

2. How does the structure end composition of current seral stages of forest differ from
those of pre-management timcs?

Six structure classes were defined bas€d on stand age and moishrrdtemperature conditions. In
areas that have been managed for timber hawes! structure differs to varying degrees from that of
unmanaged stands of the same age. The main deviations are the lack of large woody material, in
managed stands, such as snags and logs, which are typically left after natural disturbances.
Another major deviation is the development of understory vegetation in unharvested areas
(natural stands) and the resulting smaller diameter fuel accumulations to levels much higher than
natural because of fire suppression.

3. What is the estimrted historic condition of unique hebitets in the watershed prior to fire
suppression and timber mtnrgement end how docs it compere to current conditions?

Currently, there are approximately 2,000 acres of unique habitats (visible through aerial
photograph interpretation) within Little fuver, which includes wet and dry openings, rock
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outcrops and hardwood stands. This acreage has decreased by 68% since the late 1930s because
of clearcutting and road construction through and/or around these natural openings.

4. What is the degrec of interior, lete successiond forest fregmentation in the waterched
and how much interior forest currently crists rnd where? Is it stable or does it have a high
probability of being disturbed in the neer future?

Although overall fragmentation of the landscape has increased slightly from natural levels by
about 5-l0yo, fragmentation of late seral habitat has been extensive resulting in a large decrlase of
interior forest habitat. lnterior forest normally ranged between 41-51%of the total area of the
watershed. Today it covers only l2o/o of the watershed, with much of it interseaed by gravel
roads.

Ffistorically, interior forest habitat was most cornmon within the moisteq cooler areas especially
on gentle slopes, and was uncornmon on drylwarm steep slopes.

Today, as a result of harvesting the most accessible and largest timber (which historically
occurred on the gentler slopes and moister areas), almost all of the remaining interior forest lies
within the drylwarm land unit and on moderate to steep slopes, the opposite of what existed
historically. Today's interior forest in Little River is at an elevated risk of experiencing high
intensity fire, especially in light of heavier than natural fuel accumulations in these siune areas as a
result of fire suppression.

Game Species

l. What effect will changing timbcr heruest retes end prescriptions have on game species?

Clearcutting over the last fifty years has provided an abundance of forage habitat for both elk and
deer. This forage habitat is well distributed a.mong hiding and thermal cover and has been
attributed to the increasing numbers of these animals within the watenshed. Elk numbers within
the Watershed seem to have increased noticeably within the Cavitt Creek and Lower Little River
vicinities since the earlv 1980s.

Even with a decline t,,-0", hanrest on federally managed public lands, numbers of elk and deer
are expected to increase on private lands in the short term. Future expected harvesting on private
lands in the next l0 years will provide "bursts" of forage. In the long ternq numbers will stabilize
to match the habitat conditions. Herds occurring in areas with higher densities of humans and
agriculture land will result in an increase in animd damage complaints as seen among the valley
bottom residents today.

Marten are negatively impacted by timber harvesting and are probably close to becoming
extirpated from the watershed. A decrease in harvesting will allow the redevelopment of suitable
habitat and possible reoccupation by the species.
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Timber harvesting has removed nesting and breeding habitat for band-tail pigeons. Reduction in
harvest rates will reduce the further loss of this habitat.

2. Whst is the estimeted historic populetion of geme species in the watershed and how
does thrt complre with curent populetions?

The Wisdom elk model indicates that habitat effectiveness for elk was more viable in 1930s than
today despite an increase in forage habitat. This implies that elk herd numbers should have been
higher back then than they are now. Howeveq elk populations have been increasing steadily
within the watershed sincc the early 1900s and are higher now than in the 1930s. One possibility,
for the lower numbers of elk during the middle part of this century, could be that elk were in the
process of making a comeback from the impacts of man (as previously discussed) and that their
numbers were still fewer than the habitat conditions in the late 1930s could sustain. The
abundance of good habitat and small herd numbers may help explain their rapid increase from just

under 500 head statewide back in 1926 to over 5,000 head on just the Umpqua National Forest
today. Another possibility could be that the model is not adequately assessing historical habitat
effectiveness due to a high cover:forage ratio (greater than 80:20).

A habitat suitability analysis for the marten indicates that the watershed could have supported
around 20-25 marten during the reference period. Sightings as low as Cavitt Creek indicate
presence during the middle of this century. However, it seems that marten mostly occur further to
the east above 5,000 feet in elevation and populations within the Linle River watershed were
probably smaller than this. Conditions today show suitable habitat has decreased by about 300/o
and what remains is highly fragmented. No more than 4-6 marten are estimated to occur within
the watershed at this point in time.

3. What are the factors limiting the production of gtme species and how can habitat
management be used es e tool to increese or sustrin populetions?

The quality and locations of foraging and thermal habitat limit elk and deer populations. Roads
are also a major limiting factor to habitat suitability for these species. Three areas are being
proposed for the management of elk through manipulation of forage and cover and road
conversions.

Generally, manage vegetation and roads to provide suitable feeding, breeding and hiding cover
and areas that dlow escapement and avoidance from human disturbances.

4. What is the eristing forege/cover distribution in thc watenhed?

Elk habitat effectiveness model results (Wisdom et al. 1986) for reference conditions of the late

1930s was used to compare against toady's (1995) conditions by vicinity. The results are shown
in Table 20 (Chapter 3). Generally, there is currently about a ratio of 25:75 for forage to cover.
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High road densities throughout the watershed have large impacts on the effectiveness of this
habitat.

5. Where are eristing permanent forage areas and how can they be enhanced?

The existing permanent forage areas in the watershed are dominated by private pashrre lands.
Natural wet openings make up the bulk of the remaining permanent forage areiu. Natural
openings may be enhanced by removal of encroaching shrub/tree vegetation through the use of
fire or by mechanical means. Fire would be the preferred method as it mimics natural processes.
Where appropriate, forage and browse species can be planted. Fertilization of natural areas
should be avoided. Use of fire under natural regimes should be adequate to maintain the vigor of
the vegetation and remove thatch buildup.

6. Where are the best sites to create new forage areas (both transitoqy and permanent) and
what species of grasses and forbs should be used for intensive forge production?

Future timber harvesting on federal lands will produce transitory forage through time but in much
smaller areas than the last three decades. To help mitigate damage to private lands from increasing
big game populations, certain areas within federally managed lands can be managed to provide
quality elk and deer habitat. These areas are described in the recommendations chapter. Roads
within these areas should be closed and converted into stringer meadows. These meadows would
be managed intensively to keep them in high quality forage conditions. Native forage seed mix
should be used when appropriate. The use of non-native forage seed (which are not aggressive
invader species and with short seed viability) in areas which are already heavily established with
non-native should be investigated, however, amendments to the Forest Plan would be required.

Non-native species

l. What ecological processes have been altered by non-native species that are present?

Non-native species, many of which are early seral species, have the potential to disrupt the
process of succession. Aggressive non-natives such as gorse and scotch broom are capable of
dominating a site and precluding other species from becoming established. In addition, unique
habitats are affected by non-natives, filling in the habitat once occupied by'native species.

The process of pollination may also be altered by non-native species. Displacement of native
species may also displace their pollinators, leading to reduced diversity and possible extinction.

2. What non-native species are posing the biggest risk to ecosystem integrity?

Of the eleven non-native species known to occur in Little River, only diftrse knapweed has been
identified as a priority species by the federal land management agencies. Other aggressive species
of concern include meadow knapweed and Scotch broom.
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3. What plant communities are most at risk and where are the areas of concern?

Early seral habitats can be aggressively invaded by non-native species. In additioq unique
habitats, such as dry meadows and wetlands, are affected by non-native as their habitats are
occupied by non-native, instead of native species. Areas of concern include disnrrbed areas such
as clearcuts and road cutbanlcs, and known unique habitats.

4. What restorative actions are possible and where are the high priority areas for
treatment?

Limiting further spread of non-native species is by far the simplest method of prevention.
Maintaining interior forest stands (identified in recommendation chapter) where non-natives have
not encroached also helps resist further spread. Specific management strategies for non-native
species is listed in Appendix G.

Forest Productivity and Fire Management

l. Are there sites eristing on public land that are growing at less than their potential and if
so, why?

In order to develop and test approaches to the_ integration of intensive timber production with
restoration and maintenance of high quality riparian habitat it is necessary to develop an
understanding of tree glowth and the factors that affect growth potential. In Little River,
compaction from ground based loggrng, removal of down wood, and hot broadcast burns have all
been shown to have detrimental effects on site quality. The prevalence of these activities in the
past suggests that site quality associated with some stands may be less than potential.

Stand densities in some locations are also affeaing growth potentid of young stands. In some
stands, current stand densities have a multiJayered structure consisting of fue tolerant overstory
species and fire intolerant understory species. Competition from understory glowth or dense
overstories create stressed plant communities on some sites. On Forest Sewice managed lands,
1,604 acres of the harvested areas furior to 1970) are now considered understocked, while over
3,000 acres of young managed stands are overstocked. Under these conditions, growth of
merchantable wood volume is compromised or the potential for growth is not realized.
Understocked stands will not support the same thinning entries or accumulate the same growth as
would stands that have medium to high stand densities.
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Expectations from Little River are that the drylwarnq moist/warm and wetdry/warm land units
should reach breast height age within 15 years after harvest. However, of the over 10,000 acres
of regeneration harvest land, approximately 3000 acres (on Forest Service managed land) have
taken longer to reach breast height than the expected 15 years. Analysis of 275 trees within the
Roseburg BLM Mt. Scott Resource Area shows that no stands took longer than 12 years to reach
breast height; the average area trees needed only 5 to 6 years to reach breast height after planting,
while only l1% took longer than 8 years. In additioq growth potential should be highest for site
class 2 or 3 stands. However, over 2IYo of the young stands (some of which were site class 2 or
3) within Forest Service managed land in Little River that were cut before 1970 are growing at
less than 3" per decade, a threshold determined as slow growth through field observations and
stand exam records at the North Umpqua Ranger District.

In mature unmanaged stands, tree growth can be compromised by dense understory stocking
(ingrowth) or by high overstory stand densities. Within the watershed, there are over 7,000 acres
that are carrying high stand densities or that have dense understories and that are also at risk of
experiencing a high intensity fue. In addition, in stands where sugar pine is a component, high
stand densities are contributing to the decline of the sugar pine. Dense stands of trees are heary
competitors agahst the sugar pine, causing pine die offand increasing the risk of attack by
mountain pine beetles.

2. Is vegetation in the Little River area matched to the site (representative of natural
composition)? If not, are the discrepancies minor in occurrence or widely spread?

Species diversity has changed throughout the watershed. Introduction of non-native species has
altered some plant communities, diminishing the occurrence of some native gritsses, forbs, shrubs,
and trees.

A minor amount of "oFsite" ponderosa pine was planted in Little River. The western redcedar
component of some forests has been replaced by Douglas-fir. In addition, non-native tree species
that were planted in minor i!.mounts throughout Forest Service managed land in the watershed are
giant sequoi4 Colorado blue spruce, Austria black pine, black locust, Russian-olive, Caragana,
Jeffrey pine, western larclq knobcone pine and Japenese black pine. The black locust has shown
the ability to reproduce itself in the Pinnacle Creek are4 but its development is slowed by shading
from the young Douglas-fir overstory. The giant sequoia is growing well on sites in managed
older units within some riparian:ueis.

3. What proportions or areas of the landscape are the mosUleast productive for sustained
timber management?

The land unit stratification addresses this: the most productive areas for sustained yield of timber
are the wet-dry/warm and moist/warm land units. Areas where cold temperatures and a short
growing season delay regeneration and gowth in the moisVcool land unit and some portions of
the drylwarm land units are the least productive areas.
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4. Where are the priority treatment areas for increasing tree growth and for minimizing
losses due to disturbances or growth losses associated with compaction?

Several areas are identified for treatment by priority in Chapter 6.

5. How will use of natural regeneration and/or uneven-aged management diversify stand
structure and species composition?

Species composition is diverse within the Little River drainage with over 15 conifer specieq many
hardwoods, and over 90 shrub and forb species. Both the western hemlock and white fir plant
series (which t)"fy over 90Yo of the drainage) are rated in the Umpqua Plant Association Guide
as moderate to easy for natural regeneratiorq which field experience has verified. Planting species
similar to what occurred in the original stand will continue. In additiorq using nanrral
regeneration and/or uneven-aged management will allow some overstory species to remain
present in the new stand. The moist/cool land units would react well to uneven-age management
since conditions within the land unit are conducive to shade tolerant fire intolerant species. The
drylwarm land unit, as well as the drier portions of the moist/warm land unig can be expected to
be successful with naturally regenerated fire tolerant shade semi-intolerant species like sugar pine
and Douglas-fir.

6. What have been the cumulative effects on native plant species and their habitats,
including federally listed and candidate species?

Native species have been displaced in various areas throughout the watershed by the
encroachment of non-native species. Past revegetation efforts of disturbed sites have u':li'ed non-
native species, further reducing the presence of some native plants. Information on threatened,
endangered, and sensitive plants is lacking for nearly all of the land within the Little River
watershed.

Fire Management

l. What were the reference period fuel loads and vegetation patterns in the waterched and
how does that compare to today's condition?

Fourteen percent of the watershed was estimated to be in high hazard fuel categories during the
reference condition, while 63%ois in high hazard categories today.

2. Is there a significant change in fuel loads and/or vegetation patterns which may
influence the size or intensity of a witdfire?

There has been significant change in vegetation patterns that will influence fue size and intensity.
The stand structure in mid seral stands is compact and dense. This allows for a vertical continuity
of fuels referred to as ladder fuels. This type of fuel arrangement allows a low to moderate
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intensify fue to elevate to the level of the tree crowns, increasing tree mortality, spotting
distances, flame lengths, and decreasing the ability to control fire spread. The-small diameter dead
and down fuel loads have also increased. These increas€s, combined with an increase in dense
managed stands that spread fire rapidly, and a loss of old-gowth fuel breaks in moist areas, will
lead to more intense fue and larger fires during extreme weather.

3. What treas have high firc occurrence rntes end high fuel hezerds? Are there options to
reduce the hazard?

The fire occulrence zones and occurrence rates are displayed in the fire occurrence zone map in
Appendix B. The highest occulrenc€ zones are in the eastern half of the watershed. See chapter
6 for areas recommended for treatment.

4. Is there r dilferencc betwecn thc reference period fire regime end the eristing fire
regime?

The fire regime for the reference period wi$ a moderate severity fire iegime. Today, the fire
regime has shifted toward a high severity fire regime.

Stream, Wetland, and Riparian Habitat

1. What is the ertent end condition of equetic hebitat within the Little River watershed,
including wetlands, riperien rrels, end streems (historic, current, and trend)?

ln general, the Little River basin provides roughly 48 miles of anadromous fish habitat, and Z0
miles of resident trout habitat.

Cavitt Creek and lower Littlc Rivcr Vicinities:

Habitat: Anadromous - 24.3 miles
Resident - 31.0 miles

The Linle River and Cavitt Creek vicinities support a large portion of the basins anadromous and
resident salmonid populations. Of the stream miles dominated by resident cutthroat trout within
Little fuver, 90 percent (31 miles) are found within the Cavitt Creek and Lower Little fuver
vicinities.

In general, fish habitat conditions throughout these two vicinities are in a highly degraded state.
Large amounts of fine sediment, high water temperatures, high pH values, potential increases in
peak flows and decreases in summer low flows, combined with a lack of large wood and complex
habitat, all lead to habitat conditions that are not conducive to healthy fish populations. These
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conditions are not likely to change in the near future without a concerted effort from all
landowners and land managers within the basin.

Within the Cavitt Creek vicinity, portions of Cultus Creek and Tuttle Creek are in a relatively
natural, healthy condition. These two areas will serve as important "references" for future stream
restoration efforts.

Wolf Pleteeu Vicinity:

Habitat: Anadromous - 2.8 miles
Resident - 1.9 miles

From a fisheries standpoint, the Wolf Plateau is an area of transition. The resident salmonid
communities gradually shift from a resident cutthoat domination to a mix of resident rainbow and
resident cutthroat trout. White Creek is the furthest upstream tributary currently known to
provide habitat for resident cutthroat trout within the main stem Little River drainage.
This vicinity represents l1% of the basin areq but only provides 4% of the fish bearing miles
found in Little River.

Much of this habitat is considered to be moderately degraded with problems including large
amounts of fine sediment, a lack of large wood, and high pH. The primary cause of this degraded
habitat is believed to be timber harvest and road construction.

Upper Littte River, Bleck/Clover, Emilg and Middlc Little River Vicinities:

Habitat: Anadromous - 21.3 miles
Resident - 37.3 miles

Streams in these four upper watershed vicinities generally share similar characteristics, and are
dominated by resident rainbow trout. Of the stream miles dominated by resident rainbow trout,
L00o/o are found in these four vicinities

In general, the majority of the fish habitat found within these vicinities is considered to be
moderately degraded. Timber harvest and road construction activities are believed to have had
the largest influence on habitat quality. Similar to all of the other vicinities, many of the fish

bearing channels lack large wood, contain large amounts of sediment, and have impacted water
quality in certain areas (both high water temperatures and pfD. It should be noted that water
quality is somewhat better in most of these areas in that the values are not considered to be near
the lethal ranges for fish and other aquatic life, as seen in the lower watershed. However, many of
the values measured in these areas are considered to be above normal, and are likely contributing
cumulatively to the problems seen in downstream vicinities..
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Within these vicinities, there are several examples of habitat that is believed to be in its near
natural, healthjr condition. These areas include the Flat Rock Branch of Clover Creelg a short
stretch of upper Little River, and a steep canyon area within the Emile Creek drainage. These
areas will serve iN valuable "references" when attempting to restore degraded strearns of a similar
nature in the future.

2. What are the criticd processes end lendforms thet shape aquetic habitat and
biodivenity?

The interaction of four criticd processes determine the diversity of aquatic habitat that is present
in a watershed at any one time; riparian forest functions, disnrrbance, sediment-routing and stream
flow.

The operation of these processes and their importance to the condition of aquatic habitat are a
product, in large part, of landform and climate. The Little fuver landscape has been stratified into
five landforms; dissected lowlands, dissected uplands, landslide comple:r; earthflow and upland
plateau. The analysis also utilizes four climate units; drylwarrq moist/warng wet-dry/warnr, and
moist/cool.

In a healthy watershed (the reference condition), the interaction of disturbance, sedimentation,
stream flow and riparian forest functions produces a variety of habitats that change periodically in
response to two randomly-occurring unrelated events, fire and flood. The effects of these
disturbances on patterns of vegetation, erosion, and stream flows create sub-basins in states of
alternating disturbance. In other words, with the separate pattern of fire and flood disturbance,
aquatic habitat shifts around in time, and all states are present at any one time in a large basin such
as Little River or Cavitt Creek. Aquatic life in the Little River basin has adapted to this variety
and change.

Overlay the disturbances associated with an extensive road system and clear-cut harvest and the
result is pulses of sediment and increased storm runoffthat are uniformly distributed in the
watershed and relatively coincident in time. As a result, the conditions of an "ecologically
healthy'' watershed, where a variery of disturbance states exist both in time and in space, has been
lost. Today, aquatic habitat in most sub-basins is highly disturbed and less diverse than it was
historically.
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The following statements summarize the effects of a management-related distLlrbance pattern on
the critical processes influencing aquatic biodiversity in the Little River vicinities:

Cevitt Creek end f.ower Little River Vicinities:

Ri par i an fore s t fu ncti ons

* reduced shade along perennial streams, particularly on private land. Shade has recovered in
riparian forests harvested prior to 1970 (48% of perennial stream miles shaded at present).

* reduced large wood and potential recruitment in mainstem segments where individual tree
death and tip-over is the primary large-wood delivery mechanism.

I reduced nutrient retention by simplification of stream struchfe and riparian forest composition.
Once productive, low-gradient stream segments have lost their nutrient-retention capability with
loss of large woody material.

+ reduced stream bank stability with recent riparian harvest and aggradation of stream beds
where sediments are deposited in low gradient stream channels @all Cr. and mid-Cavitt Cr.).
Unstable banks are characteristic of streams that flow through landslide complex prevalent in
Cavitt Creek vicinity.

Disturbance pattens

+ a late-seral forest matrix (more than7lYo of vicinity historically) reduced to small patches (less

than l0 % of vicinity cunently).

* mean size of openings enlarged where, historically, openings were small (except in upper Cavitt
Creek).

+ tree harvest areas "blocked" on private land and harvest concentrated in the 1950s, 60s and
70s. Public land harvest "dispersed" in relatively small areas over four decades prior to present.

* landslide and debris flow frequency increased as a result of tree harvest and road construction,
with the greatest increase on steep, dissected uplands formed in granitic rocks.

Sediment flow

r increased sediment delivery and flow as a result of increased landslide, streambank instability,

increased winter stream flows and extension of drainage network by landslide and roads.

* a fine sediment load increase in lower Little River is indicated by macroinvertebrate sampling.
Little information is available to assess the effects of increased sediment in Cavin Creek where
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sediment load was high in a reference condition due to the presence of landslide terrain and
granitic rocks.

Stream flows and water quality

* summer low flows reduced from a relatively low reference condition in vicinities dominated by
drylwarm land units.

+ summer low flows reduced, stream temperatures increased and habitat reduced through water
withdrawals and through a shift in riparian vegetation from late-seral to early and mid-seral
conditions.

* water quality lowered through reduced low flows, increased water temperatures and elevated
pH levels compared to a reference basin @oulder Creelq North Umpqua river).

t increased winter storrn peak flows.

Wolf Platesu Vicinity

Ri par i an fore s t fu nc t i ons

* shade has recovered in riparian forest areas harvested prior to 1970 (7I% perennial stream
miles shaded at present).

t reduced large wood and potential recruitment. tndividual tree death and tip over is primary
large wood delivery mechanisrq except in high geologic risk areas in dissected uplands of White
and Negro Creek watersheds where debris avalanche and flows are delivery mechanisms.

+ reduced nutrient retention by simplification of stream structure through reduction of large
wood input, increased peak flow and accelerated stream bank instability and debris flow
frequency.

t reduced stream bank instability as a result of riparian forest harvest and chronic streamside
erosion features.

Disturbance

+ a late-seral forest matrix (more thanT}o/o historicdly) reduced to a few, small patches and one
large, fragmented patch in the canyon of Wolf Creek on BLM lands (less than20o/o of vicinity
currently).

t mean size of opening greatly enlarged where historicdly openings were small.
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* tree harvest areas "blocked' as a result of simultaneous harvest on public and private lands

concentrated in the 1950s, 60s and 70s.

* landslide frequency in riparian areas increased in a vicinity that is characterized by low and
moderately-low erosion and sediment delivery potential in a reference condition.

Sediment FIa+,

* the increase in management-related sediment delivery is higher here than in any of the other
Little River vicinities. Increased sediment delivery and flow as a result of increased landslide,
streambank instability, increased winter stream flows and extension of drainage network by
landslide and roads.

r fine sediment load increase is greater compared to the reference condition than other vicinities

as a result of the interaction of the following:

l. Wolf Plateau has experienced the most extensive timber harvest (78% of total acreage).

2. moist/warm and wet-dry/warm land units on gentle slopes had a relatively low sediment
delivery historically, the result of low intensity infrequent fue disturbance in riparian forest

and low severity fires in the landscape at large.

3. earthflow and upland plateau have a relatively low stream density and a high amount of
subsurface runofi, both attributes that have minimized the delivery of sediment from the

uplands (in a reference condition).

4. road construction and increased management-related landslides have resulted in a

stream network extension greater that other vicinities.

S tre amflow and water ryali ty

t summer low flows are relatively high compared to vicinities where drylwarm land units are
prevalent.

r low flows reduced as a result of a shift in riparian vegetation from late-seral to early and

mid-seral conditions.

* water quality lowered through reduced flows, high sediment flux and elevated pH levels

compared to the reference basin @oulder Creelg North Umpqua River).

+ increased winter storm peak flows compared to historic condition even with a hydrologic

recovery,of 80% at present.
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Upper Little River, Emile Creeh BlecldCtover end Middle Little River Vicinities

Ri par i an for e st fu nc ti ons

i shade reduction along perennial streams minimal compared to reference conditions and other
vicinities (30 to 60%o of nparian forest in late-seral vegetation at present).

* reduced large wood. Potential recruitment reduced from dissected uplands (via debris flow
mechanism) as a result of harvest on slopes with high geologic risk.

* reduced nutrient retention by simplification of stream structure from accelerated debris flow
frequency and elevated winter storm flow peaks.

* stream bank stability relatively unchanged as a result of bedrock-confined stream channels and
a minimal amount of riparian forest harvest. fui exception to this is Middle Little River and lower
Emile Creek where riparian forest harvest has been relatively high compared to remainder of
vicinity.

Disturbance

t late-seral forest matrix (50 to 80% historicdly) fragmented in Upper Little River and
Blaclc/Clover vicinities and reduced to patches in Middle Little River and in upper and lower areas
of the Emile Creek vicinity.

* tree harvest dispersed in relatively small areas over four decades except blocks of private land
in Middle Little River and lower Emile Creek vicinities.

* landslide and debris flow frequency increased as a result of tree harvest and road construction.

Sedimentflow

+ increased sediment delivery and flow as a result of increased landslide, streambank instability,
increased winter stream flows and extension of drainage network by landslides and roads. Road
construction and timber harvest in areas of high geologic risk in upper Little River and Emile
vicinities have altered sediment regime.

* increase in fine-sediment flows primarily from inclusions of landslide complex and eartMow
landforms in vicinities otherwise dominated by dissected uplands. Macro-invertebrate sampling
suggests that there is a relationship between these landforms and fine-sediment delivery in
Black/Clover and Emile vicinities.

S tr e amflows otd water quali ty
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* summer low flows sustained by runofffrom moist/cool, elevated plateau's in Emile and Upper
Littte River vicinities.

* relatively small changes in water quality properties (temperature, pfl low stream flows)
compared to other vicinities in Little River with the exception of lower Middle Little River and
Emile Creek.

* increased winter peak flows.

3. Where rre the diverse equetic communities within the wetershed and how do they relate
to the habitat types rnd conditions?

From a fish population standpoint, the majority of the diverse communities in the Little River
basin are found in the larger, main stem areas of both Little River and Cavitt Creek.. The lower
main stem of Linle River supports populations of coho salmon, spring chinook salmon, migratory
cutthroat trout, steelhead trout, and a lirge variety of other non-game species such as sculpin,
redside shiner, Umpqua squawfistr, etc. The lower mainstem of Cavitt Creek supports
populations of coho salmon, migratory cutthroat trout, and steelhead trout, as well as a variety of
non-game species.

From a habitat standpoint, the Cavitt Creek and Lower Little River vicinities contain the largest
segments of low gradienq unconstraind wide valley strearn channel t)?es. In general, this
habitat tends to be dominated by resident cutthroat trout, coho salmor\ and steelhead trout. The

remaining vicinities are dominated by steeper, constrained, nturow canyon stream channel tlpes,
with a few small inclusions of the lower gradient channel ty?es. In general, these areas are
dominated by a mix of resident rainbow trout and steelhead.

4. What ere the primerT limiting fectors to fish populations within the waterched?

Critical aquatic habitat deficiencies that are likely limiting fish populations within the basin are
poor water quality (high water temperatures, high pFI, low dissolved orygen), excess fine

sediment, extensive areas of oversimplified habitat, and both increased peak flows and decreased
sununer base flows.

Fish Stocls At Risk

l. Whet is thc condition end trend of *et risk' fish stocks, end their habitat, within the
Little River besin?

Fish stocks "at risk" found within the basin include cutthroat trou! coho salmon, steelhead
(winter and summer), and Pacific lamprey. Very linle is known about these fish populations
within the basirL but due to the degraded nature of the habitat found throughout the anadromous
fish bearing portions of the watershed, it is likely that these stocks are all in a depressed condition

h)jil
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In additiorL if habitat conditions in these areas do not improve, it is Likely that these stocks will
remain depressed or decline further.

The habitat for these fish stocks has been degrading since the late 1940s, when intensive land
management first began in the basin. Habitat complexity is likely to improve in the nexr few
decades as a result of restoration efforts, new state forest practices rules, as well as riparian
reserve guidelines found in the ROD for the Northwest Forest Plan. Water quality, specifically
pH, wiU likely remain in a degraded state until current harvest and fertilization practices are
altered to remedy this sinration.

2. How are fish populations within Little River linked to the larger populations of the
North Umpque River downstream?

Historically, Linle River was likely to be one of the most important spawning tributaries for coho
salmon in the entire North Umpqua basin. Currently, the populations and habitat conditions
within the Little River basin are in a depressed state.

Little River provides several miles of spawning habitat for spring chinook salmon. Based on the
large numbers ofjuvenile chinook trapped leaving this system recently, it is probably one of the
most important tributary streams of the North Umpqua River in terms of spawning and rearing
habitat.

Based on stream surveys and anecdotal reports, Little River is also believed to have been a
relative stronghold for resident and fluvial cutthroat trout. Populations of these fish still exist in
the basin today, but they are believed to be in a depressed condition. It is not known to what
extent searun cutthroat trout utilized this stream system however.

No historical information concerning Pacific lamprey was found, but recent trapping efforts have
indicated that large numbers ofjuvenile lamprey rear in the Little River systenL indicating that this
basin is important to this declining species.

Very little information is available with regard to steelhea4 but it is believed that Little River
supports populations of both winter and summer steelhead. It is likely that very few adult summer
steelhead oversummer in the basin however, due to the high water temperatures found there. It is
also likely that Little River's contribution to the overall populations of the North Umpqua basin is
relatively small due to the degraded nature of the habitat found there.

Resident rainbow trout are primarily located in the upper main stem of Little River. Little is
known about the populations found withh the individual streams of this upper watershed area.
Based of the relatively timited movement patterns of resident fish in general, it is not likely that
these populations contribute many fish to resident populations downstream or outside of the Little
fuver basin.
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Water QualitY

1. Whnt is the thennel profile of the wetershed (historic, current, trend)?

Little River is currently one of the warmest strearns found on the Umpqua National Forest, with a
maximum stream temperature of 84 degrees F measured near the mouth in 1994. A large portion
of the main stems of both Little River and Cavitt Creek had water temperatures in excess of 80
degrees. No historic temperature information is available, but since relatively recent management
activities have lead to increased water temperatures (as shown in studies on Steamboat Creek), it
is likely that Little fuver and Cavitt Creek were substantially cooler in their pre management
condition. The long term trend is likely to be one of slowly cooling water temperatures as
harvested riparian areas recover, public awareness increases, and new state forestry rules, and
increased federal riparian protection standards are implemented.

2. Have other weter quelity peremeters, such es dissolved oxygen, pH, and turbidity,

affected aquatic communities? If so, how?

Based on high pH values measured, it is also likely that large fluctuations in dissolved oxygen are

occurring as well. High turbidity and sediment loads have also been recorded in the basin.
Aquatic communities in the basin may have changed in terms of species composition, and are
likely declining as a result of the cumulative stresses brought on by the impacted water quality
parameters mentioned above. Additional study is necessary to determine the extent of the impacts
upon aquatic communities.

3. How do flow regimes interact with/regulate water quality within the Watershed?

Increased peak flows during winter and spring months can cause increased erosion and channel
widening, which can result in increased turbidity and sedimentation. These effects to the channel
can also negatively impact water quality during the summer months by causing increased water
temperatures, high pIL and lower summer baseflows.

Decreased summer baseflows, caused by channel widening, habitat simplification, water

withdrawals, and drought tend to worsen higher water temperatures, lower dissolved oxygen

levels, and high pH levels.

In Little River, peak flows have increased and summer base flows may have decreased, resulting

in a watershed with dtered flow regimes. These altered flow patterns are likely having a negative
impact to water quality within the basirU as well as the aquatic communities that reside there.
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4. Whet, when, end where rre the sedimentrtion/erosional processes occurring within the
basin?

The majority of the chronic surface and fluvial (stream related) erosion is occurring on the
relatively gentle landscape areas found in upland plateaus, landslide complexes, and eartMow
terrairq where timber harvest and road construction have altered drainage patterns and runoff
timing. Vicinities that have extensive amounts of these landform features include Cavitt Creek
and Wolf Plateau. Other vicinities that have smaller inclusions of these features include Emile
Creek (Willow flats area), Blaclc/Clover @utch Creek area), and Upper Little River (upper Little
River and Hemlock Creek tributaries). In additior\ areas of granitic geology that have been
subjected to intensive timber harvest and road construction, such as those in upper Fall Creek, and
the western ridge of Cavitt Creelg are also highly susceptible to surface erosion processes. These
areas were relatively stable prior to significant land management activities.

The majority of the landslide and debris flow erosional activity is occurring on the steeper, more
dissected upland areas of the watershed, specifically, the Black/Clover (excluding Dutch Creek),
Emile (excluding Willow flats), Lower Little River, and Cavitt Creek (granitic areas) vicinities.
While portions of these iueas were subject to relatively high landslide and debris flow occurrence
naturally, in general across the watershed, the frequency of these events has been increased
sevenfold as a result of land management within the basin.
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CIIAPTER 6

RECOMMENDATIONS*

*Recommendations apply only to federally managed lands
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Terrestrial Ecosystem Recommendations

Late Seral Prone to Fire

Current condition: A high percentage of today's late seral habitat is found in warm/dry
locations where it is prone to experiencing high intensity fires. This could limit future
management opportunities, put remaining interior forest habitat and spotted owl activiry centers at
rislg plus accelerate debris flows into streams. The ROD requires protection of spotted owl
activity centers in AN,{As.

Objective: Reduce excess fuel loading in high risk stands while maintaining wildlife habitat and
soil organic matter cycling. Restore mid and late seral stands in all land units to stand
compositions, structure and density typical of natural fue regimes to improve resiliency to fire.

Methods: Maintain functioning late seral stands by under burning (when fuel moisture is
appropriate) during the months of fune ttrough November. In stands with substantial fuel build-
up, use a combination of understory thinning and small group openings with or without fuel
breaks. Northern spotted owl activity centers may be areas where treatment is not applied or
applied lightly based on a risk analysis and monitoring. Develop a strategy to place fuel breaks on
the landscape where concentrated harvest or private residences interface. Treat riparian areas of
intermittent streams with thinning and prescribed fire to reduce density-and fuels. Treat the
drylwarm areas on upper slope positions to create stand conditions characteristic of historic fire
behavior. At the project planning stage, these riparian treatments must be balanced with the
needs of mature and late seral species described in the ROD.

Areas: Potential treatment areas were determined by overlaying warm land units with steep
slopes, fire occurrence, current interior habitat and spotted owl activity centers (Figure 42). The
following priorities were assigned according to size, fue ris( and spotted owl occupancy:

l. Withrow Creek 5. Black Clover
2. Thunder Mountain 6. Lower Cultus
3. Red Butte 7. Wolf Creek
4. Taft Mountain

Monitoring: Possibilities include: The documentation of pre and post-treatment fuel levels
following harvest and prescribed fire to assess effectiveness of treatments, pre and post-treatment
effects of fire on species compositioq stand structure, and reproductive success of spotted owls.
Pursue answering the question: What management prescriptions can restore and maintain the
natural fue regime and reduce the likelihood of large, catastrophic fires from a landscape
perspective?
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Pine Health

Current Condition: Conditions conducive to insect population buildups above endemic levels
(particularly the mountain pine beetle) are beginning to occur. White pine blister rust is also
present. There are approximately 4,400 acres where pine species were naturally numerous but are
currently declining in numbers due to insects and disease.

Objective.' Improve the vigor and presence of pines (mainly sugar pine but also white pine and
ponderosa pine) by creating conditions for pine regeneration and reducing their susceptibitity to
fire, insects and disease.

Methods: Use stand treatments and prescribed underburns to encourage pine regeneratiorL
reduce stress of remaining pine (due to unnaturally crowded conditions) and increase the stand's
fire resiliency.

Areas: Potential treatment areas were determined through field assessment with the Regional
Pathologist. Areas were prioritized by current density of pitr. and associated disease mechanisms
(Figure 43). They are listed in order of priority:

l. Wolf Pine and BLM Pine
2. Dutch Creek
3. Upper Little River (not shown on map)
4. Willow Flats (not shown on map)

Monitoring: Monitor insect and disease effects and trends in populations concurrent with
blowdown (falldown) and./or competition stress. Determine pre and post treatment basal areas for
pine stands as an indicator of competition and drought stress; monitor post treatment effects and
survival of established trees. Track the success of pine regeneration.
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Interior Habitat

Current Condition. Most of the areas within the watershed that historically persisted through
time as late seral interior habitat (moist/warm and wet-dry/warm land units) were harvested and
are now in early to mid seral conditions. These areas provided important connectivity of late seral
habitat in low elevations through the watershed. This connectivity may be important to late seral
species that do not occur in higher elevations (red tree vole and fisher). Adaptive Management
Areas are intended to contribute substantially to the achievement of the standards and guideline
for management of habitat for late successional and old-growth species. This includes provision
of well-distributed late-successional habitat outside reserves (ROD D-2; Roseburg BLM 1994
RMP Appendix 143-144).

Objective: Protect remaining current late seral habitat within these areas and begin to restore the
mid seral habitat to provide the potential for late seral interior habitat within 5 to 6 decades.

Methods: Accelerate the development of managed stands to late seral stage by thinning stands of
all ages in a contiguous area to promote future interior habitat. Use variable levels of stocking
and leave existing old-growth components on the site. The creation of small openings in managed
stands is recommended, but inducing more fragmentation with large openings is not desirable.
Reduce competition in unmanaged stands by cutting western hemlock and white fir in understory
or intermediate layers of those stands. Avoid using treatments that create favorable habitat for
non-native vegetation.

Areas: Potential treatment areas were determined by overlaying moist/wanrg moist/cool and wet-
dry/warm land units with gentle slopes with low fire occurrence (Figure 44). Areas are prioritized
by size and location in relation to spotted owl sites and are listed in order of priority. Other areas
may also exist outside of these mapped sites.

l. Willow Flats
2. Upper Cavitt Creek
3. Hemlock Lake- Flat Rock

, 4. White Creek
5. Plusfour Creek

Monitoring: Implement the DEMO study. Pursue answering the question: What silvicultural
prescriptions enhance short and long-term biological diversity at the stand and landscape scales in
upland and riparian Douglas-fir plantations?
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General Landscape

Current Condition: Overall, watershed conditions are degraded. Forty-six percent of the forest
along perennial streams (360 feet either side) and 62Yo of the stands along intermittent streams
(180 feet either side) has been clearcut harvested. The landscape is more diverse and fragmented
than during the reference conditions. There has been a large decrease in late seral and a large
increase h early and mid seral. Patches of early and mid seral forest have generally decreased in
numbers (patch density) but have increased greatly in patch size. Harvest of public lands since
1980 has totalled over I1,000 acres. These areas are, or will soon be, in need of precommercial
thinning. Many of the older managed stands (of commercial size) are also over-stocked.

Objectives: Develop and test approaches to integration of intensive timber production with
restoration and maintenance of high quality riparian habitat. Learn how to manage on an
ecosystem basis. Shift landscape patterns back toward reference conditions (on Forest Service
administered lands only) to the extent practical.

Methods: Over the next decade, focus activities on the watershed''s managed stands (on Forest
Service administered lands only). Avoid a pre-commercial thinning backlog by prioritizing
funding for Timber Stand Improvement (TSI) Activities. Initid commercial thinning entries
should focus on areas of highest site quality to malcimize production of wood products (located
mainly in the wet-dry/warm and the moist/warm land units around White Creelg upper Cavitt
Creek and Taft Mountain). Thin in young growth riparian areas with high stem densities and
where height/diameter ratios >90 with possible blowdown potential (stands along Emile, Black
and White Creek have the highest concern). Increase the average tree diameter in a stand with
each thinning treatment on all land units. Manage for variable stocking levels and tree
distributions on dry land units, particularly steep slope areas and south facing drainages (these
occur primarily in the middle and upper Little River Vicinities of the watershed). On managed
and unmanaged stands, keep stand openings to less than I0 acres in size on the moisVcool land
unit (found only on Forest Service administered lands) due to site limitations and slow
development rates. Apply treatments to unmanaged stands that lessen the risk of wildfire from a
landscape perspective. Take advantage of opportunities to apply natural regeneration of native
vegetation in all land units. Develop fire suppression guidelines that address where minimum
impact suppression tactics should be used, fire rehabilitation practices using non-native invasive
plants, and the use of retardant in riparian areas.

Areas: Entire watershed

Monitoring: Monitor light levels and associated natural regeneration and release of advanced
regeneration a.fter over story treatments. Examine levels of large woody material associated with
various land units and seral stages to develop management strategies. Use pre- and post-
treatment stand exams to monitor individual stand development. Use satellite imagery to track
landscape development. Pursue answering the question: What t)'pes of stand and landscape level
manipulations to vegetative structure and composition can be canied out to provide both a
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sustainable level of timber harvest plus maintain, enhance, or restore species associated with old-
growth forests?

Unique Habitat

Current Conditions: Slightly over 30%o of the historic unique habitats remain somewhat
undisturbed. These areas are providing important habitat for plants and animals.

Objectives: Maintain and/or restore meadows prone to tree encroachmen! and those where the
hydrologic processes have been changed. Restore historical unique habitats where possible.

Methods: Utilize prescribed burning to reduce or eliminate tree and shrub encroachment of
meadows. Restore natural hydrologic functioning through road obliteration when feasible. Work
to control non-native/noxious plants.

Areas: Unique habitats for treatment were selected by their location in relationship to past
management activities (harvest units and roads). They are listed in order of priority:

l. Peter Paul Prairie
2. Willow Flats
3. Yellow Jacket Glade

Monitoring: Inventory unique habitats for species composition, management impacts and
?i:i opportunities, and potential for restoration and native seed collection nurseries. Track plant

community changes in habitats that are treated with prescribed fire.
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Elk Management

Current Condition: Elk herds are increasing and concentrating on or near private lands. Animal
damage to private lands is increasing and hunting opporhrnities are limited.

Objective: Provide good quality elk habitat and hunting/viewing opportunities through time on
public lands.

Methods: Decrease open road densities by converting some roads to stringer meadows and
trails. Develop a native forage seeding strategy. Utllize tree harvest when feasible to create
forage. Maintain, improve, or rehabilitate historical meadows. Develop partnerships to
implement coordinated plans including monitoring assignments.

Areas: Three primary elk management areas (Figure 45) were selected based on the presence of
gentle to moderate slopes, historical forage habitat, amount of current elk use and their distance
away from private/residential and agricultural property. They are listed below:

l. Upper Caviu Creek
2. Yellow facket Glade
3. WillowFlats

Monitoring: Monitor elk populations in these areas in cooperation with Oregon Department of
Fish and Wildlife. Monitor the success of road to meadow conversion techniques. Pursue
answering the question: Can populations of plants and animals associated with early successional
conditions be maintained or enhanced by restoring and creating forest openings using fire and
other silviculturd options?

il: tl
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Special Forest Products

Current Condition: Many gr6s, forb and shrub species are collected throughout the watershed.
Record keeping on quantities of materials removed and the dollar value of these materials has only
recently begun. Interest in beargrass is particularly higtr, with some interest in salal, boughs,
posts, and fuewood.

Objective: Determine how harvesting of beargrass and other products can be sustained and
enhanced.

Methods: Survey for collected species and maintain information in a data base that is consistent
between agencies. Issue permits on a consistent basis between agencies.

Areas: Locations where harvest of beargrass has frequently occurred.

Monitoring: Monitor beargrass collection sites to determine if over harvesting is occurring.
Monitor RNA's for signs of unauthorized collection. Establish a monitoring scheme that
examines how populations of special forest products should be harvested, sustained, and
enhanced. Work with County Extension and others to find ways to keep beargrass money local.

Rare Plants

Current Condition: Information on the distribution of rare plant species that occur in Little
River is generally lacking.

Objectives: Increase knowledge of locatiorq abundance, and biology of rare plant species.
Maintain viability of rare plants in the watershed.

Methods: Document known sites and update data bases. Identify management opportunities and
threats to viability. Document location and numbers of species that may be at risk of becoming
rare within the watershed. Identi$ unique habitats which contain rare plants.

Area: Unique habitats and known reference populations.

Monitoring: Inventory and monitor unique habitats. Establish specific populations and monitor

trends of those populations. Monitor silvicultural treatments in mid-seral stands for understory
regeneration of zuch species as lilies and orchids that appear to be absent in existing mid-seral
stand structure.
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Non-nafive species

Current Condition: Of the 48 species of noxious weeds that either occur, or have a significant
potential to occur, within the state, ten of these species (disregarding the two native species) can
be found in the Little River watershed. Five are considered to be so widespread (tansy ragwort,
St. Johnswort Canada thistle, bull thistle, and Scotch broom) that most disturbed ground is
occupied by at least one of these species. Eleven more are known to occur in close proximity and
have the potential to colonize the area in the foreseeable future. Of particular concern are gorse,
yellow star-thistle, milkthistle and French broom.

Objectives: Slow and/or curtail the spread of non-native species.

Methods: Follow the integrated weed management guidelines listed in Appendix G. Follow the
BLM Integrated Weed Control Plan and Environmental Assessment on BLM managed land.
Develop a strategy for Forest Service managed land that ties in with the BLM's. IJse native
species for revegetation and restoration worlg especially when revegetating sites that have
experienced fue. Maintain accurate and up-to-date data bases.

Area: Areas with high road densities and where current management activity is taking place.

Monitoring: Monitor the spread of existing populations of non-native plants and the effects of
control efforts. Monitor that quarries and stockpile sites are free from noxious and targeted
aggressive plant species.
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Aquatic Ecosystem Recommendations

General priority areas for aquatic ecosystem restoration and protection

Pric'rity,' i.. ,.Viciidt:or'...

,. ':TributrY,.,.
prioritiz"a fist of Restoration Objeaines

'  j  ' .  ' . '  
* ' i

Cavitt Creek
Vicinity

Cutthroat and coho stronghotd
within Little River basin

Restore sediment regime, water quality,
and flow regimes

a l,ower Emile
Creek Tributary
CI\fi)

Hrgh integrity steam and
riparian conditions. ie.
"Reference" area

Fuels reduction in higb risk upslope rip.
areas, restore sediment regime, restore
water quality

J Flat Rock Branch
Tributary (IRB)

Higb integrity stcom and
riparian conditions. Serves as
"roadless rderencc area"

Restore sediment resimc

4 UpperLittle River
Tn-butary CILR)

High quslitystenmflow
contribution, and areas of
uoiqr.re high-elevation,
uncoustrained chn nnels.

Restore sedimerit regime, restore
previously managed riparian areas,
protect unique channels

5 Wolf Plateau
Vicinity

Contains coho and cutthroat
habitat large conhibutor to
sediment cumulativc effects
problern in Little Rivcr basin

Restorc sedimcnt rcgime, restore
prcvior-rsly managed riparian areas,
restorc watcr quality

6 Black/Clover
Vicinity

Large contributor to sediment
cumulativc cffects problem in
Linle River

Restore sediment regime, restorc
previously managed riparian areas,
restore water quality

*Restoration project emphasis will be geared towards restoring upslope processes. Project types

may include instream work after substantial progress is made on restoring upslope processes.

The methods to achieve the restoration objectives listed in the above table are detailed on

following pages.

{rl:,.1,
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Riparian Areas adjacent to wide valley, gentle gradient channels

Current Condition: Over gQYo of these wide valley, low gradient riparian areas are in degraded
conditions. Most of these areas occur in the Cavitt Creek and Lower Little River vicinities.

Objective: Restore riparian functions by increasing the rate at which these riparian nreas develop
a larger tree, diverse stand structure that would provide both shade and large wood contributions
to the stream.

Methods: Plant native hardwood and conifer tree species adjacent to wide channels with severe
water temperature problems. Thin previously harvested riparian areas, where appropriate, to
enhance the growth of large conifers. In addition, plant hardwoods and other conifer species in
order to regain natural riparian diversity if necessary. In additior\ manage older riparian stands
that are unnaturally overstocked (due to fire suppression) in order to reduce the risk of
catastrophic fire damage and function loss.

Areas: Treatments should be focused on areas that have been harvested as well as unnaturally
dense stands of mid to late seral trees along these wide valley channels that are at an elevated risk
of catastrophic fire darnage. Vicinities with large amounts of these riparian conditions are
prioritized below:

1. Cavitt Creek
2.Lower Little River
3. Emile Creek (Wrllow Flats area)

Monitoring: Inventory riparian stands and stands with hardwood components and identify
management opportunities and strategies for both.

Riparian Areas adjacent to narrow valley, steep gradient channels

Current Condition: A large portion of the narrow valley, steeper gradient riparian areas are in a
degraded condition.

Objective: Restore riparian functions by increasing the rate at which these riparian areas develop
a larger tree, diverse stand stnrcture that would provide both shade and large wood contributions
to the stream.

Methods: Where prescribed fire is used consider including riparian forests in order to mimic the
pattern of "pulses" of large wood input to streams that occurred after fire burned these areas.
Thin previously hanested riparian areas to enhance the growth of large conifers. Plant
hardwoods and other conifer species in order to regain riparian diversity if necessary. In addition,
consider managing some of the older riparian stands that are overstocked, in order to reduce the
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risk of catastrophic fue damage and function loss.

Areas: Previously harvested riparian areas, and overstocked late seral riparian areas found on
steep ground that have the potential to be lost from a stand replacing fire. Vicinities with large
amounts of this type of riparian area are prioritized as follows:

l. Emile Creek (excluding Willow Flats)
2. Black/Clover
3. WolfPlateau
4. Upper Little River
5. Mddle Little River

Monitoring: Track the recovery of degraded riparian areas under a variety of treatments
compared to untreated control areas.

Existing Healthy Riparian Areas (reference basins)

Current Condition: There are substantial locations of healthy channel conditions and riparian
areas in five tributaries that are functioning within reference conditions (Figure 46). These areas
serve as important sources of aquatic biodiversity and high quality water.

Objective: Protect and maintain riparian areas where these fi,rnctions are currently intact.

Methods: Maintain full riparian buffers on all streams in the mapped areas equal to the interim
standard widths described in the ROD except where an imbalance of tree density and fuel
conditions pose a risk to loss of riparian areas due to fire in steep terrain Make these mapped
zueas a high priority for restoration work and erosion prevention in order to protect their healthy
condition. Defer all new road construction.

Areas: Various refuge areas were identified throughout the basin (Figure 46). These areas
include:

o Cultus Creek and Tuttle Creek tributaries
o Flat Rock Branch of Clover Creek
. The middle canyon areas of Emile Creek
o Little River subwatershed of the 

farger 
Upper Little River vicinity.

Monitoring: Monitor large wood numbers, water temperaturg and stream shade values.
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Water Quality

Current Condition: Water quality has decreased over the last five decades. filgh pH values and
high temperatures have been observed.

Objective: Improve water quatity by lowering pll and water temperature.

Methods. Restrict the practice of fertilization to cumulative effects water quality studies, after
which time, the cumulative effects data will be evaluated to determine if the practice should
continue, or limits should be imposed. Restore aquatic habitat complexity and enhance infi.ltration
of water in the uplands. Implement a watershed cooperative education program with the Natural
Resources Conservation Service, OSU extension agents, and Umpqua Basin Fisheries Initiative.
This program would inform landowners about the consequences of excessive water withdrawals,
riparian harvest, yard and farm fertilization, and nutrient enrichment to the aquatic ecosystem.

Areas: Basin-wide.

Monitoring: Monitor parameters fo. pt[ water temperature, and baseflows in the water
quality/riparian areiui mentioned above, and re-activate the USGS water quality garyry station at
Peel. Pursue answering the questions: Does forest fertilization effect water qudity? Do
harvesting and regeneration prescriptions consistent with President's Plan guidance effect water
quality?

Flow Regimes

Current Condition: Peak flows have increased.

Objectivc Shift the peak flow function towards that which existed during the reference
condition.

Methods: Increase water infiltration and flow dispersal by reducing soil compaction (where
appropriate), minimizing flow concentration, reducing stream network extension and lessening
rain on snow effects associated with very early seral stage development. Examples of specific
methods to accomplish this are listed below:

o Reduce compaction by subsoiling and rwegetating all or portions of roads that will
be decommissioned and decompact soils within tractor harvested units.

o Outslope roads where appropriate.
o Shorten stream network extension by reducing road densities and by increasing

dispersal of water offmaintained roads (increase amount of relief culverts, dips, etc.).
o Consider landscape hydrologic recovery when planning future timber harvest.
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Areas: Landforms that have low natural stream densities on gentle terrain without deeply incised
streams. Landforms that are most susceptible include earthflow terrairg upland plateaus and
landslide complexes. Vicinities that have extensive landforms with these features include:

o Cavitt Creek
. Wolf Plateau
. Emile (Wrllow Flats area)
o Blaclc/Clover @utch Creek area)
o Upper Little River (Upper Little River and Hemlock Creek subwatersheds)

Monitoring: Monitor discharge at various locations including the USGS station at Peel.
Use paired basin measurements to test assumptions about flow and sediment behavior of
subbasins with different landform and geomorphic composition.

Sediment Regime

Current Condition: Accelerated rates of episodic and chronic erosion has increased
sedimentation of stream systems.

Objective: Shift the sediment regime towards that which existed during the reference condition.

Methods: Reduce the potential for mass failures, severe erosion associated with stream
crossings, sources of management related chronic sedimentatioq restore altered drainage
patterns and modify timber harvest practices on high risk terrain ( Appendix A). Specific methods
are listed below:

. Remove or stabili-e unstable road fi.lls or sidecast landing materials on steep slopes
that are at risk of failing and have potential to reach streams.

. Harden, armor, remove or upgrade strearn crossings that are at risk of failure due to
inabiliry to pass water, debris and bedload during storm runoff.

o Reduce potential for stream diversions at stream crossings by constructing drain dips,
grade sags or outsloped road surfaces.

o Gve special consideration to both construction materials and existing foundation
conditions prior to design and construction of roads on hill slopes exceeding 60
percent slope.

. Avoid locating or relocating discharge of concentrated road drainage onto areas of
slope instability or highly erosive soils.

. Enhance stabilizbtion of cutslopes that have a natural tendenry to revegetate.
o Utilize high quality agglegate surfacing or asphalt zurfacing along critical road

segments to reduce surface erosion.
o Utilize the "Guide to Transportation System Assessment and Planning" to help in the

prioritization of road restoration objectives (Appendix FI).
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. Avoid management activities that alter slope stability in areas of high risk terrain.

Areas:

A) Landforms that are at a high risk of debris avalanche or debris flow sediment delivery
to stream channels. Specific landforms at risk are debris slide basins within steep,
dissected terrain. Vicinities that have extensive landforms with these features include:

. The "granitic" terrain within Cavitt Creek
o Emile (excluding Willow Flats)
o Blaclc/Clover (except for Dutch Creek)
. Lower Little River

B) Landforms that are prone to chronic sediment delivery due to slump and earthflow
movement into stream channels. Landforms most susceptible include upland plateaus,
landslide complexes and earthflow terrain. Vicinities that have extensive landforms with
these features include:

. Cavitt Creek
o WolfPlateau
o Emile Creek (Willow Flats)
o Upper Little River (Upper Little River and Hemlock subwatersheds)

Monitoring: This outcome is difficult to monitor due to the relatively long time scales involved.
Pursue answering the question: What combination of practices are most effective for controlling
and preventing road-related runoffand sediment production during winter storms. Establish
baseline habitat parameters in stream channels to track conditions and trends associated with
pealdows effects, and track changes over time. Monitor quantities of fine sediments in fish
spawning beds over time.

Other Recommendations

Recreation

Current Condition: Use of recreation areru tkoughout the watershed is increasing and will
continue to do so. Barrier-free (wheel chair accessible) recreation opportunities are limited. In
additioq budgets are declining for maintenance of both trail and facilities. As use increases in the
future, conllicts may arise.

Objective: Maintain and increase recreation use and enjoyment. Encourage volunteer
participation in trail maintenance, trail building facility constructior\ etc.
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Methods: Enter into partnerships with local clubs and user groups. Apply for matching funds to
build more facilities as needed. Work with local groups to identify and construct barrier-free
sites. Educate users as to proper etiquette when using facilities and trails. Create interpretive
opporrunities.

Areas: AII public land within the watershed.

Monitoring: Continue documenting recreation use. Have sign up sheets with campground hosts
for volunteer work.

Education and Information

Current Condition: There is a lack of readily accessible data on local watershed conditions and
ne 6snllalized location for easy access by the public. Watershed dynamics and ecosystem
management principles are not well understood.

Objective: Develop progr:Ims to educate and provide centrrli-.d areas for the dissemination of
information and data to the public. Encourage local land stewardship.

Methods: Adopt local schools to encourage study of watersheds and ecosystems. Help form
curriculums. Provide schools and libraries with local and regional watershed data that is easily
accessed for hdividual or group independent study. Conduct training seminars for use of
information software.

Areas: Areas which may be selected for this recommendation are:

. Douglas County Schools
o Douglas County Library
. Wolf Creek Job Corp Center
o Umpqua Community College Library

Monitoring. Provide public cornment cards at these locations for opinions and requests.
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L ike l ihood o f  Occur rance :  [96gmented

vascu la r

SCIENTIFIC NAI\4E FWS ooA ONHP R6 BLM ROD
Aster vialis
Calochortus umpquaensis
Horkelia congesta ssp congesta
Romazoffia thompsonii

c2
C 1
C2

c
LE
c

{
I

1
1
1

OR

OR

Candidate
Candidate
Sensitive
Sensitive

12

SCIENTIFIC NAfulE FWS ODA ONHP R6 BLM ROD
Astragulus umbraticus
lliamna latibracteata
Lewisia columbiana var columbiana
Polysbchum californicum
Wolffia borealis

2
2
2
2
2

OR
OR
OR

oRII/A
OR

Assessment
Assessment

Assessment
Assessment

SCIENTIFIC NAlvlE FWS ODA ONHP R6 BLM ROD
Minuarta cismontana 3 Assessment

SCIENTIFIC NAME FWS ODA ONHP R6 BLM ROD
Phacel ia verna ?n 4 Tracking

Likel ihood of Occurrance :  $q5pegted

f  u n g i

SCIENTIFIC NAME FWS ODA ONHP R6 8LM ROD

Oryporus nobilissimus 1 123

l i c h e n

SCIENTIFIC NAIVE FWS ODA ONHP R6 BLM ROD
Nephroma occultum 1 1 3

SCIENTIFIC NAfu1E FWS ODA ONHP R6 BLM ROD

Sulcana badia 2
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L ike l ihood o f  Occur rance :  gL t5pegted

l i chen

SCIENTIFIC NAME FWS ODA CNHP R6 BLM ROD
Lecidea dolodes
Pilophorus nigricaulb
Pseudocyphellaria aurata

3
J

3
1 3

livenrvort

moss

SCIENTIFIC NAME FWS ODA ONHP KO BLM ROD
Chilosryphus gemmiparus
Sphaerocarpos hians

'l

I
I

SCIENTIFIC NAI\4E FWS ODA ONHP R6 BLM ROD
Herbertus sakuraii
Porella vernicosa var fauriei

2
2

1 3

SCIENTIFIC NAME FWS ODA ONHP R6 BLM ROD

Gymnomitrion concinnatum
Haplomrtrium hookeri
Herburtus aduncus
Jamesoniel la autumnal is var heterospora
Loohozia laxa
Marsupel la condensata
Marsu pel la emarginata var aquat ica
Metsgena temperata
Plagiochi la semidecurrens var alaskana
Scapania gymnostomophi la
Scaoania obscura
Schof ieldia motcola

J

J

J

J

J

J

SCIENTIFIC NAIUE FWS ODA ONHP R6 BLM ROD

Encalypta brevicolla var crumiana
Tnpterocladium leucocladulum

1
1

OR 1 3

SCIENTIFIC NAME FWS ODA ONHP R6 BLM ROO

Andreaea schof ieldiana
Frunaria muhlenbergi i
Helodium blandowii
Racomitnum pacificum
Tayloria serrata

2
2
2
2
2
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i

AREAS NEEDING STABILIZATION AND REVEGETATION

Four areas on Forest Service administeied land have been identified as needing stabilization and
revegetation:

l. The bend in Little River Road, TzlSRlE, Sec 17 in the NW l/4.
2. Along the 27L5 Road, T275, RlE, Sec t5 in the SW l/4.
3. Above the east boat ramp at Hemlock Lake.
4. Above the Hemlock Lake dam.

Exploratory botanical work has already been completed for these projects. Experimental efforts
to produce appropriate stocking materials were successfully undertaken at J.H. Stone Nursery. It
is recommended that planting be undertakerg monitored, and dsed to create a template for work
at similar sites.

The Roseburg Bureau of Land Management has recommended that an area along Ace Williams
Mountairl T265, R3W, Sec27, (approximately 15 acres), and along Jim Creelg T27S,R3W, Sec
3 (approximately 10 acres) be revegetated with native bunch grasses. This open meadow habitat
is currently dominated by exotic grasses. This revegetation action would be consistent with the
draft conservation strategy recommended for Calochortus umpquaensis
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able l. Sites requiring special man

ES
ai#t.

RO-D!
si*;t:::|.:

. . :  
" l l :  r : :  r l r :  "  :  r : :  r :  :

NOXIOUS,.,
.F i.rlii!.'Sii.a!Winini f r r

Lower Little 6 I

lvfid Little t 2

Uoper Little )

Emile 4

Wolf Plateau 3

Cavitt Creek 2 I

Rlack Clover l o

Watersbed .,3l. i: i;':ili.,,.,:,::4,

T

LITTLE RTYER WATERSHT'D ANALYSE
DATA SIJMI\{ARIES .VICINTIY COMPARISONS

fROD "Strategy 1' species

able 2. Acres of watershed su
lll'f,,il['.,.!FRS.i':

Lower Little 0 ,,

Md Little River 148 ,l 2

Upper Little 324

Emile I

Wolf Plateau 3 0 ,l

Cavitt Creek 0 ,l t
Black Clover r 5 R

Watershed 678 :.,''4139 /l:;t,;.11

Table 3. Percent of Forest Service Lands adequately surveyed for current listed TES

T

ecles

\ . I in in i tu Aanin (rir lrovod,,;. Dnif in^ S'r'atggail (o/^\

Lower Little

Mid Little River 54 0.6

Uoper Little 143 t . 4

Emiie 0 0

WolfPlateau I 0

Cavitt Creek J 0

Black Clover r69

Watershed 374 0.6.
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